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Welcome

Welcome to 
Sorry to start with a rant, but you know what I hate? AutoCorrect. Not spellcheck, 

you understand. That amends mistakes. No; for those who have yet to be acquainted 

with this meddlesome thing, it’s when computers think for you and change the 

words you type to what it thinks you mean. This would be fine, if the results weren’t 

so utterly peculiar. Thanks to AutoCorrect, I sent an email intended to contain 

sympathy but instead inexplicably referenced an ancient civilisation (when it changed 

‘aww, poor you’ to  ‘Byzantine, poor you’), implied intended murder (‘when are you 

expecting your parents?’ to ‘when are you executing your patients?’), not to mention 

the many instances of ‘I don’t’ changing into ‘idiot’, ‘Aonach’ to ‘earache’, ‘Scafell 

Pike’ to ‘Scarf ell puke’ (explain that one?), ‘Glyder Fach’ to ‘Glider Fact’, and – in  

an example that almost caused a real problem – ‘bivvy’ into ‘divvy’.   

The point of all this is, the modern world is full of format: what you should do, 

own, think, say – and where you should go. It’s like you’re having decisions made for 

you. The Lake District is full of what you might call ‘classic’ destinations. It’s why 

certain places get swamped at certain times, and people grumble it’s  

too small/busy/over-exposed. Well, what nonsense! 

This issue is dedicated to breaking the format. So disable your own 

personal AutoCorrect, rely on your own sense of responsibility and do 

something exploratory and organic, off the path, away from the crowds 

and find your own secrets. Hopefully this issue will inspire you to do so.      

 Simon Ingram, editor (Twitter @MrSimonIngram)

A classic, deeply famous view of Wasdale  

and the Scafells (right). And it's absolutely  

jam-packed to the rafters with secrets...   
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www.livefortheoutdoors.com

twitter @trailmagazine

    facebook /trailmagazine

instagram #trailmagazine

Digital editions are available to download on

Cover image: Gategill Fell Ridge, Blencathra by Tom Bailey

Ben Weeks takes a paddle 
across the deepest lake and 
a wander up the highest 
mountain in England –  
all in one day!  p24
Twitter @gingerheadben

Oli Reed basks in the golden 
glow of sunset atop one of the 
Lake District's most famous 
mountains – then stays up 
there until the next day p34
Twitter @Olireedoutdoors

Dan Aspel takes the steep 
way up a Lakeland icon by 
discovering the Climbers’ 
Traverse on Bowfell p38 
Twitter @danaspel

Graham Thompson gives 
the low-down on the very best 
3-4 season boots you can buy 
before rounding up a clutch  
of 3-season boots for a range 
of budgets p82

Jeremy Ashcroft describes 
the single best day on the 
most famous mountain in 
the Scottish Highlands with 
a classic route on Buachaille 
Etive Mor p130

TEAM TRAIL’S 
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Snowdonia at dusk – page 54.
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Bothy nights are brill!  

See page 44.

Davd Tait, summiting Everest

for the ifth time – page 69.

A stove you’ll

love – page 81.

ROUTES
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A treat for  

your feet – 

page 82



an there be a more perfect time to be in the

Lake District than late autumn? Morning

mist on the water, plus a chill that bites at

the beginning of the day and again as you’re

retreating to an inn at the end. And then there’s the

colour: that vivid, autumnal fire that is fleeting but

oh-so-magical – the last explosive howl of billions of

leaves after six months of glorious bloom.

Some of this colour is always there; it’s just obscured

by the green photosynthesis chemical chlorophyll,

which drains away as summer fades. Sunlight and

cooler nights turns old glucose left in the leaves to red.

Taking advantage of this burst of brilliance can

be done almost anywhere; but if you’re heading for

the mountains, look for valleys thick with deciduous

trees. The Grizedale Forest, Borrowdale, the shores

of Derwent Water and Buttermere are fine places to

observe this phenomenon. And if you’re too late for

the trees, the russet glow on the mountains lasts

much longer.

C

DO IT
THIS

MONTH

As hills grow chillier and iresides cosier, why there's no better place to be...

AUTUMN
IN THE LAKES

 Base Camp
YOUR ADVENTURE STARTS HERE...
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Borrowdale from Castle Crag,  

in its full autumn coat.  

WASHINGTON IMAGING / ALAMY 
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ALLT-FAWR
MOELWYNS

e say ‘Snowdonian’; to be pedantic, the

summit of this burly mountain lies on the

very border of the National Park where it 

meets the peculiar hole that contains the 

widely notorious (though really rather wonderful) slate 

town of Blaenau Ffestiniog. Allt-fawr has tunnels and 

quarries beneath, but on the surface rises proudly above 

the carnage beneath its toiled south-east face. Perhaps 

because its appeal is somewhat less obvious, Allt-fawr 

– particularly when approached from the magnificently 

named Crimea Pass – makes for a surprisingly interesting 

endeavour. And the views from the summit to the rest of 

the Moelwyn range and Snowdon are spectacular. Truly a 

diamond in the rough.         

W

CLIMB 
IT THIS
MONTH

Why this brooding, little-climbed 

Snowdonian peak is well worth exploring.
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Looking towards Allt-fawr from the slopes of Cribau, with the

Crimea Pass in between. The road is so named as it was built

around the time of the Crimean conlict – and reputedly

in part by Russian prisoners of war. TOM BAILEY

 Base Camp
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S
ix months and

thousands of votes

later, the Trail

Mountain Photo of

the Year has been announced:

this vision of Ben Nevis and the

Carn Mor Dearg Arête (right),

taken by Paul Brett.

Paul, an Edinburgh resident

working in digital and print

design, shot the winning picture using a Canon 650D

with “a borrowed wide-angle lens”.

Paul remembers: “It was a perfect spring day

with no wind. After cresting the summit Carn Dearg

Meadhonach, you’re rewarded with this amazing

view. My friend was already heading up Carn Mor

Dearg, which really helped give an amazing sense

of scale to the scene.”

Conditions higher tested Paul’s skills to the limit:

“I had to self-arrest on the push to the summit of

Ben Nevis, which was very scary at the time – but

it was good to know I had the knowledge of what

was needed when required.”

Paul wins £2,250-worth of Nikon camera kit,

which he hopes will inspire him to “try and take

better shots in new locations. I’m hoping to head

to Norway and also the Dolomites.”

Kicking off in May, the 2015 competition attracted

hundreds of entries. These were whittled down

by a panel of expert judges – including renowned

photographer Colin Prior and record-breaking

mountaineer Alan Hinkes – to a short-list of 22

images, which was then put to a public vote online.

“We had such a broad spectrum of entries – from

technically stunning images to snaps on mobile

phones – and all kinds made the short-list,” says

Trail’s editor Simon Ingram. “Sometimes mountain

photography is about connecting with a place or

feeling. Paul’s shot is a moment captured right in the

rafters of Britain, and it clearly struck a loud chord.”

Ian Allington's stunning monochrome vision of Blencathra

from Doddick Fell came second in the public vote...

This year voting went through

the roof – and a winner emerged

on Britain's very top... 

MOUNTAIN
PHOT0 OF  
THE YEAR

SECOND
PLACE

Paul Brett: winner!

 I had to self-arrest  
on the push to the
summit of Ben Nevis
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...while Justin van Marle's atmospheric 

shot of sundown on Glyder Fawr 

bagged the inal place on the podium. 

 Base Camp

�����O�SEE THE FULL SHORT-LIST AT WWW.LFTO.COM/PHOTOCOMP

Paul wins a 24.3 megapixel

Nikon D750 camera,

plus a 24-85mm lens.

The camera and lens

set, worth £2,250, 

allows you to shoot 

outdoor pictures 

in great detail. It’s 

streamlined for 

compactness, allowing 

you to travel light in the 

mountains, and the built-in 

Wi-Fi means your photos can be 

shared instantly. www.nikon.com

THE PRIZE

THE 
WINNER

THIRD
PLACE



Worst thing you’ve eaten?

A semi-incubated egg with a slimy
chick inside.
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Base Camp THE 
MOUNTAIN 
INQUISITIONOUTDOORS

INDOORS
Get your mountain ix, 

without leaving the sofa
WATCH THIS...

READ THESE...

GO TO THIS...

Great Walks short films
The BMC has teamed up with TV presenter  

Mary-Ann Ochota in a ilm series documenting  

ive of the best hillwalks in the Lake District. 

The routes include Great Gable, Scafell Pike, High 

Street, Cat Bells and Blencathra. Beautifully shot 

by ilm-maker Ben Winston, these short ilms are 

perfect for cramming into a lunch break at work.

WATCH AT tv.thebmc.co.uk       

Trail digital special issues
If you prefer your mountain inspiration in digital 

rather than paper format, download our app and 

treat yourself to one of our 100-page special 

issues. The Complete Guide to the Lake District, 

The Complete Guide to Snowdonia and Mountain 

Adventures Overseas are all now available from 

the App Store for a bargain £3.99 each. And don’t 

forget, you can download Trail mag from here too!

DOWNLOAD FROM The App Store (£3.99)

KendalMountainFestival
Okay, you’ll have to leave your 

sofa to attend this event; but 

you’ll still be indoors. Kendal 

Mountain Festival takes place 

from 19-22 November with its 

usual line-up of great speakers, 

great movies and great after-

parties. All-action American 

Tommy Caldwell will recount 

his epic climb on Yosemite’s 

Dawn Wall, 11-times Everest 

summiteer Kenton Cool will give a one-of talk about 

his incredible career, and local lad Leo Houlding 

will no doubt have some great tales to tell about his 

recent ascent of Greenland’s Mirror Wall. For the full 

programme and to buy tickets see the website below.

FIND OUT MORE www.mountainfest.co.uk     

H
ighest mountain climbed?

It’s not everyone’s cup of tea,  

but I’m one of the few who  

can say the 8848m summit  

of Mt Everest [above] – four times!

Scafell Pike, Snowdon or Ben Nevis?

Scafell Pike without a shadow of a doubt,  

but not from the Wasdale side. It’s a much  

better walk, and longer and more interesting, 

from the Borrowdale side – up Grains Gill  

and down the Corridor Route.

Who’s your mountaineering hero?

That has to be the climbing Sherpas  

I work with every year. 

What do you love about mountains?

The freedom they give you, the views  and 

the sense of achievement – whether you 

reach the summit or not. 

Most memorable mountain day?

My irst Everest summit day in 2005 (from 

the north side) was pretty awesome!

Funniest thing you’ve seen on a hill?

A high-altitude porter trying to pick up  

a bag of climbing helmets… that turned  

out to be a bag of pumpkins.

You’re in a pub. What’s on the menu?

That would be a pint of Erdinger beer,  

a No.8 pizza and some tapas from the  

Square Orange Café Bar in Keswick.

Wild camp or posh hotel?

I do quite a bit of camping, so I always  

enjoy the novelty of a swanky hotel.

Favourite hill snack?

Double Decker or Tunnock’s wafer bar.

Worst thing you’ve eaten?

A semi-incubated egg with a slimy  

chick inside.

Weirdest place you’ve slept?

Camp 2 on Ama Dablam is a bit ‘out there’.

Best ever pair of walking boots?

La Sportiva Nepal Tops.

When were you last naked outdoors?

That was last week, while changing  

before an open-water swim. 

Who’s your most famous friend?

I know Sir Chris Bonington and Doug Scott, 

but I don’t know if they’d count me as  

their friend!

How much is a pint of tea at Pete’s Eats?

£1.60? [Someone knows his Welsh cafés!]

What’s your next big challenge?

Ama Dablam (6812m) this autumn, then 

hopefully making a 360° x 180° gigapixel 

panorama photograph from the summit  

of Everest next spring.

Ultimate mountain day in 3 words…

Challenging but achievable. 

Keswick-based expedition leader and four-times 

Everest summiteer Tim Mosedale gets a grilling.

Tim Mosedale (49) recently completed a 112 

mile bike ride, 5½ mile open water swim  

and 66 mile run through the Lake District  

to raise money for Nepali schoolchildren. 

Visit timmosedalechallenge.co.uk  

and www.everestexpedition.co.uk
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STRONGER

SAFER

THE NEXT GENERATION 

OF CARABINERS...
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CARABINERS AT GRIVELGB.CO.UK
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MODEL: 

MEGA

BECAUSE TWO IS BETTER THAN ONE
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Lovers of the Lake District’s Western Fells

are in for a treat this winter, with the latest

DVD release from film-maker Terry

Abraham. Starring Wasdale resident

and renowned Lakeland guide David

Powell-Thompson, this 58 minute

documentary takes you on three

seasonal walks, plus a spectacular

wild camp, through the wild

mountains of Upper Eskdale.

Speaking to Trail about his latest

project, Terry said: “I wanted to

do something that does the fells

justice, with a mix of seasons

and some nice shots. Eskdale’s a favourite

area of ours, and the scenery is stunning.

David’s knowledge of the area is second to

none, so we thought of routes, bounced

ideas off each other around his kitchen

table, then went out and

filmed. I think we make a great

team! It’s something I consider

to be relaxing and perfect for

Sunday afternoon viewing.

Heck, I feel relaxed watching

it now – and I filmed it!” 

Available via www.

stridingedge.com @ £14.99.

Base Camp

WHERE’S 
OLI?
Every month we take
pleasure in sending
Trail’s grumpiest stafer
all over the UK in the
name of locational
speculation. This time Oli
is in Scotland, but which
bridge is he standing on?
Answer below...

People who love their cofee tend to really, really love their

cofee. They tend to be fussy buggers too: the sort who

would leave a irst aid kit out of their rucksack to make

room for a pack of their preferred blend. If this sounds

like you, check out the Minipresso. To get your kick of

cafeine on the move just add your choice of ground

beans and some hot water, and get pumping. Designed

to be as small (175mm long) and lightweight (360g)

as possible, we still wouldn’t suggest you abandon

any essentials in favour of the Minipresso; but if

you’re a cofee-crazy camper who likes to leave space 

in their pack for a luxury or two, go for it.

Order directly from www.thefowndry.com

GADGET OF THE MONTH
Wacaco Minipresso Portable Espresso Maker £50

EXPLORE
ESKDALE
FROM YOUR ARMCHAIR
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Oli’s crossing the Water of Nevis on the Steall bridge.

This new ilm features  

Upper Eskdale in all its glory.
TERRY ABRAHAM



British mountaineering legend Sir Chris

Bonington has led successful expeditions

from Mt Everest to the Eiger’s north face,

but he admits the most memorable walk 

of his life was on the 731m Scottish peak 

of Suilven. The 81-year-old first visited the 

mountain in the Assynt region in 1952, 

and since then he has traversed it four 

times and put up two new climbing routes.

Giving support to the John Muir Trust’s 

recent bid to win £18,000 of funding for 

their path restoration project on Suilven, 

Bonington admitted the memory of his 

first visit is still the strongest. “The most 

magical walk I’ve ever know was Suilven

in 1952 when I was still at school,” he

said. “We walked in from Lochinver,

dumped our rucksacks at the foot of the

west buttress, quickly lost the route and

made our own way to the top. I’ll never

forget that view looking south over Loch

Sionascaig. Suilven means an awful lot

to me. It’s magnificent from every aspect,

rising dramatically from the bedrock. It’s a

very special place, in a wonderful setting,

and I urge the public to back the John Muir

Trust’s important path restoration project

there.” www.johnmuirtrust.org/suilven

WALTER BONATTI
Born 1930

Died 2011

Nationality Italian

Beard? Sadly, mostly

beardless

Legend because… in a

career that only lasted 17

years, Bonatti achieved

more than most could dream

of in a lifetime. Early successes on key routes

secured his position among the Italian elite

within two years of his irst climb. His role 

in K2’s irst ascent embroiled Bonatti in a 

controversy that took 53 years to be cleared,

with his version of events now generally  

being accepted as accurate (although there

are further revelations in Mick Conefrey’s new

book The Ghosts of K2, reviewed on page 16).

Following further pioneering climbs in Peru,

Patagonia, the Alps and the Karakoram, and

shortly after a solo ascent of a new direct route

on the north face of the Matterhorn, Bonatti

retired from climbing, ending his achievement-

packed career on a high.

In 5 words Respected Alpinist of huge integrity.

OUTDOOR
ALUMNI 
No.6

Sunrise Sunset Day length

1 Dec 08:11 15:51 7h 40m

15 Dec 08:28 15:46 7h 17m

31 Dec 08:34 15:56 7h 21m

New moon 11 December
Full moon 25 December

DAYLIGHT  
HOURS: DECEMBER 

Keswick
Lake District

SAVE 
THE DATE!

INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN DAY
DECEMBER 11

Since 2003 the United Nations General Assembly has 

designated 11 December as International Mountain Day 

to create awareness about the importance of mountains 

to our lives. This year’s theme is ‘promoting mountain 

products’ – such as cofee, cocoa, honey, handicrafts 

and services such as skiing, walking and climbing – 

and the UN is encouraging people from all over  

the world to join in the celebrations. 

Find out how to get involved at 

tinyurl.com/mountainday15    
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“My most magical walk was  
on Suilven”
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Sir Chris with his dogs Bella, 

Bodie and Alie in 1986,  

with Suilven behind.



UNCOMMON GROUND

Dominick Tyler £16.99

If you’ve ever felt out of your depth in

conversations with outdoor experts who

spout words like ‘couloir’ (V-shaped cleft cut

by running water), ‘bealach’ (gap in a mountain

range through which a pass runs) or ‘scarp’

(distinctive sharp edge above a steep face,

also known as an escarpment), then this is

the book for you. Subtitled ‘A word-lover’s

guide to the British landscape’, it’s illed with

beautiful colour photographs as the author

takes you on a memorable journey from

southern England to northern Scotland,

explaining the weird and wonderful origins

of the countless terms we use to describe

our wild places. Did you know that in Wales a

cloudy mountaintop is referred to as gwisgo’i

gap (wearing its cap)? Of course you didn’t,

which is why you need to read this book.

THE GHOSTS OF K2 Mick Conefrey £20

To this day, summiting K2 – the world’s second

highest mountain at 8611m – is seen as the

pinnacle of high-altitude mountaineering,

due to its combination of extreme weather,

unstable terrain and technical climbing; which

makes the experience of tackling it in the early

20th century all the more diicult to imagine.

In this brilliantly researched book, Mick

Conefrey weaves together the stories of the

early attempts to climb the ‘mountaineers’

mountain’ and the race for that elusive irst

ascent, which was won in 1953 by an Italian

team who would spend the rest of their lives

embroiled in a bitter controversy. A party

co-led by famed occultist Aleister Crowley

had reached 6525m in 1902, before the

Duke of Abruzzi left K2 defeated in 1909,

claiming it would never be climbed. American

Charlie Houston began a 15-year obsession

with the mountain in 1938 that resulted in

two near-summit misses, while the likes of

Dudley Wolfe and Art Gilkey tragically lost

their lives in the same period. The author

describes these events with such skill that

you’ll feel like you were on the mountain with

them; but it’s in recounting the details of that

notorious 1953 Italian success that Conefrey’s

investigative skills really shine through.

THE BOOKS OF HW Tilman £12 each

One of Britain's most single-minded

adventurers, HW 'Bill' Tilman's books represent

a canon that has been, at best, under-exposed.

A veteran of World War One – he fought on The

Somme – and a behind-enemy-lines ighter in

WW2, Tilman breathed exploration to his last

breath. His climbs with Eric Shipton between

the wars included attempts on Everest, and

resulted in the irst ascent of Nanda Devi in

1936, which would be the highest mountain

ever climbed until 1950. The rest of his life

mixed mountains and sailing, the combination

of which allowed him to access little-known

regions of the world: Antarctica and parts of

South America as well as the Himalayas and

China. He died aged 79 in the South Atlantic,

still adventuring. Tilman’s legacy lies mainly

in 15 books written between 1937 and 1977.

These have now been beautifully republished

by Vertebrate, who will release two new

titles every 12 weeks, and these are the irst.

Snow on the Equator, Tilman's irst book,

details his travels in Africa – including ascents

of Kilimanjaro and Mt Kenya. Mischief in

Patagonia (Mischief was the name of his boat)

chronicles the peaks and troughs – literally

– of a 20,000 mile voyage on the world's

roughest seas. His prose is matter-of-fact

but vivid, written in a colourful, strategic

tone highly indicative of Tilman himself.

(His book The Ascent of Nanda Devi was,

rumour has it, the inspiration behind the

hilarious The Ascent of Rum Doodle.) But

the books are peerlessly intrepid, and it's no

wonder they inspired so many of today's

expedition leaders to raise their eyes to the

mountains and wonder what was beyond.

Like Hemingway – who in many ways Tilman

paralleled – his words today can raise hackles

(his account of elephant hunting in Africa, say) 

but as such serve as accounts of a di�erent era. 

That, and of a man who, following the baptism 

of war at such a young age, spent his life

answering what he called the ’problem of

what to do afterwards’. A superb record of

one of the last great explorers of our age.
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Trail reviews four should-be additions to your reading list...

Base Camp

BOOKSH
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FROCK AND
STROLL!
My partner Paul and I married 

on 5 September 2015, and I 

was insistent that (weather

permitting) I would walk up

‘the Oven’ – a footpath in 

Macclesfield Forest that we

walk and cycle frequently –

to St Stephen’s Forest Chapel

where the wedding was taking

place. We thought you would

appreciate the humour of some

of the snapshots taken for us!

Emma Smith (happily married

wife of Paul Smith!), via email

Emma puts her Brasher boots  

to good use en route to the chapel.

Snappy tip
While going through

October’s ‘In Box’ I

noticed three people had

lost cameras. Quick tip:

take a picture with your

contact details on.

If someone finds your

camera hopefully

they will look

through the photos

and return it.

Pete Burns, 

via email

Robin Wallace
Once wore a cotton

T-shirt. Cotton... gets
wet... gets cold... feels
cold... stays cold... Brrr!

Jamie Bassnett
Turned round once to
see my mate using my

Vaseline on his lips. I use
it for my chaing areas.

Helen Howe 
Years ago I left the rubber bung

on the pick of my ice axe while walking
up the mountains to the snowline.

Unfortunately it was raining and when
I realised I needed to use the ice axe

the bung was frozen to the metal
and impossible to remove.

Teresa Coles McGee 
Forgetting to put the rubber seal ring
thingy back on the screw-top of the
Thermos �ask. It’s there for a reason

it would seem...

Philip Biggins
Wild camp Back

of Skiddaw. Next
morning boot lace

snapped in two.
Never ever ever again.
Always had at least 3
spare sets ever since.

Jamie Rooke
No map and compass
on my irst solo snow

walk on Snowdon.
Caught in a white-

out and learnt a
pretty scary lesson.

Bean Curd Bunn
I went out for a day’s

scrambling on the
Cuillin hills. Couldn’t

understand why
my boots felt so

uncomfortable? I forgot
to put the insoles in
after drying them.

Sherpa Phil
2 tubs in the fridge, 1 with mountain
goodies & 1 with cheese in – which

one did I open on top of Tryfan ?

David Keel
Not taking a compass up Kinder Scout. We thought we would go up

to work out the route for the following day with a map that was useless
up there. Ended up getting dazzled by all the peat hills looking exactly

the same as each other. Totally unexpected and got lost for 7 hours.

Elle Jackson
Dropped the map

and the spare map
(which was tied to

the other by rubber
band) down a large

waterfall. Still
managed to ind

the way back.

Damien Ellis
Wore wellingtons up Cadair
Idris when camping in the

bothy in Feb. Sweated like a
mofo, was wearing cotton so 

drenched, sweat froze in night 
– had a basic sleeping bag, Was 

about -6/7 outside. Probably 
the coldest night of my life.

John Grimes
Went to put my

waterproof on, only 
to discover I had my 

9-year-old boy’s jacket.

I’ll get my coat...
We asked what’s been your biggest kit blunder. You said:

Elizabeth Moore 
I walked up to Stickle Tarn at 
Easter in the rain en route to 

Grasmere wearing a rubberised 
cotton jacket & cotton jersey. 

Rain at the bottom, snow & mist 
higher up. Got cold & wet &  

a bit lost – a real lesson!

WHOOPS!
Due to gremlins, the  

‘Lane speaking’ letter in  
the November issue was  
unattributed. In fact the 

writer was Simon Michell,  
to whom we send  

our apologies.

Cape crusader
In my experience, even the best and 

most breathable waterproofs do not 

work at all well in warm and humid 

conditions, when condensation

cannot escape. After heavy exertion, 

they make one almost as 

wet as standing in the 

rain. Should you not 

discuss ponchos in 

a future issue and 

perhaps review 

some of them?  

It might be 

said that no self-

respecting UK hillwalker would

be seen dead in them; but they are

suggested, even recommended, by

several guidebooks for low-level

treks in Nepal. I have found they

work well there when worn over

(never under) a rucksack because

they allow for much greater

movement of air around the body.

Geoff Chittenden, via email

Ed – We’ll bear in mind Geoff’s

suggestion. Meanwhile, does

anyone out there use a poncho

when hillwalking? 
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In Box

FACE OF 
FATIGUE

John, jiggered on the Nantlle Ridge

Orla, out of sorts on  

Mt Brandon’s Faha Ridge

Katrina, cream-

crackered on 

a very soggy 

Snowdon

Tom, taking very deep breaths 

on Snowdon’s  Miners’ Path

Stuart, starting to realise 

how hard Ben Nevis is

SEND IN A PHOTO – AND WIN!

Sometimes, after a big adventure, an expression  
says it all. Send a picture of your haggard hill izzog  
to trail@bauermedia.co.uk, and the best one wins 
four pairs of Darn Tough socks!

MAGAZINE

WINNER!

trail@bauermedia.co.uk           @trailmagazine         facebook.com/trailmagazine         #trailmagazine

Time spent wisely
This year’s summer holidays 

found our family staying in a 

flat near Bassenthwaite Lake. 

Our window looked out over 

Sale Fell, which my 9-year-old 

son Niall expressed a wish 

to sleep out on one night. 

Inspired by your ‘Stay out all 

night’ features [Jun15 issue], 

we discussed what option best 

suited us, reaching a decision 

based on finance and fancy.

Next day we popped into

Keswick, found two Snugpak 

sleeping bags for £14.99 each 

and rolls mats at £4.99 each.  

I already had a sail tarp. So for 

just £39.96 for equipment plus 

a couple of quid for Pringles 

(real mountain food) and some 

fizzy pop, we were ready for a 

night out on the fell.

With the promise of good 

weather courtesy of the Met 

Office’s free app, and having 

checked the map (free 

access via my Trail

subscription),

we set off at

7pm on an

early August

night. 9.30

found us on

the summit,

having stopped

to wonder at

the setting sun over the Solway 

Firth. 9.45 pm saw us at the 

chosen bivvy site a few hundred 

feet from the summit, in the lee 

of a boulder that gave us great 

protection from the breeze 

coming up from the valley.

Camp established, munchies 

eaten, and the topics of Boom 

Beach, Clash of Clans and 

watching Workington Comets 

speedway all taken care of,  

it was off to a sound sleep.

The night was memorable 

for so many reasons. Dad loved 

his time with his son; son was 

made to feel all grown up and 

important; but best of all were 

the shared memories that will 

live on long after the sleeping 

bags are past their best and the 

tarp has faded and split.

The experience cost less than 

the meal we had the next night 

in Keswick, and is a reminder 

not to spend money on 

your kids – spend 

your time 

instead; it reaps 

far more 

rewards. 

Thanks,  

Trail; we 

owe you one.

Vic Galpin,  

via email

Man with a plan
Oct15’s ‘Problem Panel’ had  

a Q&A about walking solo.  

If I were planning to walk alone 

I’d first complete a route card 

using the info given in your 

third Q&A about distance  

and time. When I was a scuba 

diver we were always taught 

to ‘plan the dive and dive the 

plan’. Perhaps that saying

should be adapted for walks. 

If a well-worked-out route 

card is left behind with 

someone who can be trusted to 

respond in the case of possible 

emergency, it ought to be 

possible to use the timing on 

the plan to work out roughly 

where the walker might be 

at any given time within the 

walk. Having made a plan, this 

can also be transferred to a 

GPS for additional support.

My reference was Pete 

Hawkins’ excellent Map and 

Compass: A comprehensive 

Guide to Navigation, and  

I downloaded the necessary 

paperwork (free) from Silva.

Martyn Tuckwell, via email

Lost on 29 September 
on top of Hart Side, a pair  

of black Oakley sun glasses.  
If found please contact me on 

07930 474454. Mark Westmoreland
Lost on 23 September on the 

Aonach Eagach Pinnacles, a 
Garmin Oregon 650 in a carry case.  

If found, please contact me at 
stew.woroch@btinternet.com 

Stew Woroch

����O�TURN THE PAGE FOR PICS OF SOME SLIGHTLY LESS LACK-LUSTRE READERS!
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AIGUILLETTE DES 
POSETTES FRENCH ALPS
This is Arlene Johnston from Abderdeenshire, at 

2201m with Mont Blanc in the background, towards 

the end of the Tour du Mont Blanc. She told Trail,  

“A girl I kept bumping into along the way took the pic!”

STOBCOIRE
RAINEACH
WESTHIGHLANDS
Margaret Wells from Aberdeen (8th

from left, with celebratory glass in hand),

‘compleating’ her last Munro. Included in

the party were family, friends and fellow

members of the Grampian Hillwalking

Club. Her husband Steve said, “After the

obligatory summit photos, champagne

and a leisurely picnic the party split,

before re-assembling at the Clachaig Inn

for refreshments.”

TABLEMOUNTAIN
SOUTHAFRICA
Enjoying a relaxing read here is James Dufy

from Cleveleys. Royal Navy man James says,

“I serve on HMS Lancaster. We’re on a 9 month

deployment, due home in December, and we

went to Cape Town for a 2 week rest period

where I took of to climb Table Mountain.”

James’ mate Kristian Norrish took the photo.



 Out there
Send us your shots, share your adventures

Email your photos to us, along with a description of what was

special about your day, and we’ll publish the most inspiring examples!

Put Out there in the subject box, and send them to trail@bauermedia.co.uk

YR ELEN SNOWDONIA
This is Chris Walsh from the Wirral conquering  

the last of the 16 Furths [non-Scottish 3,000ft 

mountains] in Wales. Chris took the pic himself.

SCAFELL PIKE LAKE DISTRICT
Abbey Turnbull (12) from Tamworth recently undertook an 

expedition in the Lakes, sleeping overnight at Calf Cove. Her dad 

Stuart, who took the photo, says, “Here she is at 8am the following 

morning, on the summit of a deserted Scafell Pike with beautiful 

views of the East Buttress of Scafell and Wast Water behind.”

LLECHDDUSPUR
SNOWDONIA
These happy chaps are (front to back)

Steven Owen, Darren Edmonds,

Steven Scott and Graeme Williams

from Merseyside. Their mate Vinny

Hassell, who took the photo, told

Trail, “This was the irst time the

guys had done this Grade 1 scramble,

and they loved every minute of it.

It's short but a really underrated

route, and very, very quiet.”

ROSSETT PIKE  
LAKE DISTRICT
Here is Henry Ball from Sussex on 

his 214th and inal Wainwright. He’s 

accompanied by his granddaughters,  

Léa (8) and Emma (7). Henry had 

deliberately kept this one for them to do 

with their Nonno (grandpa) – their irst 

Wainwright, his last. The photo was  

taken by the girls’ grandmother Jane.
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DEVIL’S KITCHEN  
SNOWDONIA
Nick Cason from Norwich confessed, “I ind that 

the next best thing to reaching the summit is a 

pic of looking like I have! This is close to the top 

of Devil’s Kitchen, above Llyn Idwal en route to 

the summit of Glyder Fawr. What an amazing 

location, and such a beautiful day...”

 e we’ll be giving away the new Summit 25/38

om Multimat’s Expedition range. New materials

elf-inlating sleeping mat tougher and lighter for

on unsupported expeditions. Tested to -35 deg C, its

e proile maximises comfort and minimises weight,

while a warm zone improves tog value under the torso.
www.multimat.uk.com

In association with

SUMMIT
SELFIE
TRYFAN SNOWDONIA
Joe Puttnam from Portsmouth with his son 

Craig, on a recent bivvy in the Ogwen Valley.  

Joe said, “After doing the Devil’s Kitchen and 

the Glyders we managed to bunk down by 

7pm and had a surprisingly good night’s sleep 

despite being woken by visitors at about 1am!”

THIS 
COULD 
BE YOU!

Send your shots, marked

‘Summit selie’ to trail@

bauermedia.co.uk

LLYNLLYDAWSNOWDONIA
Here is Dom Kavanagh from Shrewsbury (giving

the thumbs up) and friends, celebrating the irst

anniversary of Dom’s double lung transplant. Dom said,

“A year ago I hadn't the energy to tie my shoe laces

and was months from losing my life. Now I've got

energy to spare even after a Snowdon climb!”

Dom wanted to give special thanks to Queen Elizabeth

Hospital Heart & Lung Transplant Centre and

Heartlands Hospital Adult Cystic Fibrosis Unit,

both of which have treated him so well.



 Out there

BEN NEVIS  
CENTRAL HIGHLANDS
Brave souls Wayne Reed and his son Jack (16) 

from Crediton, on the snow ield on the summit  

of Ben Nevis after doing the CMD Arête route.

If you or someone you know are aged between 16 and 24
and are interested in work experience opportunities at

Bauer Media go to: www.gothinkbig.co.uk
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KINDER SCOUT  
PEAK DISTRICT
Alex Radford (8) and Lukas 

Radford (6) from Worksop, 

testing Alex's new Boreal boots 

and walking 12 miles in total. 

Proud dad Dan took the photo.

LITTLE MELL FELL LAKE DISTRICT
This is Helen Matthews from Ilkley on the summit of her 138th 

Wainwright, accompanied by her 3-month-old granddaughter 

Grace, on her irst. Helen revealed that Grace enjoying ‘talking’ to 

the Herdwick sheep on the way up! Mummy Hannah took the pic.
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TOTAL

Secrets of the Lake District

# 1 Island camp, paddle & peak!

The dee .

Two .

It’s Wasdale as you’ve never

experienced it before.
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 IMMERSION

An island wild camp above the 

steely depths of Wast Water.

WORDS BEN WEEKS

PHOTOGRAPHS TOM BAILEY

T
here’s always a bit left over. A brick of 

Lego in the packet once the spaceship’s 

built. A screw lying on the carpet once  

the flat-pack wardrobe’s assembled.  

A plastic fin by the lakeside once the inflatable 

canoe is bobbing on the water. In the case of the 

latter, it wasn’t so much a leftover as an oversight.  

The keel was supposed to have been attached while 

the boat was still flaccid and flexible; but after 

several minutes of thigh-aching foot-pumping, there 

was no desire to deflate and start again. It wasn’t 

essential – just something to help keep the canoe 

in a straight line. So it was that the paddled voyage 

along the shimmering surface of Wast Water  

zigged and zagged a little more than necessary. ❯
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No-one is rushing, though. From the

middle of the expansive body of water

that occupies much of it, Wasdale has

never looked grander. The sheer screes to

the south appear as an impenetrable wall

of texture. Yewbarrow sails past regally,

and the crags of Buckbarrow and Middle

Fell – easily ignored from the road –

bristle with intrigue and temptation.

The pyramid of Great Gable stands

poised and proud at the head of the

valley; and Wasdale’s single tarmac track

remains, for the most part, hidden from

the low angle of the lake’s surface.

We could have been alone in the valley.

Two men in a canoe on England’s deepest

lake with its highest peaks ahead of us.

The Lakes of the Lake District – and

let’s not be pedantic here; despite what QI

says, the Meres and Waters are included –

have some right to feel marginalised by the

hillwalking community. We talk about the

Lake District fells, the Lakeland peaks, or

of heading to The Lakes – and then more

or less ignore the bodies of water that make

the National Park more than just a District.

This little boat trip was an attempt to

address the balance – at least as far as

Wasdale is concerned.

That’s not to say we were abandoning

the hills; the distant shores slid slowly past

as we paddled the prow of our two-person

inflatable towards the Scafell massif, where

more familiar territory beckoned. Wast

Water was playing a far more prominent

role in this adventure than most, though,

not least in relation to our choice of

overnight accommodation, but we’ll come

back to that... As the sun crept over the

shoulder of Illgill Head, the surface of the

lake iridesced with shades of metallic green

and peacock blue where the fells and sky

reflected in the slick sheen of the inky black 

water. It was beautiful. The almost full-

length crossing of the lake against a gentle 

headwind took about an hour.

The shores slid past
as we paddled towards 
the Scafell massif 

“You’d better not have stopped 

paddling back there...”

Early morning on Roughout Island.  

Ben brews the tea while Tom checks 

the canoe’s not delated overnight.

❯

Breakfast 

is served.
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When Wast Water’s eastern shore was

eventually reached, the boat was hauled

out onto the grey shingle beach cupping the

water’s edge and stowed among scrub.

There are many routes up Scafell Pike, 

some more interesting than others. It’s fair 

to say that the Brown Tongue ascent is not 

the most scintillating. It’s the choice of most 

three-peakers; the obvio    

threads up alongside Lin  

Gill is one of the more 

straightforward to follo

even in poor weather or

by torchlight. Below

the imposing col 

of Mickledore the

track briefly loses its

definition amid the

scattered boulders of

Hollow Stones, before

re-emerging as what

is disparagingly referred

to as ‘the motorway’ – a

recently renovated Land-

wide track of bare rubble that has

been constructed, presumably, to minimise

the chances of casual visitors becoming

visiting casualties for the Wasdale Mountain 

Rescue Team. Regardless of what you 

make of this meandering sanitisation of 

the fells, it does allow you time and space 

to look up in admiration at Scafell Pike’s 

magnificent western face and the impossibly 

detailed lines of Pikes Crag and Pulpit 

Rock. Wasdale is the spiritual birthplace of 

British rock-climbing, and although much 

of the historical focus is bent towards the 

crags of Great Gable, the Scafells also saw 

their fair share of hemp ropes, hobnailed 

boots and woollen suits. Above Lingmell 

Col the motorway narrows and links up 

with the Corridor 

Route, which climbs 

from the east. Arm 

in arm, the paths 

turn south together 

and head towards 

the summit as one. 

Along the way, an 

utcrop of green-grey 

ck is passed; different 

 the boulders around 

  nremarkable. But it is 

remarkable. It’s a seam of volcanic 

tuff and a type of rock unique to these 

mountains. Over 5,000 years ago, ornate 

tools were hewn from it and traded across 

the continent – an early form of currency 

before the complications of investment 

banking. If you know what you’re looking 

for (and a certain Trail photographer is 

something of an enthusiast in these matters) 

you can still spot the tell-tale signs of 

Neolithic axe making – flakes of greenish-

blue stone chipped away from larger blocks 

several millennia ago. Further scatterings 

of these fragments can be found across 

the Scafell massif – this was stone tool 

production on an industrial level, taking 

place on the highest ground in England.

Crossing Lingmell Gill.

Lakes of Lakeland: Styhead Tarn

and a distant Derwent Water

viewed from above Lingmell Col.

Unusual rocks  

on Scafell Pike.
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Scafell Pike’s summit is often
understandably busy. Reaching the top is
a convenient juncture for a lunch break.
The low-walled shelters fill up quickly;
and even if they’re empty, you’ll more than
likely find evidence of previous occupants.
Sadly, crisp packets, plastic bottles and
– for some reason a particularly popular
castaway here – banana skins are regularly
left behind on the country’s highest point
by the more thoughtless snacker. You
don’t need to wander far from the trig
point and enormous summit cairn to catch
a break, though. From the top of Rough
Crags the view over the flat-bottomed
Great Moss valley is a particularly serene
backdrop to a pork pie and flapjack stop.
Beyond Mickledore, the col separating
Scafell Pike from Scafell, the knotted
shoulder of the latter rears imposingly,
sheer and difficult; although the infamous
Broad Stand looks far more climbable
from this distance than its reputation
would have you believe.

The climbers’ crags that prop up Scafell
Pike’s western fringe erupt onto the
summit mountain top in a final flurry of
spires and combs. Leaving the summit,
and ensuring every shred of wrapper
came with us, we struck away from the
main thoroughfare for a closer look at
the mountain’s gnarled architecture.
It’s possible to experience some light
scrambling around the crenelations
without any real exposure; but it’s a little
too close to some sheer drops for comfort
once the clag sets in, and the lines between
‘safe’ and ‘dicing with disaster’ become
visually vague. With so much foot traffic
over the Pike, even the lesser used track
to Mickledore is found and followed
with little difficulty; although a compass
bearing is a useful tool for getting you to
it. From the col below, Broad Stand looks
a far more significant obstacle than it does
from the perspective-shifting distance of
Scafell Pike’s summit. Scafell isn’t that
much shorter than its big brother: 964
metres compared to 978. Despite this
modest height difference, there’s no easy
way from one to the other. Broad Stand is
a difficult scramble, and a location with
which Wasdale Mountain Rescue are only
too familiar. The safest route from Scafell
Pike to Scafell involves a further descent
to the south followed by a reascent
via Fox’s Tarn. But there’s an alternative.
Not as acutely problematic as a head-on
attack, it’s nonetheless far from risk-free.

Lord’s Rake starts as a grim, scree-filled
gulley, the cruciform engraving in the
rock walls at its entrance hardly inspiring

 We struck away from 
the main thoroughfare for a 

closer look at the mountain’s 
gnarled architecture 

❯

Camp, paddle & peak
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confidence. The crags that crowd around are

home to yet more classic Lakeland climbing

routes; and although not as vertical as these

cliff face routes, a helmet is a wise precaution

in the Rake. Upward progress is most easily

achieved by scrambling up the solid rock

edging the gully, but even then the risk of

loose rocks being cascaded from above by a

scattering sheep or a careless fellow raker is

ever- present. At the top of the deep, shadowy

scar a huge toppled chockstone leans wedged

between the crag headwall and the bulk

of the mountain. Deeply cracked, its

structural integrity is slowly degrading, as

is the headwall itself. It will, at some point, 

collapse and tumble down through the

cleft. Nobody knows when it will happen,

but every winter brings it closer; and when 

it does finally give in to gravity, a helmet is 

not going to help anybody in its way.

Once around the chockstone the Rake

continues its traverse of Scafell’s northern

flank, roller-coastering over crests and

through troughs. It’s an airy continuation

of the route, a marked contrast to its

claustrophobic beginnings. Wasdale is

wide open to the right; and although the

onward path is obvious and unthreatening, 

it’s easy to see how in the grasp of winter

these snow-banked slopes would take on

a far more treacherous character.

The traverse terminates above Scafell

Crag, from where the summit of Scafell

is but a short climb. For most walkers

bagging the top, either in conjunction

with Scafell Pike or in isolation, the trek

down along the amiable gradient of the

western ridge is comfortably covered with 

the knowledge that a warm car, hot meal 

or cold beverage await back in the cosy

belly of the Wasdale valley. While the eye 

travels over the water of the lake below,

channelled along the valley out into the ❯

Exploring the 

crags around 

Scafell Pike’s 

western edge 

above Mickledore.
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Landmarks of the infamous Lord’s Rake: 

the engraved cross, loose scree  

and the ‘chockstone of Damocles’.
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DON’T END UP 
UP THE CREEK
If you intend to take to the water there are a 

few essentials you’re going to need...

A canoe. An inlatable is easy to transport 

and cheaper than a traditional canoe, but 

not suited to all environments. Fast-lowing 

rivers or sea lochs require more substantial 

craft (and skills). Either way, be cautious. 

A paddle (or two, if there are two of you).   

A buoyancy aid will help keep you aloat  

if you take a dunking. For greater safety... 

…a life jacket will keep your mouth 

above water even if you’re unconscious. 

Recommended for lone paddlers. 

Dry-bags protect your gear from accidental 

splashing and can be lashed to the canoe. 

Strong arms. If you’re not used to paddling 

you might be surprised how hard it is. 

A permit, possibly some lakes have 

restrictions: see tinyurl.com/lakesbylake

for lake-by-lake details.

Common sense. If you can’t swim, the 

water’s very rough or very cold, or the 

weather’s terrible, best stay on dry land.

coastal countryside and beyond to the 

sea, the actual journey comes to an end at 

the bottom of the hill. But most walkers 

haven’t travelled by canoe. Steaming 

with perspiration and with legs looking 

forward to the arms taking over transport 

duties, the canoe was set afloat once  

more for the hour-long voyage across 

Wast Water. Sometime during the day  

the wind had swung around by 180 

degrees, generously offering yet another 

headwind to paddle into. Within minutes 

of setting blade to water, the sun 

disappeared behind a bank of cloud, the 

wind picked up, and the rain began. In 

a list of places to be during a Lakeland 

squall, bouncing about on the now 

quite rough surface of a lake with 70 

metres of water below and a steady cold 

precipitation tightening the skin into 

stinging goose bumps would not rank 

highly. Abandoning the direct line, we 

tucked the canoe in to the shoreline and 

the relative safety of shallower waters. 

But Lakeland weather is a fickle beast. 

A few minutes later the sun was back, the 

air was still, and Wast Water was mirror-

calm. We exchanged greetings with 

passers-by – a photographer on the shore 

using our presence to add interest to his 

landscape; a couple in canoes fishing the 

lake – as we paddled the final kilometres 

back to where we’d begun our journey. 

Near the western end of Wast Water, 

not far from the shore and the road that 

runs alongside it, is a small island. At one 

corner of this roughly arrow-head-shaped 

dot of land is a natural harbour the perfect 

size, shape and location for a two-person 

canoe. The bare rock fringes are ideal 

cooking spots with an ever-present source 

of water, while the higher centre of the 

island offers just enough turf to securely 

hold carefully placed tent pegs and just 

enough space to accommodate a couple of 

one-person tents (although the occupants 

of said tents would have to resign 

themselves to sleeping at an angle several 

degrees the wrong side of agreeable). 

Roughout Island (as we named it) had 

been our home the previous night, and 

would be again as we piloted the canoe 

into the inlet. Why? Because it’s there 

– a sentiment that should be familiar to 

any mountain lover. If you need a more 

tangible explanation for this choice of 

overnight location when there are so 

many more convenient and comfortable 

alternatives in Wasdale, try this. 

The night that crept over Wasdale, 

turning the sky from red, to pink, to 

mauve, to a deep, rich blue and sparkling 

with scattered stars was a still one. The 

water made no sound as it nuzzled the 

rocks of our island, so motionless and 

clear that by torchlight it was almost 

impossible to tell where the air ended 

and the lake began. Small fish no more 

than a few inches long and almost gold 

with dark patches drifted lazily near the 

surface, their eyes catching the light from 

our lamps. A metre or two down, larger 

creatures swam: dark grey outlines, hard 

to spot until they moved. An eel flickered 

past into the deeper waters as the call of 

a tawny owl carried over the lake. At the 

far end of Wast Water the silhouettes of 

Yewbarrow, Great Gable and Lingmell 

were reflected perfectly, a shadowy 

symmetrical triptych. The Milky Way’s 

hazy paleness glowed above, its clarity a 

benefit of Wasdale’s absence of artificial 

illumination and a temporary lack of 

cloud cover. The tranquillity of the star-

pricked blanket of night was interrupted 

only by the streak of a shooting star, the 

steady linear motion of a satellite passing 

over, or the distant blinking of a silent 

aircraft. After a few minutes, Tom’s 

photographer instincts overpowered his 

desire to sit still, sip hot chocolate and 

enjoy the ambience of a mid-lake wild 

camp. But in the short time it took to him 

to canoe to shore, get his camera from  

the car and paddle back to the island,  

the cloud returned. The view was gone.

But it didn’t matter. In many respects, 

that’s typically Wasdale. A chalkboard  

sign in the Wasdale Head Inn reads ‘No  

we don’t have Wi-Fi – talk to each other.’  

In an age where more and more of life 

is lived through a screen, sometimes it 

requires a little more effort to detach from 

the digital world and explore the real – and 

the Lake District is as good an environment 

as any in which to do it. Pick a valley and 

immerse yourself in it. You’ll be surprised 

how it changes your view. T

“Do you hear... banjos?”
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Secrets of the Lake District

#2 A summit after dark

WORDS OLI REED PHOTOGRAPHS TOM BAILEY

It’s probably the most visible mountain in Lakeland, but what secrets emerge

when the lights go out? Trail spends a wild night on Blencathra to ind out.
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Tents pitched just metres from Blencathra’s  

summit with wonderful evening views towards  

Grisedale Pike, Grasmoor and the Derwent Fells.

lencathra was the first ‘proper’ mountain 

I ever saw. Peering skywards through the 

windscreen of my mum’s Austin Montego as 

it choked along the A66 towards another wet 

and windy family holiday, there it was. Broad summit 

plateau bowed in the middle like the warped timbers of 

an old ship; the chiselled lines of Sharp Edge glinting 

like an axe blade beneath flashes of morning sun; and 

a commanding, almost aloof aura of independence that 

seemed to mock every hill within 100 miles. It’s the sort 

of mountain that transforms urbanites into outdoor 

addicts in the blink of an eye. You may only be two 

minutes inside the border of the Lake District National 

Park, but you know you have to climb this thing. And 

it’s an experience that could change your life.

From the noisy dual carriageway beneath it, 

Blencathra (also known as Saddleback) appears to hold 

no mysteries. That vast southern face – all shadows, 

folds and deep wrinkles thanks to the trio of chunky 

spurs that spill from its summit towards the green 

fields and farm buildings at its base – is visible from 

miles around, showcasing every line of ascent in obvious 

detail. The scraggy ridgeline of Sharp Edge lurks to the 

west, with the gunmetal waters of Scales Tarn hidden far 

below; but such is the popularity of this gritty scramble 

that it remains one of the Lake District’s most famous 

and photographed features. No secrets to be found here. 

However, climb one of those steep southern lines 

to the summit – all are wonderful, some pleasingly 

quieter than others – and the atmosphere of the 

B

❯

 Blencathra’s most undervalued 
quality is its ability to double  

up as a campsite. 
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edge between Hallsfell Top and

Middle Tongue on a mercifully

windless night, cooked our meals

and drank our ales, then settled

down to watch daylight decrease

and darkness descend.

What secrets did Blencathra

give up during those stolen hours

between sunset and sunrise?

Well, I can tell you that on a clear

evening if you point your eyes

west you’ll see the sun burning

brightly above the sprawling

mass of neighbouring Skiddaw

before it sinks behind the distant humps

of Scotland’s Galloway peninsula then

slingshots around the Earth to poke its

golden crown above Cross Fell and the

high Pennine hills at daybreak. I also

discovered that, even on swelteringly

mountain morphs. At the pinnacle of the

underrated Hall’s Fell Ridge you’ll find

Blencathra’s 868m high point, curiously

marked by a flat stone circle rather than

the usual brazen trig point. To the south

and west is typical Lakeland, with layer

upon layer of picture-perfect peaks

and pockets of water melting into the

distance; while to the north is a wild and

largely untrodden collection of hills. This

isn’t the Lake District as you know it. It

feels vast and lonely, unthreatening yet

overwhelming. The familiar mountain

you thought you knew so well suddenly

feels like a stranger, so you turn on your

heels and retreat down one of those

familiar ridges towards the welcoming

inns of Keswick.

But what if you don’t retreat? What if

you decide to spend a whole night on the

mountaintop, attempting to discover a

secretive side only silent footpaths and

the cloak of darkness can deliver? On our

recent visit, we couldn’t resist.

At around 6pm we left the village of

Threlkeld and threaded through the thin

pocket of woodland that lines the lower

banks of Blease Gill. Our target was

Gategill Fell, the leftmost of the three

obvious ridges that decorate the front

of the mountain.

Climbing Blencathra is a strange

experience. You’re most definitely in

the Lake District but somehow feel

strangely detached from it, with the

blare of trucks, tractors and motorhomes

roaring along the A66 below. The din

of the road begins to fade, however, as

you reach the bulge of Knott Haloo at

around 650m. The ferociously steep and

grassy start to the walk is

finally overcome, and the

way ahead narrows to a

fine rocky arête. With its

western edge draped in

sunlight and its eastern

flank shrouded in shadow

(check out the image on

the front of this magazine

to see what I mean), this is

a glorious a place to spend

an evening.

Of its many attributes,

perhaps Blencathra’s

most undervalued quality

is its ability to double

This isn’t the
Lake District as
you know it.

The sun begins to set above

Skiddaw’s secretive eastern

�ank, a multi-layered tangle of

thick spurs and wide gullies.

"Did you remember

to pack the citrus and

pomegranate salad?"

up as a campsite. With a mostly flat

and lusciously grassy summit plateau

that stretches for over one kilometre,

the biggest difficulty is picking one of

the bountiful spots to pitch your tent.

We positioned ourselves close to the
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Blencathra wild camp

2 
Number of names the mountain 

has. Now commonly referred to 

as Blencathra, for many years  

it was known as Saddleback on OS maps 

due to its shape when seen from the east.

868
Height of Blencathra in 

metres, making it the 

14th tallest mountain in the Lake District.

36
Number of pages 

dedicated to 

Blencathra by  

author Alfred Wainwright in his  

Pictorial Guide to the Northern Fells.  

The most he wrote about any mountain.

2,676
Number of acres 

the mountain 

covers, all of it common grazing land.

 

Guide price when Blencathra was put up 

for sale by the Earl of Lonsdale in May 2014.

400
The number 

of years 

Blencathra 

has been owned by the Lowther family; 

although the Friends of Blencathra 

community group hopes to buy it  

this year. Discover more at 

friendsoblencathra.co.uk

6
Number of individual peaks on 

the Blencathra massif (Atkinson 

Pike, Scales Fell, Doddick Fell, 

Hall’s Fell, Gategill Fell and Blease Fell).

BLENCATHRA 

BY NUMBERS

hot days, any trace of warmth on that 

wide-open plateau disappears the second 

sunlight fades from the sky, and that 

you’re likely to be woken by your own 

chattering teeth unless you pack a beefy 

sleeping bag. We watched headtorches 

blink along the mountain’s ridgelines 

as night hikers busied themselves long 

after nightfall, then saw the streetlights 

of Keswick, Penrith and Carlisle 

twinkle into life many miles below. 

At daybreak we explored to the north, 

where our razor-sharp detective instincts 

uncovered a small boggy tarn and a 

large stone cross set into the ground near 

the summit of Atkinson Pike (you can 

see this in amazing clarity on Google 

Maps’ satellite view), but it wasn’t long 

before we were overrun by hillwalkers 

and runners sneaking up and down their 

favourite fell before breakfast.

And maybe that’s Blencathra’s secret.  

On the surface it’s the perfect tourist 

mountain: picturesque and accessible  

with multiple routes to the top and lavish 

views from the summit. But visit after 

hours and you’ll discover it’s crawling 

with locals. They walk their dogs up it, 

farm their sheep on it, photograph it, 

paint it, sleep on it, cycle around it and 

run along its ridges. In fact last year, 

when the current owner attempted to sell 

it off to the highest bidder, they even had 

a community whip-round and are still in 

the process of trying to buy it! 

Blencathra’s as essential to Cumbrian 

tourism as Beatrix Potter and Herdwick 

sheep, but it still feels like it belongs 

firmly to the community. Let’s hope it 

stays that way.  T

1,750,000
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#3 A classic the clever way
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The monumental Great Slab, the deining  

feature of Bowfell's upper reaches. 

WORDS DAN ASPEL  

PHOTOGRAPHS TOM BAILEY

Bowfell’s best bits are as craggy 

as they come; but it’d be a shame 

to leave them to the climbers. 

Trail takes a cautious wander 

into their sway…



S
ome things are so obvious they 

don’t really need pointing out. 

Don’t cut your toenails with a 

scythe, for example. Or use your 

fuel cap as an ashtray. So to add to this 

litany of unnecessary wisdom: climbing 

mountains is all in the approach.

By this I mean that they’re massive, 

multi-sided things that will look and 

feel different from every angle of attack. 

So when it comes to walking up them, 

choosing the most appealing way is a big 

deal. As big a deal as remembering to put 

your boots on or making sure not to go 

ridge scrambling in 150mph winds. Let’s 

look at Bowfell. Craggy, varied and at 

902m ranked in the top 10 of Cumbria’s 

fells for height, whichever way you choose 

you’re in for a memorable experience. 

But life is short. And mountain trips are 

seldom. So if you’re going to climb it just 

once this month  

or decade you want  

to get up there the 

way that makes 

all the others look 

pale. Luckily 

there’s some 

agreement on 

what that may be. 

It’s got a fantastic 

name too. Bowfell’s 

‘Climbers’ Traverse’ 

takes in the wildest and 

most imposing features 

of the peak in a route that 

threatens to enter the world of the 

scrambler and climber, but never actually 

steps beyond the realm of the walker. 

Considering how mighty a mountain 

Bowfell is in both summer and winter,  

this is a hell of a thing to shout about.

So, to business. We arrived at Great

Langdale’s road head and parked up

by the side of Rossett Bridge. Typically

flooded with walkers on a warm summer’s

weekend, this is a place to pick your

timings for. At peak hours you’re unlikely

to find a spot anywhere in this most

popular of valleys, even in the sizeable

National Trust and Lake District National

Park pay car parks that lie nearby. That’s

just one of the reasons why it makes

sense to approach this walk in the colder

months: not only will you have the natural

grandeur of that season to enjoy, but only

a tiny percentage of the crowds will be out

on the fells. Winter walking, with all its

crisp beauty and life-affirming challenge,

is not as popular as it should be.

So we broke west, past Stool End farm

(titter) and began our climb up The Band.

This is one obvious characteristic of Bowfell

and its features – they boast bold names.

One of the less

exposed sections of

the Climbers' Traverse.

On the Climbers' Traverse.

WARNING!
Under heavy snow and ice the Climbers’ 

Traverse path banks out readily and forms 

a very steep and exposed slope. Any slip 

from it would accelerate quickly towards 

a series of crags and boulder ields. This 

has happened before and there have been 

a number of very serious accidents. It is 

important, therefore, in these circumstances 

that each member of your party has an 

ice axe and crampons and the skills to 

conidently and safely use them.
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    Bowfell’s best bits

❯

The Band is a great lolling tongue of a 

ridge, splayed from the upper crags of  

the peak all the way to the valley base.  

If we say it ends at around 700m, just 

before the going gets truly steep and  

tough, then it rises only 100m less than 

that in a consistent great slope. On the 

mountain’s north side you’ll find the 

haematite-rich soils of Ore Gap, while  

on its east face sits Great Slab (but more  

on that later). All of them seem to live  

up to their brusque and assertive titles.

In his volume The Southern Fells, 

definitive Cumbrian guidebook writer 

Alfred Wainwright revealed that he 

considered it one of his six favourite 

mountains in the Lake District, saying  

it ‘has the rare characteristic of displaying  

a graceful outline and a sturdy 

shapeliness on all sides’. Better still he 

went on to claim that ‘the climbers’ 

traverse is a very enjoyable high-level 

route leading to excellent rock scenery… 

it is quite distinct and perfectly easy, with 

a very little very mild scrambling, hardly 

worth mentioning’.

As the mountains have barely changed 

since he wrote that in 1960, it’s still a 

perfectly sound judgment on both the 

quality and the challenge. Never one 

for scrambles more taxing than Striding 

Edge or Jack’s Rake (the latter of which 

he considered the absolute limit of what a 

walker could be expected to attempt in the 

Lakes), if old AW dismisses the technicality 

of this route so easily it’s unlikely to rattle 

you too deeply – but that’s for you to 

decide. As you reach the top of The Band 

and leave the main path to get onto the 

climbers’ traverse proper (navigationally 

by far the hardest part of the walk), you’ll 

soon get a clear idea of what you’re in for. 

The traverse itself is just a steep walk. 

If you dislike scree it might be a little 

unsettling but it’s not exposed in the 

way that a ridge might be. At times 

there is a great sense of space to your 

right-hand side, but that’s balanced by 

the obviousness and consistency of the – 

admittedly slim – path. It treads that fine 

line between being slight and exciting 

enough to maintain the interest of  

anybody on it (walker or climber)  

without excluding anyone but the  

most inexperienced or cautious.

For the next half an hour we walked 

along this spectacular path, stopping and 

craning our necks up at the crags that 

rose like dark battlements in the sky. 

Occasionally smaller, rougher, steeper 

pathlets tore off upwards from our route, 

ending at the base of something sleek 

and towering. This isn’t an aspect you’ll 

get to enjoy via any other route, and you 

genuinely feel that you’re experiencing  

the heart of the mountain.

 This route 
threatens to enter 

the climber’s world 
but never steps beyond 

that of the walker. 

Langdale's Pikes glowing under a sliver of winter 

sunlight – seen from the upper reaches of Bowfell.
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If you imagine

the mountain’s

north-east aspect

looking a little like

a capital ‘G’, then the

climber’s traverse has led you

up that small tail into the middle

of the semicircle. Once you reach that

point you’re going to cut back on yourself,

heading down to the bottom left of the

letter while climbing above the crags that

you’ve just been traversing beneath.

But before you do that you may just spot

a pretty remarkable waterspout emerging

from the base of the towering Cambridge

Crag. Turning from the spout, we took

a left and started our climb up the final

section of Bowfell’s crags. This shattered

ramp is often described as

a ‘river of boulders’, and

the effect of that happy chaos is made all

the more pronounced by what lies next

to it: the bulk of Great Slab. Sitting at

an unsettlingly severe angle, this great

flat face the size of a few football pitches

spreads out on your left-hand side as you

ascend the active geology between it and

the mountain. As we reached its lower

portions a flurry of sleet began to fall.

It thickened quickly.

Far from being unpleasant, this

sharpened both our senses as we worked

our way upwards and – ultimately – the 

iron blue of the skies that we reached 

above. But before that we had time to 

trundle our way out and back onto the 

Slab, exploring this weird face courtesy 

of the perpendicular fault lines that run 

across it. In winter snows when the rock 

is slippery it feels a more-than-slightly 

precarious place to be. You’re unlikely  

to slip on it if you’re careful, but there’s  

no doubting the steepness. 

But soon, all things going 

well, you’re at the top – and 

on terrain that anyone who’s 

walked up from the southerly 

approaches of Crinkle Crags, 

Moasdale or Oxendale will 

know, albeit having seen 

something that (unless they’ve 

done it themselves) they won’t 

even have an inkling of. To 

head down you’re highly 

recommended to take the 

Buscoe Sike path to the east, 

which will see you tiptoe 

the precipitous rim of Hell 

Gill before finishing off your 

grassy lope with some spicy 

stream crossings beside  

clear, enticing pools.

Before that point, though, 

there’s one of the Lakes’ finest 

summits to bag. And from 

that shattered crow’s nest 

you’ll see that Bowfell is more than just a 

mountain. It’s the meeting point of some 

of Cumbria’s most characterful valleys: 

Great Langdale, Langstrath and Eskdale 

among them. Sit there long enough for it 

to sink in and you’ll glow within to know 

that of all the tens or hundreds of ways 

you could have got there, you picked the 

absolute best. And it was all in the 

approach. (Oh, and while we’re pointing 

out the obvious, it’s because you’ll cut 

your foot off and blow yourself up.) T

Bowfell’s best bits

TRAIL’S
BASE CAMP
We stayed at YHA Ambleside, an excellent 

base for the nearby Langdale valley. The hostel 

sits next to Ambleside pier on the shores of 

Windermere and boasts a decked terrace next 

to its modern bar and restaurant, plus a drying 

room. Its recent £1.4m renovation is amazing. 

www.yha.org.uk

Pike of Blisco and Hell Gill.

The summit of Bowfell.

TRAIL’S ROUTE

Distance 10.5km

(6½ miles)

Time 5 hours

Total ascent 850m

Maps Harvey British

Mountain Maps 

(1:40,000) Lake District; 

OS Explorer (1:25,000) 

OL6; OS Landranger

(1:50,000) 90

Start/inish NY291061

Midd

Kendal

Skipton

Ingleton

Bentham

Lancaster

Dumfries

tewart

l

Carlisle

Penrith

Wind e

Keswick

Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●
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Wax your
G-1000 garment

Our g-1000 fabric can be
 adapted with Greenland Wax 
to suit dif erent weather con-

ditions and activities. 
 Adding more wax increases the 

fabric’s water and wind resistance as well as 
the durability and lifetime of the garment. 

In warmer conditions, the wax can be  easily 
washed out for cooler, more breathable
clothing.

Using an iron, hairdryer or camp
stove, heat the garment until the
wax is absorbed. To remove it,
wash the garment at 40ºc.

Apply Greenland Wax onto the 
garment –  focusing on the 
seams, shoulders and other 
exposed areas. 

Follow the QR code to i nd out 
more about waxing your g-1000 
clothing.

engineered for incredible comfort 
and performance, Fjällräven’s Bar-
ents Pro and Vidda Pro Trousers are 
the ultimate outdoor companion. 
Offering unrelenting functionality, 
the trousers  combine an advanced 
performance cut with our legendary 
durable and adaptable g-1000 fabric.
  A low waist at the front provides 
increased freedom of movement 
while a higher cut at the rear pro-
tects against cold drafts. Multiple 
practical pockets, reinforcements 
in high-wear areas and openings 
for protective knee pads (available 
separately)  ensure that the Barents 
Pro and Vidda Pro offer unmatched 
comfort and durability for a lifetime 
of capturing  unmissable outdoor 
moments.

QUALITY

TROUSERS PRICELESS 

ADVENTURES

Barents Pro Vidda Pro  
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A
HOME
FROM
HOME

Secrets of the Lake District

#4 Bothying in Buttermere

WORDS BEN WEEKS

PHOTOGRAPHS TOM BAILEY
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y, a handful of fells and a dollop of lake, sprinkle
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Tucked away at the head of the Buttermere 

valley and well-camoulaged, Warnscale 

Head bothy is not easy to ind.

           with friends and le
ave for two days for the perfect L a ke  D i s t r i c t  r e c i p e . . .



“IT LOOKS LIKE
IT BELONGS IN
JURASSIC PARK”
About a kilometre before reaching

Crummock Water on its journey from the

flanks of Red Pike, Scale Beck plunges

into a deep gorge in a thin but unbroken

torrent. Scale Force, considered the

highest waterfall in the Lakes, is hidden

well back within the shadowy chasm and

obscured by densely packed overhanging

vegetation. It requires some scrambling

over wet rock that’s green with moss and

perilously frictionless to see the fall in its

51.8 metre entirety, but it’s worth it.

Mark, only a few fells off completing

his Wainwright-bagging, had never seen

it before. He was suitably impressed,

although it’s the kind of scene that would

be unlikely to lose its appeal even after

multiple viewings. With lush greenery

surrounding the steep, slick walls and the

air dense with cool mist, it really is like

something from a lost world. Safely

extracted from the gorge, our party of

four continued up onto Red Pike. The

valley below drifted in and out of sight,

flashes of green becoming increasingly

obscured by swathes of grey, eventually

disappearing altogether behind an

opaque blanket of cloud. With not

much else to look at, I found myself

watching the ground as it passed beneath
❯

The spectacularly photogenic Scale Force.

Braving the weather

on the summit of

Haystacks.

my feet. The rocks were a reddish colour. 

Red rocks on Red Pike. I liked that, and 

smiled a contented smile because, despite 

all the uncertainties and lack of reason  

in life, the name of this hill made sense. 

Small pleasures and all that...

“ARE YOU SURE 
THIS IS RIGHT?”
 
The top of Red Pike is marked by a small 

cairn, described entirely accurately on OS 

1:25,000 maps as ‘Pile of Stones’. The  

way off the summit required a dog-leg 

trajectory above Chapel Crags; easily 

navigated on a clear day, but in thick 

clag? Less so. I knelt by the cairn and 

B
othies: as quintessentially 

Scottish as tartan, haggis, 

bagpipes, Irn Bru, midges, 

The Proclaimers… you get 

the picture. It’s a surprise to some 

people, then, to discover that these 

rustic free-to-use mountain refuges are 

not a uniquely Highland occurrence, 

and they can also be found among the 

wild hills of Wales and even England’s 

upland areas. The Warnscale Head bothy, 

tucked away in the crags at the head of the Buttermere 

valley, would be a fine example of the breed wherever it 

was found. That it’s located in the Lake District is merely 

a fortunate happenstance for Sassenach bothiers. But the 

building is only one element of the mix. You could walk 

up to Warnscale Head in an hour or two, stay the night, 

and walk back down in the morning. That’s tantamount 

to pitching a tent in your back garden and calling it wild 

camping. No, a bothy stay should come at the end of a 

day of walking – a reward for the physical exertion. The 

location of the Warnscale Head bothy lends itself perfectly 

to a route around the Buttermere skyline with the bothy 

as the halfway stop. Route sorted, then, but there’s more. 

If you’re not afraid of spiders, the dark, or things that go 

bump in the night, you might enjoy the solitude of bothying 

alone. For the more sociable or less rational of us, bothying 

with friends is part of the joy. To that end Trail was joined 

by readers and friends of the mag Mark and Nikki, and as 

we headed over the fields wallowing in the valley bottom, 

crossed the quaint packhorse bridge spanning Buttermere 

Dubs and splodged through the sodden lakeside toward 

Scale Force, spirits were high and conversation flowing...
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waterproof and resistant. The Flex-Point is made 
of a technical fabric.



Above: toasted sock, anyone?  

Left: getting our bearings on the hunt for the bothy.

Approaching the top of Fleetwith

Pike, with the whole of the previous

day’s walk in the background.

took a bearing, gesturing over my shoulder

into the murk: “It’s that way.” The compass

was put away, I stood up, turned around, and

set off in the wrong direction. As I began to

zigzag through some rather familiar-looking

red scree, Mark enquired as to whether I

was entirely sure I wasn’t going back in the

direction we’d come from. We stopped. We

looked at the digital map on Mark’s phone.

We looked at the little arrow showing where

we were and the direction we were going in.

We agreed with Mark. We returned to the

top of Red Pike and repeated the bearing

taking with a little more care. As we walked

off in what we’d established was most

definitely the correct direction, Mark, Tom

and Nikki discussed the benefits of using

modern navigation technology alongside

traditional means. I followed a few yards

behind, head bowed, performing my walk

of shame in silence.

“THE WORLD’S COME BACK!  
AND NOW IT’S GOING AGAIN…”

 

The peaks of High Stile, High Crag and Seat were reached and passed on 

our journey east. It might seem a cheap treatment to include and dispatch 

the summits of three fells in one short sentence, but the truth is that in the 

claustrophobia of a clag-wrapped mountaintop, one lump of rocks has little to 

distinguish it from the next. Somewhere on the descent from Seat, there was 

a break. When you’re used to focusing just a few yards ahead on nothing in 

particular, it’s an odd sensation to suddenly have the view open up and find 

yourself staring deep into the distance at a landscape whose scale doesn’t seem 

to make any sense. It took a few seconds to twig that the suddenly exposed 

mix of varying shades of green was Ennerdale; but no sooner had we started 

to recognise a few landmarks – Black Sail Hut, the River Liza, Pillar Rock 

– and they were once again snatched from view by the weather. Onwards to 

Haystacks, then, its pool-dappled summit lent an ethereal ambience by the 

fading light and the drizzle-soaked atmosphere of the deteriorating weather. 

The idyllic Innominate Tarn is a pleasant lingering spot in better conditions;  

but our eyes were on another prize, and that prize was bothy-shaped.
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TRAIL’S ROUTE

Distance 26km (16 miles)

Time 11 hours over 2 days

Maps OS Explorer

(1:25,000) OL4; Harvey

British Mountain Maps

(1:40,000) Lake District

Start/inish Buttermere

Youth Hostel (NY178168)

Kendal

Ingleton

Benth

Lancaster

mfries

wart
Carlisle

Penrith

Windermere

ick

Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation ●●●●●

Technicality ●●●●●

“GOSH AND BOTHER,
THAT REALLY SMARTS.”

I have a bad habit. I hook my thumbs under the shoulder

straps of my rucksack when walking. So when I slipped

and lost my footing on wet rock near the summit of

Fleetwith Pike the next morning, I couldn’t get my hands

out in time and landed squarely on my elbow. My arm

went instantly numb, a wave of nausea swept through

me, and I may have used some words I’m not proud of.

As blood trickled down my arm, Nikki took charge,

cleaning and dressing what turned out to be a pathetically

small cut, before announcing that she needed to be back

at work that evening and disappearing down the nose of

the mountain to her car. As we descended in the opposite

direction past the slate spoil heaps and along the wide

tracks of the Honister quarry workings, we remaining

“I SPY WITH  
MY LITTLE  
EYE SOMETHING 
BEGINNING  
WITH B...”

 

Warnscale bothy is not easy to find. It’s 

well off the main path and, being a grey 

stone building among grey stone outcrops 

in front of a slope of grey stone scree, 

almost invisible from certain angles. It’s 

impossible to know how many weary 

travellers have pushed open its wooden 

door on a cold, damp night, looking for 

refuge from the world outside. It must be 

quite a number, but I’m not ashamed to 

admit that we were hoping to be the only 

occupants that night. Selfish? Maybe, 

but as luck would have it the bothy was 

empty and we were able to spread out 

in the small single room unhindered 

by the restrictions of good manners. 

HISSSSSSS... The unmistakable sound 

of gas escaping from a canister. “It’s 

righty-tighty, lefty-loosie isn’t it?” Nikki 

remembered as she brought her stove 

under control. Soon pots were bubbling, 

a fire was roaring in the hearth, steam 

billowed from damp clothes, and sleeping 

mats and bags were tessellated around 

the raised benches. Nodding off, warm 

and comfortable, listening to the weather 

throwing a tantrum outside is a blissfully 

satisfying end to an evening. One by one, 

gentle, contented snoring filled the bothy.
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Buttermere bothy
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gents agreed that (a) it was going to be much

quieter without Nikki, and (b) we were in need

of a bacon butty in the visitor centre’s café 

down in the pass.

“CAN YOU SEE 
SCARLETT 
JOHANSSON?”

 

The climb from Honister Pass onto Dale Head is a difficult

one to dress up as anything other than a slog. It climbs 

400 metres in a virtually straight line over the course of 2

kilometres; steep at first, then easing as the summit draws

closer. Whether it’s an ascent that’s made easier or more

difficult by a belly full of bacon and bread is hard to say, but

the reward for doing so is greater than the actual journey

would lead you to believe. Unlike the previous day’s murk-

fest, we were actually treated to something resembling a view.

From the ornate flat-stone cairn we could look out over the

cast of the Newlands Round – Hindscarth, High Spy, Maiden

Moor, Cat Bells – and through the Newlands Valley, past the

Coledale Fells to the reclining mass of Skiddaw. It’s a view

that occupied us for much of the traverse of Buttermere Fell,

although our attention was drawn in the opposite direction

Bacon rolls and co�ee at the

Honister Slate Mine café.

On the summit of  Dale Head with the 

shadowy hulk of Skiddaw in the distance 

behind the rather fabulous cairn.

Listening to the 
weather throwing a 
tantrum outside is 
a blissful end to 
an evening.
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Descending back to Buttermere

village from the magniicently

monickered High Snockrigg.

BOTHY
BEHAVIOUR
The ‘Bothy Code’ is straight-

forward and mostly a matter of

leaving the bothy as you would wish to

ind it, and not being an arse. For a more

precise explanation, visit www.lfto.

com/thebothycode or the Mountain

Bothies Association website:

mountainbothies.org.uk

for a short time on 

Littledale Edge. Down in 

the pass, a collection of 

vans and blacked-out 

4x4s huddled on the 

side of the road. What 

looked very much like a 

film crew milled about by 

the river. Tom’s binoculars 

failed to identify any 

specifics, but we were 99 per 

cent sure there were no Hollywood 

A-listers down there, so we turned our 

backs on the intrusion and moved on.

“WALKERS  
DON’T WORK 
WEDNESDAYS.”

 

Buttermere Fell is home to my favourite 

peak name. I didn’t know that until, 

looking at the map to check the way down 

to Buttermere village from Robinson, my 

eyes landed on High Snockrigg. In my head 

it sounded like the leader of some bizarre 

cult: “Kneel before the High Snockrigg!” 

Ridiculous, but wonderful.

We didn’t have to go over

High Snockrigg on the

way down, but we did,

if only to be able to tell

folk we’d been there.

The road into Buttermere

was lined with cars. All

official parking places were

occupied, and several vehicles

had ‘improvised’. It’s an indication

of the enduring popularity of the Lakes

that even in the middle of the week on an

uninspiring if not overly poor weather day

during term time, places like Buttermere

are still rammed. Well, that’s good. As we

returned to our car (in the YHA car park,

not blocking a farm gate or obscuring a

junction like others, tut tut) it was agreed

that, although the UK is full of wonderful

walking territory, it is understandable

that some people never feel the need to go

anywhere other than the Lake District.

And with mountains, lakes and even bothies

to be found in this corner of England, all

seasoned to perfection with a dash of good

company, it’s easy to see why. T

Buttermere bothy
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TRUTH OR LIES?
Can you tell which of these surprising Lakeland

‘facts’ are true and which are entirely spurious? *

In 2013 Sting donated the 17th century barn

he owned in Grasmere to a local educational

trust and the band British Sea Power (left)

to create studio space, rehearsal

rooms and ‘the world’s most

prestigious school of rock’.

A seaplane service

between Windermere

and London was recently

proposed to cut travel

times between Cumbria

and the capital.

The Cumbria Tourist

Board once proposed a

rebranding of Keswick with

Derwent Water as a destination

called ‘Kesmere’ over concerns it wasn’t

obvious enough that Keswick had a lake.

In 2012 Cumbria County Council consulted

renowned architect Norman Foster about the

potential of constructing a minimalist viaduct

between Ambleside and Coniston – similar to

the famous Millau Viaduct in France – in the

hope of easing summer traic congestion.

In 2014 Cumbria-based dessert manufacturer

Country Puddings diversiied into bodycare

with a range of cosmetics based on some

of their most popular desserts: Sticky

Tofee Shower Gel, Chocolate Fudge Body

Moisturiser, Rhubarb Crumble Shampoo

and Creamy Vanilla Custard Conditioner.

*Answers below

*Allarelies–butallhavebeenrealstories

deployedovertheyearsasAprilFooljokes.
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Trail’s spies and informants give you the low-down on

the secrets the Lakes have been hiding all these years...

LAKE
DISTRICT
SECRETS
EXPOSED!

Ennerdale
Water

Marypo

Close to both photogenic Buttermere and
Ennerdale Water, Crummock Water is often
considered the forgotten lake of Cumbria.
But climb Rannerdale Knotts and consider
the tranquil vision from its top, and you’ll be
mystiied why. It’s gorgeous.

Napes Needle once almost had its
top blown of by a group of rival Peak
District climbers who were sick of
seeing its logo on the Lakeland Fell
and Rock Climbing Club emblem. The
defacing of this icon got quite close
to (literal) execution, too – dynamite
was even procured, but the plan
was defeated when a fuse wire long
enough to not make the explosion
lethal couldn’t be rigged.

Wast Water is England’s deepest lake, and
an attractive prospect for divers. Among the
detritus on its 74m-deep bed: a toilet, a WWII
Grumman Avenger bomber and, in a precipitous
and dangerous area known as the Pinnacles...
a gnome garden. Yes, one of the more popular
items divers like to deposit in extreme sites is
the humble garden gnome, and Wast Water’s

gnomes are particularly notorious. Once removed
by police divers over safety concerns, the

gnomes reappeared and have enjoyed such
seasonal augmentations as a picket fence
and a Christmas tree all in the dark, silty

depths. The area is in fact littered with
many mementos dragged down by divers:

footpath and road signs, picnic chairs and
the occasional memorial can all be seen.

‘Corpse roads’ is the not-so-subtle name 
given to tracks over the fells along which 
the bodies of the dead were carried to
churchyards. They are particularly common
in remote rural areas, where consecrated
ground is in short supply. A particularly
diverting walk on a corpse road can be found
running above the south-western shore
of Loweswater (between NY124202 and
NY119212), a tucked-away lake near
Buttermere. Leave the path at the
latter grid reference and you can cut
down to the excellent waterfall in the
shape of Holme Force. Also keep your
eyes peeled on the lakeside for some
concrete emplacements, which were
once used to anchor cables stretched
across the lake to impede the landing
of German spy planes in World War
Two. And the nearby fell of Mellbreak
makes an aesthetically excellent short
ascent from here.
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Wast Water

Derwent
Water

Hayeswater

Brothers
Water

Kentmere
Reservoir

Coniston
Water

Levers
                           Water

Buttermere

Windermere

Ullswater

Bassenthwaite
Lake

Haweswater

Thirlmere

Crummock
Water

Loweswater

Seathwaite

Scafell
Pike

Ill Crag

Cockly
Pike

Great Gable

Mellbreak

Kirkstone
Pass

Mosedale
Cottage

The Old Man
of Coniston

Keswick

Patterdale

Helvellyn

Dollywagon
Pike

BlencathraSkiddaw

Hartsop

Grange

Penrith

The Kirkstone Pass is the Lake
District’s highest road, and at its
454m summit, the Kirkstone Pass
Inn is its highest hostelry. It takes
its name from the stone located
near the inn, said to resemble
the steeple of a church – ‘kirk’
meaning ‘church’ in Old Norse.

Just of-path on the summit of Blencathra (p34) 
is a large memorial cross laid out in white stone as 
if intended to be viewed from the air. Remarkably, 
nobody knows for sure why the cross was put there, 
or when – some say it’s a memorial to a lost walker, 
others that it was built by a regular visitor to the 
summit named Harold Robinson in the late 1940s.
There is a second, smaller such cross nearby in a
state of advanced decay; this one is said to be in
memory of the same Harold Robinson.

Another ‘forgotten’ lake is
Hayeswater – the tapered,
incredibly wild and bleak-
feeling body of water tucked
high above Hartsop at the end
of a dead-end valley beneath
High Street’s northern clifs.
In 2014 it was restored to a
natural mountain tarn with
the removal of the dam that
had been installed in 1908
to provide water for Penrith.
It feels secretive and hidden.

Kentmere Horseshoe is quietly
magniicent. As in it’s magniicent, and
quiet. Encircling Kentmere Reservoir
and taking in Shipman Knotts,
Kentmere Pike, Harter Fell and Mardale
Ill Bell among others, it’s a silent
testament to the tendency of tourists
to follow the crowds towards the
central Lakes and ignore what requires
a slightly counter-intuitive right turn
just north of Kendal.

Bassenthwaite is the
Lake District’s only o�cial
Lake. All of the others are
‘Waters’, ‘Meres’ or ‘Tarns’.

Seathwaite in
Borrowdale is England’s
wettest inhabited
place, receiving on
average 3552mm of
precipitation per year.

FACT
We all know streams are

‘becks’ and lakes are ‘tarns’
but do you know the local

Cumbria word (from Old
Norse) for clearing?

It’s ‘thwaite’.

England’s longest Grade 1 scramble lies 
on England’s highest mountain, Scafell 
Pike. Cockly Pike Ridge, which climbs 
to the minor summit of the eponymous 
Cockly Pike, is a superb, secretive way 
onto the highest ground in the country. 
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The Old Man of 
Coniston was nicknamed 
Kanchenjunga (sic) by 
the characters in Arthur 
Ransome’s sequel to 
Swallows and Amazons, 
Swallowdale. A plaque at 
Bank Ground Farm – which 
featured in both books – on 
the shores of Coniston 
Water commemorates this. 

The lonely bothy of Mosedale 
Cottage is one of the largest 
in England, and takes the 
sprawling form of an old 
farmhouse in the isolated and 
wild-feeling Mosedale. It’s an 
ideal base for exploring the wild 
Far Eastern Fells.

Helvellyn’s ridges of Striding Edge and 
Swirral Edge are very well-known. But 
further down the long, muscular massif 
of Helvellyn – and cut from the same rock 
as its famous neighbour – the north-east 
ridge of Dollywagon Pike ofers a much 
quieter, more intrepid-feeling way to get 
onto the range, despite the somewhat 
unpromising name of ‘The Tongue’.
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NORTH 
WALES 
PHOTO 
SPECIAL

One man has captured more Welsh sunsets than most. Here are his inest pictures...

Snowdon’s Yr Wyddfa summit, from Carnedd Ugain

S ONIA’S  

”This was taken just after 8pm on a June evening. I’d gone onto

Crib Goch and actually rescued a couple of lads of it who were

about to do themselves in. They’d got to the east top and were

trying to descend directly to the Pyg Track. Luckily I managed

to get them across the ridge and down to Bwlch Coch. After that

I took this picture. There was nobody else up there, of course.

I happen to think that Snowdon is the �nest mountain on the UK

mainland. The history, the folklore, the walking, scrambling and

ice-climbing routes of every grade… it has everything. You only

really feel its majesty when there’s nobody else there.”



WORDS DAN ASPEL PHOTOGRAPHS NICK LIVESEY

L
ate light is the best, because it’s more vivid and 

colourful. It reveals all the shadows and shapes  

of the landscape,” says photographer Nick Livesey. 

He’s the man to know. Since moving to Capel Curig 

two summers ago he’s been out in the darkening mountains  

of Snowdonia possibly more often than he’s been indoors.  

During that time he’s found success enough to run his  

own gallery from the popular Moel Siabod Café, and 

contemporaries have praised his “passionate love of the 

magical” and his ability to “intensify the beauty of the 

mountains” through his photographs. “Everybody’s looking 

at me like I’m crazy – like I’m doing something terribly 

dangerous,” says the 41-year-old. “I’m not; I feel totally 

comfortable on the hills in the dark. I’ll park myself up and 

I’ll wait for the perfect light to come, and then if I’m lucky  

I’ll take the picture I have in mind. I’ll usually wait for the  

sun to sink into the Irish Sea and then I’ll run down.”

Armed with a down jacket (“and even then I’m often 

shivering uncontrollably by the time I take the picture  

I’m looking for”), Nick says the chief benefit is that he  

gets the mountains to himself: “Even if I don’t come away 

with any photographs, being alone on these quite busy 

mountains is really, really special and a great experience.” 

Here, he talks us through some of his stunning images...

“

 LAST LIGHT

❯
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Snowdon, Yr Aran  
and the Nantlle Ridge

”I love this area around Rhyd-Ddu.  

It’s ‘pretty’ in a way the rest of 

Snowdonia isn’t, almost like Lakeland.”

Yr Aran and Moel Hebog  
from Clogwynygarreg

”I love this view. The shot took three 

nights of waiting for perfect light.  

I knew that in a week the sun would 

move round and I wouldn’t get it at  

the angle I needed for six months.” 

On Mynydd Drws-y-coed

”This is my ex-partner Lucie. We’d had  

a great day on the Nantlle Ridge and  

I dragged her up Y Garn for sunset.  

She wasn’t happy!” 



Snowdonia’s last light

Tryfan from Pen yr Ole Wen 

”Do you know the steep, horrible, interminable side of Pen yr Ole Wen? There’s a nice shoulder 

about a third of the way up, and these wonderful boulders. I went there three nights running and 

it wasn’t until the third one that I found this shot, in which the rocks mirror Tryfan. I wanted to 

catch a little bit of heather as well. I’ll be going back because I want more red light on Tryfan.”

Castell y Gwynt

”This is quite a clichéd viewpoint, but it was still a very cold vigil. I was really, really shivering  

by the time the light was right. Sitting in front of such an iconic structure you really feel the  

power of the place. I think a lot of this stuf in mental construct, with the myths and the legends  

and the geological facts, but the feelings it gives you are no less real. It’s very primeval.”

❯



Snowdon and the Eiionydd Hills 
from Moel Siabod

”When I moved to Capel Curig I had to get rid of 

my car because I couldn’t aford the insurance. 

So I used to go up Siabod a lot. You could always 

count on these wonderful crepuscular rays...” 

The Llechog ridge, Snowdon 

”What you don’t see here is how windy it is.  

You’re weighing down your tripod with a bag and 

in snowy winter conditions it’s freezing cold.  

Yet the picture is beautiful. You wouldn’t think 

there was pain involved, but there certainly was.” 

Snowdon from Glyder Fawr 

”Taking a photo like this means descending the 

Devil’s Kitchen in the dark. I �nd it quite spooky. 

I like to get down as quickly as possible. Now I’ve 

started using Sinister Gully… and it’s lovely!  

I can’t believe I hadn’t before.”

Snowdonia’s last light

����O�VISIT NICKLIVESEYMOUNTAINIMAGES.WORDPRESS.COM
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Heather regeneration on the

edge of the Kinder plateau.

Go: the Peak District

Do: an impulsive adventure

The Edale Horseshoe’s summits and moorland may be super-accessible, but they can

I
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WITHIN REACH

Looking for a wild place:  

near the top of  

Grindsbrook Clough.

Keeping hunger demons at bay:  

wild camping near Nether Tor. 

Pym Chair rocks, one of the Peak District's 

many ’3D freakshows in gritstone’. 

WORDS JONATHAN MANNING PHOTOGRAPHS TOM BAILEY               feel remote and untouched too... 



P
sychologists believe dreams  

are a way for the brain to  

process memories, a sleep- 

fuelled mechanism to rid the 

mind of mental debris and remove the 

sharp edges from emotional experiences. 

According to Els van der Helm, a doctoral 

student in psychology, during ‘rapid eye 

movement’ sleep the mind reactivates 

memories, puts them into perspective,  

and connects and integrates them, all at  

a time when the body is able to suppress 

the neurochemicals that cause stress. 

As I slither into my sleeping bag, high 

on an exposed edge on Kinder Scout, I 

ponder what I’ll dream about. Somehow 

my brain has to chisel off the rough 

corners of today’s anxious moments, while 

committing to memory the euphoria of the 

adventure. It certainly wasn’t anticipating 

such a busy night’s work. As late as 

yesterday the family calendar (where

anything written in ink has the binding

authority of a court order) indicated that

Saturday and Sunday were dedicated to

visiting old friends ‘Simon and Debbie’.

Then the phone rings. A crisis has forced

Simon to work a weekend shift, and my

wife is cupping the receiver and saying,

“It’s been so long since I’ve seen Debbie…

we were really looking forward to a good

natter… if I take the kids, do you mind

if I go? Will you be okay on your own?”

I adopt my ‘kind and supportive’ face,

but frankly I’ve stopped listening and

I’m already mentally assembling my

wild camping gear. Ten minutes later

I’m on the phone to friend, neighbour

and Trail photographer Tom.

“Fancy a quick wilderness escape?” 

I ask. “No long drive, just somewhere  

we can get away from it all for 36 hours?”

“Peaks?” he suggests. “Kinder’s wild.”

With that we’re done, an expedition 

planned not so much on the back of an

envelope as on the back of a stamp. If it

felt thrillingly spontaneous a few hours

ago, I now have time to repent at leisure.

In my hurry to pack I’ve brought a two-

season sleeping bag, and as the mercury

plummets I’m rapidly supplementing my

nightwear of base layer and boxers with

socks… hat… then soft shell jacket… and

trousers. If I appear ready from the get-go

in the morning it’s because I’ve slept in

everything I brought, including spare 

socks and gloves.

Shivers keep my sleep at bay, so I lie 

back and try to help my dreams process

day one of this amazing microadventure.

With more time to plan, pack and

prepare we might have headed further

afield to the Lakes or Snowdonia. But

off the beaten track in the Peak District

is high and wild, and I’d gleefully swap

a couple of hours in the car for an extra

two on the hill. This was a spur-of-the-

moment sortie; we were still cobbling

together our route on the drive to the

National Park. The plan was to walk the

Edale Horseshoe, for which the Dark

Peak Explorer map presented any number

of variants. With almost two days at

our disposal we’d settled on the longest

version, a circuit of almost 20 miles that

starts near Mam Tor, follows the Great

Ridge west before climbing north to the

Kinder plateau. From here it wiggles east

along Kinder Edge before diving into

Edale and ascending Lose Hill where it

rejoins the Great Ridge back to the start.
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Rounding the top of Grindsbrook Clough

on Kinder Edge. Few places in the Peaks

feel this epic.

Double, double, toil, trouble etc...

Camp atmosphere at Nether Tor.

Approaching the top of Grindsbrook

Clough (and the bottom

of the mist).

The ridge rises to    



Our camping plans were no more detailed 
than ‘somewhere dry along the edges’.

Tying laces below Mam Tor, our first 
footprints are left in the mud on Rushup 
Edge, a steep-sided flank of the Great 
Ridge. The ridge rises to 540m – hardly 
Alpine, but enough to raise the pulse and 
create a spectacular vantage point for 
the trail we’ve mapped over the brooding 
loneliness of Kinder.

If there’s a hillwalking moment when
tame turns to wild, it’s surely the expiry
of a path, that on-off switch that separates
the comfortably familiar from the spine-
tinglingly unknown. This walk steps off
the beaten track as we leave a byway to
pick our way over open moorland towards
Brown Knoll. Rationally, I know that
Manchester is barely 20 miles away to
the north-west, but emotionally it feels a
continent away. Recent rain has washed
away any footprints from the fragile peat,
and the entire landscape feels like a giant
Etch A Sketch where every downpour
erases evidence of previous visits. I’m
subconsciously casting crumbs, Hansel-
style, in case I need to retrace steps.

On this blank canvas, roots protrude
like desiccated tendrils from the blackness
underfoot, rain-carved groughs deceive as
paths, and there’s an unsettling air. On the
horizon an air shaft from the Cowburn rail
tunnel peers over the moor, a periscope
from a subterranean world. All of a sudden

I’m glad I’m not on my own. This is access 
land, an enticing yellowish shade on the 
Explorer map, but the mist and cloud rises 
and falls in countless shades of grey and 
it’s disquieting. Eyeing bog the colour of 
midnight, I try to trace a dry line through 
the peat hags, but a misplaced leap leaves 
me thigh-deep in peat swamp. Tom whips 
out the camera and asks for a smile. I try 
to laugh it off, but the experience shakes
me up. If I were alone here, could I fall
into this quicksand and sink? The thought
bounces round my brain, probing, teasing,
scaring. Peat particles ingrained in my
fingernails serve as a sinister reminder
of the dangers that lurk beneath.

The triumph of reaching a trig point
should lift my spirits, but Brown Knoll is
a concrete pillar protected by a swampy
moat. On the basis that the best thing to
do after a fall is get back in the saddle, I
wade across to its plinth. At least it lets me
pinpoint my location and the direction of
travel to join the paved Pennine Way.

Deep down, I feel I should curse the
flagstones for their domestication of a wild
place; but I’m delighted by their solidity
amid this boggy minefield. If the pathless
moor had been the equivalent of The Jam,
raw and carrying a hint of menace, this
new path is more the Paul Weller of today:
haggard, a bit predictable but maintaining
a lingering sense that it could kick off
at any moment.

KINDER
CATCH-UP
The 24th of April is an anniversary worthy

of any walker’s respect. On this day in

1932, 400 members of the Lancashire

branch of the Communist-inspired British

Workers’ Sport Federation walked high

onto the moors at Kinder to demand greater

access to the countryside. Their way was

blocked by gamekeepers from the Duke

of Devonshire’s estate – sent to protect

the grouse on the moor, scules ensued

and the trespassers prevailed. Their

protest saw ive ramblers jailed, united the

rambling cause and generated a powerful

upsurge in public sympathy.

A few weeks later 10,000 ramblers

joined an access rally in Winnat’s Pass, just

outside Castleton, and the campaign for a

freedom to roam gathered momentum.

The post-war Labour government of 1949

passed the legislation to

create National Parks

– the Peak District

was the irst to

be designated

– and then

half a century

later in

2000 the

Countryside

and Rights of

Way Act inally

enshrined the right

to roam away from

footpaths and bridleways

on ‘access land’, now shaded on Ordnance

Survey Explorer maps.
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   540m – enough to raise the pulse.
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From the security of the path I raise

my eyes higher than two steps ahead

and revel in the view. On the southern

horizon the ‘V’ of Mam Nick resembles

a one-toothed smile; and to the east the

Pennine Way drops down Jacob’s Ladder.

My eyes, though, are drawn northwards

to Edale Rocks, a gritstone outcrop that

stands proud of the moor just begging to

be clambered over. Its surface is coarse yet

tactile, grippy yet grating as it shreds the

skin from my fingers. I hunker down in a

cleft between boulders, fire up the Jetboil

for a brew, and feel every inch the steely-

eyed, square-jawed pioneer. It’s a fantasy

dispelled as two middle-aged women

carrying a flask and flowery knapsack

appear. Wilderness, it seems, is as much

a state of mind as a destination.

Edale Rocks would be a great spot to

pitch camp, but there are still hours of

daylight left, so we push on to Kinder

Low, at 633m the highest point on this

walk. This is the point we leave the

Pennine Way and head east to Noe Stool,

a giant stack of stone. I unclip my pack

and scramble to its top, from where the

view opens into Edale. It’s the first time I

have the sense of this walk as a horseshoe.

A lucky horseshoe too, because this path

along the edge leads to the Wool Packs, a

series of boulders seemingly dropped from

the sky then sculpted by the elements. It’s

a 3D freakshow in gritstone.

By now it’s late afternoon and the search

begins for a camping spot. Sticking to high

ground, we eventually spy a small clearing

dry enough to pitch a pair of tents. Dinner

is the sorry proceeds of this morning’s

fridge raid; and as a spiteful wind blows

in chilling fog, we retire to our shelters.

The zzzs prove elusive, so having neatly

filed events in the hope of sweet dreams

not quagmire nightmares, I think of the

events here in 1932 when 400 people

marched on Kinder Edge, protesting their

right to roam. It’s easy to trace a straight

line between their action and our freedom

to walk in this spellbinding landscape, and

I find myself humming The Manchester

Rambler, written by singer Ewan

MacColl, who was among the trespassers

that day:

I’m a rambler, I’m a rambler from

Manchester way

I get all me pleasure the hard

moorland way

I may be a wageslave on Monday

But I am a free man on Sunday.

Overall I snatch about seven hours

sleep from 10½ in my sleeping bag, and

rise at six to make a coffee. Numb fingers

break camp, and when I brush my teeth

the chilled water murders my molars.

Moreover, the cloud has closed in to steal

the view, and the next few miles demand

micronavigation until a wall serves as a

handrail plummeting into Edale. Below

the fog, the landscape retunes into colour,

the circulation returns to my hands.

Passing beneath us on the railway line

running from Sheffield to Manchester,

dozy passengers are steaming up a train’s

windows; I feel high on life.

It’s a steep climb to Back Tor, where a

towering cliff guards Edale. At the summit

of Lose Hill a toposcope teases us with a 

360-degree identification of the hills and 

peaks concealed by the cloud. We can 

barely see the valley bottom. Trig bagged, 

it’s the westward path along the Great 

Ridge to Mam Tor. In theory this is the 

high-level dividing line between the White 

Peak to the south and the Dark Peak to the 

north, but today it’s just a chance to walk 

with my head in the clouds, literally and 

metaphorically. Freed from an obsession 

to capture every view, I let the elements 

cleanse my mind. Barely 24 hours ago 

my brain was spinning with a thousand 

colliding thoughts, but now I’m calm  

and at peace. I’ve walked and slept on the 

wild side, and surfaced the better for it.

Later, as I snuggle under the duvet in  

the comfort of my own bed, I recall the 

words of The Manchester Rambler:

My rucksack has oft been me pillow,

The heather has oft been me bed

And sooner than part from the mountains

I think I would rather be dead.

But it’s a different MacColl who buzzes 

through my head: apparently there’s a guy 

works down the chip shop swears he’s 

Elvis. I’m back to frazzled normality. T
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Imagining the 

view from 

Lose Hill. 

They call this 

a toposcope, 

don’t you 

know...

On Back Tor, looking south-west  

along the Great Ridge.
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I
n his daily life David Tait wakes at 

5.10am and gets the 5.52am train 

to Waterloo. He wears a suit and 

works for financial services giant 

Credit Suisse. But that’s where normality 

ends. Because before he settles down at 

his desk, the 53-year-old does interval 

training on an exercise bike until he 

reaches the “puke point”. Then he slips 

on a full pack and walks hard on the 

step-up treadmill until it’s time to clock 

in. This is because David is a five-times 

Everest summiteer. This summer he 

attempted to climb K2, the world’s 

second highest mountain and the most 

objectively dangerous of the world’s 

fifteen 8000ers. He was forced back.

He has also raised over one million 

pounds for children’s charity the NSPCC. 

The reasons why are as inspiring as  

they are upsetting. Aged 10 David  

was the victim of extreme sexual abuse  

at the hands of a family member.  

He was silenced by the threat of being 

denounced as a thief. That silence  

lasted for 30 years.

The trauma of that summer scarred 

David deeply and would go on to have 

terrible consequences both for him  

and for those whom he loved. But when  

he eventually confronted that horrifying 

abuse, he refused to let it overcome him.

David turned to the mountains and

has become an astonishing individual

force for charitable fund-raising. He

has found an energy in the pain he

experienced, and has dedicated himself

to trying to ensure nobody has to suffer

through similar hurt alone again. Trail met

David to hear his extraordinary story...

What was your mountain
experience before you 
first climbed Everest?
I learned what I could over the cour

of one and a half seasons in the Alp

And by ‘seasons’ I mean just three o

four long weekends. The most impo

thing I learned was how to use crampons

and how to walk in them. Then I took a

shot at Mt Blanc in 2004. I found it a lot

harder than expected, to be honest, but 

I got there and got down. It was three or 

four weeks before I could put shoes on, 

I’d blistered my feet so badly. Then it was 

only the following year I went to Everest.

And that was it?
Yes. But aside from the technical skills, 

I trained extremely hard from a physical 

perspective; so though they were very long 

days I was able to keep up with the guides. 

I’d not even done any hillwalking in the 

UK. I work behind a desk. I’ve always 

liked throwing myself in at the deep end. 

So what was it like seeing the 
Himalayas for the first time?
The Himalayas are so vast that they make 

the Alps look small. But the peculiar 

thing is that in the Alps you seem to get 

more exposure: there’s a greater sense of 

intimidation through being on some of

those ridgelines. The Himalayas are so

colossal that it’s only on the very, very top

of Everest, from 8200m to the summit,

that I got any sense of being vulnerable.

But once I was there in 2005, shuffling

along that ridgeline, trying to breathe, I

remember looking down into China and

realising I was walking along the edge of

a humungous serac [block of ice] balanced

along the top. All it needs to do is break

off. In a sense you’re oblivious because

most of the time you’re staring at your

boots praying you can take another step.

It sounds terrifying. Is it as
challenging as everyone thinks?
High-altitude mountaineering is just an

endurance test: an immense, miserable,

painful, vomit-inducing pain-fest. I think

most people that sponsor me think it’s

a major achievement and appreciate

the dangers involved, but they don’t

understand the pain. You’ve got -40

dec C nights, frozen nostrils and eyelids

you can’t open in the morning – all that

loveliness – and then when you’re climbing

it’s like sprinting and trying to breathe

through a straw at the same time. You

hate every second of it and when you come

home you love it. It’s all best viewed in

retrospect. You’re just praying you get

back on that plane. It takes me roughly

two years – almost like having got over

the birth of a child – before I’ve got a

hankering to go back.

What’s your most vivid memory ?
I almost became the first person to fall

David on Everest's summit in 2009.

"Anyone can do what I do. You've got to be it;

but it's mental, not physical," he says.
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Born survivor

off the summit in 2007. In a peculiar

Darwinian sense I would almost be proud

of that. I was so busy prancing round

taking photos of myself and I was so 

happy to be up there again and feeling so 

good and strong. I was filming myself and 

slipped. I fell onto my front and started to 

slide towards the edge of the Kangshung 

Face. So I grabbed the prayer flags, which 

stopped me. The Sherpas came trundling 

over and hauled me to my feet. From that 

point onward they all looked at me saying: 

“See? There is something to the prayer 

flags and the tradition.”

Have you ever feared that 
you wouldn’t make it back?
I’ve stepped over dead bodies and watched 

my friends die in front of me. I’ve tried 

to help others. In 2011 I had my first 

minor brush with death. I was coming 

through the icefall and a giant chunk of it 

descended as though it was on hydraulic 

jacks and disappeared. The shockwave

threw us all off and dropped me into a

crevasse. I was dangling from the rope and

remember thinking “sod this”. But I got 

over it. I went back in ’13 and far more 

dramatically I got caught in an avalanche 

in exactly – to the square metre – the place 

where all the Sherpas were killed last year. 

I had a shoulder dislocated, I cracked a 

bone in my spine and badly hurt my calf 

muscle. While I was under the snow, 

waiting for the moment when I’d know 

I wasn’t going home, I decided that was 

that. I was done. I got to the summit but 

was resolute that enough was enough. 

So what made you keep going?
The feeling that you’ve just got to get on 

with it. I’d never known fear, but you 

don’t realise that until you experience it 

properly. It sounds trite but it’s true.  

I’ve done skydiving and been nervous and 

all that silliness, but not real ‘I’m going to 

die’ terror. It’s a different feeling. I didn’t

like it much. It’s taken me another two

years to overcome that.

You’re very open about why
you raise money for the NSPCC.
Has that childhood trauma helped
you face this kind of challenge?
What happened to me as a kid gave

me a nightmare childhood and teenage

years [the details of David’s abuse are 

important, but potentially upsetting 

for some readers – to hear them in his 

words visit tinyurl.com/davidtait], but 

developed into a form of vengeance 

on everyone around me. I became 

particularly ruthless and horrible. And, 

somewhat weirdly, when I left school 

and joined Goldman Sachs very young, 

that horrible, ruthless nasty bastard 

did very well because he was a horrible, 

ruthless nasty bastard. I’m not proud 

of that now, and I don’t think I would 

naturally have been that way. Then in 

my 30s my mother committed suicide 

when she found out what had happened 

to me. And I lost my marriage. I reached 

this point when I decided I was going to 

turn it all around. Stop being a victim 

and start fighting back. I decided I would 

I think most people who sponsor 
me appreciate the dangers involved,
but they don’t understand the pain

Approaching the highest summit on Earth from the  

southern (Nepalese) side – a sight David knows well. 

Inset: avalanche aftermath in 2013.

❯
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do something with it and start helping

others who had been through the same

experience – if not worse. I do think it’s

been a massive driving force behind me as

I’ve hunted down more and more difficult

challenges. If I could skydive from space

I’d be the first with my hand up.

Can you describe the feeling
that drives you onwards?
Forgive the analogy, but imagine there’s

a bucket of self-esteem inside you. With

most people it’s three-quarters full most

of the time. Living with what happened to

me, my bucket got a hole in it. No matter

what I did, how successful I was or what

I achieved, that bucket never, ever stayed

more than a little bit full, and mostly it

was empty. It’s an empty feeling. You feel

completely second-rate and ruined.

And climbing Everest helped you?
Funnily enough, when I climbed Everest

for the first time in 2005 – although I was

simply so relieved and just wanted to come

home – the six months after were the best

six months of my entire life. Somehow,

someone had put a finger in that hole. I

felt like a normal guy. I felt good about

myself. And then it started to ebb away

again, hence me going back in 2007.

What’s interesting is that as the years

have gone by it’s not been the climbing

that has filled that bucket up. It’s been the

speeches I’ve given and the consequences

of them. I get deluges of email from people

who don’t know me but see what I do

and say “Thank you; this has given me

an opportunity to stand up and feel a bit

stronger about myself”. I know it sounds

odd, but I’ve got my benefit from that in

later years. I don’t climb up a big lump

of rock for myself any more. I’m doing

it because I’ll come back and I’ll have

something else to tell people about and

drive the fund-raising forward.

You’ve raised an incredible
£1,000,000 across your five
Everest climbs. Has it always
been about the charity?
In 2005 it was 90% about me, and 10%

for charity. Now I can honestly say it’s

5% for me and 95% for charity.

And has working in the finance
sector been a big help to you?
There’s no real pattern to the donations.

You’d expect billionares to give you big 

cheques. And they do, but sometimes 

in relation to their net worth it leaves 

you nonplussed. Then regular people 

who feel very passionately will give you 

amounts that are enormous proportions 

of their net income, and it’s very 

touching. I’ve found it very difficult to 

raise money from businesses, till the 

years have gone by and I’ve given more 

speeches and have gotten closer to the 

CEO fraternities. Every challenge I’ve 

always put £1m as the target. Have I 

gotten close? No. I’ve got £250,000 to 

£300,000 every climb. But I always put 

the million because why not? 

That’s an incredible amount  
for an individual to raise... 
Maybe; but it’s interesting to note that I 

had one million people read my despatches 

in 2013 and I only received 454 donations. 

If they just all gave a fiver, or one quid,  

I would have blown it away. T

Born survivor

I don’t climb up a big lump 
of rock for myself any more.

Negotiating the top of the Hillary Step,  

the �nal obstacle before Everest's summit.

 "There’s a degree of gambling your life, which  

my background allowed me to do,” says David.

����O�VISIT DAVIDTAIT.COM TO DONATE TO THE NSPCC ON DAVID’S BEHALF.





EXPERT ADVICE: PLAIN & SIMPLETM

GEARING UP FOR
Summer’s long gone and it’s time to start considering changes to your kit list.

Bryn Williams takes us through the gear choices he makes to ensure that   
Graham
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gear guru.
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expedition leader
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search and rescue.
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mountaineering 

editor Jeremy has a 

lifetime of outdoors 

experience.

YOUR
EXPERTS

Clothing
Start cold and avoid getting too

warm and sweaty early in the day.

My choices would generally be:

Start of the day:

O Long-sleeved base layer with

high neck

O Light windproof layer

O Insulated (synthetic) gilet/vest

O Thin gloves, Buf, thin hat

O Soft shell trousers

O Gaiters

As height is gained or it starts

to cool down or rain:

O Soft shell jacket (with hood)

O Lightly insulated gloves

(not too bulky)

OWaterproof trousers (with full-

length zips and ideally high waist/

bib style)

Poor weather:

OWaterproof jacket (ixed hood

that can be easily adjusted

with gloves on)

O Synthetic insulated jacket

(slightly larger size, which allows

it to be worn over the top of all

other layers, plus ixed hood)

O Big insulated and

waterproof gloves

O Thicker beanie hat

Equipment
During the winter months you’ll

end up carrying more

equipment and clothing

than in the summer

months, so for

starters think

utumn into winter is my favourite time of the year to start heading

out to the hills, as the colours are changing and the end of the day

is sometimes rewarded with stunning sunsets. The clothing and

equipment choice become a vital part of venturing into the hills during the

winter months, so here’s an idea of what I’ll be taking with me.



   

WINTER
Mountain Training’s

          a cold day on the hill is still a good one..

Essential
winter kit

Guest expert  

Bryn Williams is 

executive oicer for 

Mountain Training 

Cymru and an instructor 

at Plas y Brenin, the 

National Mountain 

Sports Centre.

To ind out more about the
Hill and Mountain Skills Scheme
run by Mountain Training,
including the course contents
and registration details, visit 
www.mountain-training.org 

about the size of your rucksack.  

A 40 litre pack is ideal, especially with 

compression straps (for holding an ice 

axe and walking poles), supportive 

waistbelt and a pocket within the lid to 

stash snacks and random bits and pieces. 

The equipment I use in winter will difer 

from summer – always remember that 

you might need to use it with big gloves 

on and in the dark.

In my rucksack
O�Map (including spare and a case  

or lanyard)

O�Compass (with large base plate) 

O�GPS (to assist with the map  

and compass)

O�Flask (0.5-1 litre with hot drink)

O�Water (0.5-1 litre)

O�More food than summer (mix of  

slow-energy-release snacks and  

some sugary quick hitters)

O�Headtorch (brighter and more robust 

than the one I carry in the summer)

O�Phone within a waterproof case

O�First aid kit

O�Spare gloves or mitts

O�Spare hat and Buf

O�Group shelter (big enough for  

your team to get in)

O�Blizzard survival vest  

(one per team member)

O�Walking pole(s)

O�Sunglasses and lip cream 

O�Clear goggles (that can be  

used in darkness)
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Most of the equipment (left) will be 

carried within the autumn months, 

and as winter arrives I’ll then add some 

further essential kit to the list:

 
Winter boots 

I use fully rigid winter boots (B3 rated).  

I like the extra support in winter, and they 

make kicking steps on short snow patches 

much easier and far more stable.

Crampons 

Must be compatible with the boots you use, 

and robust. A mountaineering crampon would 

be ideal for most journeys, and if using a  

B3 boot it will allow a ‘clip-in’ style that gives a 

snug and secure it. Stash them in a crampon 

bag rather than using point protectors.

Ice axe
Essential kit for support when walking, cutting 

steps and ledges, aiding balance and arresting 

a slide should one occur. A longer axe will give 

more support when walking uphill, whereas 

a shorter axe will be more useful on steeper, 

rockier ground.  A ’B’ (basic) axe is ine for 

personal walking, and a ’T’ (technical) axe is 

needed if you plan to do roped winter climbs 

where the axe may be part of a belay.

. 

Fix-it kit 
The usual boot laces and duct tape, plus some 

zip ties and a multi-tool for ixing crampons.

Knowledge 

One of the main diferences in winter is 

the knowledge required to use the winter 

equipment competently (ice axe and crampon 

skills) along with an understanding of 

the diferences and challenges of winter 

navigation and avalanche awareness.  

A winter skills course can be a good way  

to take your summer walking skills  

into the winter environment.
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Can metal objects really
affect my compass?

Distance of being a

Welsh 3000er. Cadair

is the 19th highest

mountain in Wales,  

and 2nd most popular 

(after Snowdon).

FILES

Cadair Idris
(2,930ft/893m) SH711130MTHE

CADER
Alternative spelling of Cadair.

9
The number of days

it took to construct

the original trig point

in 1936, due to foul

weather. 11km – approximate length of the Cadair Idris massif

Idris Drinks

Company –

founded by Thomas

Howell Williams

who changed his

surname to Idris

after being struck

by the beauty of the

Welsh mountain.

As a madman

or a poet – how

legend says you will

awake if you spend

the night on the

summit.

Alternative translation:

‘Stronghold of Idris’ – Idris being

a 7th century Welsh prince who 

defeated the Irish in a battle 

 on the mountain.

FIRE 
AND 
ICE

Cadair’s rock is 

volcanic and its shape 

sculpted by glaciers.

0%
Likelihood that UK actor and 

Hollywood superstar Idris Elba  

took his name from the mountain.

Translation: ‘Chair of

Idris’ – Idris being a giant

who is said to have sat on

the mountain to gaze  

at the stars.

7
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Skills

Y es, they really can. Because compasses

work with the Earth’s magnetic ield,

anything that interrupts or disturbs 

the ield can a�ect the performance and 

accuracy of your compass. Magnetic metals 

such as the steel in your ice axe or an old 

iron fence post can cause the needle of your 

compass to deviate from true magnetic north 

if they’re too close when you’re taking a 

bearing. Other objects that can have an e�ect 

include mobile phones, overhead power cables 

and even iron-rich rock such as that found in 

the Cuillin mountains on Skye.

Although trig points often have a large

metal plate on their upper surface, this is made 

of brass (a non-magnetic metal) so it should 

cause no issues with your compass bearing. 

However, the centre pipe that runs from top 

to bottom through a trig pillar is made of 

galvanised iron, and often iron bars were used 

in the construction to reinforce the base. In 

normal circumstances these should be buried 

far enough inside the concrete to prevent any 

noticeable e�ect, but if the pillar is in a state 

of disrepair these metal components may be

more prominent. In some cases makeshift

repairs may have been carried out using non-

original (and potentially magnetic) metals, 

which could be more problematic.

If in doubt, particularly when compass 

navigation is being relied on to keep you safe, 

it’s best to ensure you are well away from 

any metal objects when taking a bearing. 

The strength of the e�ect may only be a few 

degrees, but this can result in a large margin of 

error when navigating over long distances.

TOO 
EMBARRASSED

TO 
ASK

Your compass and  

iron-rich rock:  

best kept apart.
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QUESTION ANSWER

Dramas, worries & curious questions test the UK’s sharpest outdoor minds...

THE PROBLEM PANEL

What’s the best
way to keep track

of distance
covered when

using pacing
to navigate?

Georgie Hutton,

Stoke-on-Trent

Not in your head! Pacing uses the number

of paces taken to calculate distance

travelled. Most people pace having

established their own number of 'double

paces' per 100m. Once you know yours

(usually between 60-70 double steps per

100m) it‘s a useful navigation tool, but it

does require concentration. Out on the hill

it’s easy to be distracted by the scenery, wildlife or a pal,

making it all too easy to forget how many ‘double paces’

you’ve taken and therefore how far you’ve walked. One

way to keep a tally is to pick up a pebble every 100 metres

travelled and pop it in your pocket. If your concentration

lapses, by counting the pebbles you can work out

how far you’ve come. Another option is to use a

notepad tally, but this is iddly. A much better

alternative is to make a basic counter with

spring-loaded plastic toggles (pick these up

cheaply in gear shops for around £1 for 10)

and a 500mm length of paracord. Attach it

to your rucksack, and for every 100 metres

covered slide a toggle to the bottom of the

cord. It’s a simple solution that helps make

pacing a more reliable navigation tool.

There are a number of lovely hills and mountains in 

Snowdonia that are ideal for someone looking to enjoy the 

delights of winter for the irst time. The main thing you need 

is the lexibility to be opportunistic when the snow arrives, 

as it can soon be gone again and is far from predictable.  

One of my favourite mountains for a irst-time winter outing 

is Moel Siabod. The slopes are never too steep, the views 

across the rest of the National Park are stunning, and it’s  

not too high – meaning it’s achievable for people who are  

still getting used to the new kit, heavier weight they need to  

carry, and shorter daylight hours. The Daear Ddu ridge on its 

eastern lank is a great route for people wanting to progress 

onto steeper ground too. You need to be careful on the 

summit plateau as it can be confusing to navigate from in 

poor visibility, and cornices (overhanging snow ledges) often 

form over the clifs to its east – so give them a wide birth. 

Siabod was my irst winter peak as a teenager out with  

Mum and Dad, brandishing a new ice axe that had been my

Christmas present. I remember being convinced that I could

now walk on ice (and I have the scar on my leg to prove it)!

What’s a good
starter hill in

Snowdonia
for a irst-time

winter walker?
Joanne Slaney, Dudley

Lyle Brotherton
Lyle is one of the world’s

leading search and rescue

experts, and author of
The Ultimate Navigation

Manual, pb Collins.

Jeremy Ashcroft
Trail’s mountaineering

editor is also author of Britain’s

Highest Mountain Walks, pb

Collins. He knows the UK hills

better than his own relection.

Skills

Got a question? Email trail@bauermedia.co.uk or post it to the editorial address on page 23.

Is it okay to canoe
on all the lakes in
the Lake District,

or are some
out of bounds?

Tom Grant, Great Yarmouth
Canoeing and kayaking are welcomed and encouraged

on most of the lakes in the Lake District, but there are

some exceptions and limitations. These restrictions are

imposed for a number of reasons including conservation,

environmental impact, visual impact, to avoid conlict

with other users, and simple practicalities like diicult

physical access. Haweswater, Loweswater and Rydal

Water are closed, while on Bassenthwaite Lake,

Buttermere, Crummock Water and Ennerdale Water you

will need a permit. On Wast Water you are also limited to a

maximum of ten boats on the water at any one time. There

are some more local limitations too: for example you are not

allowed to land on some islands to protect lora and fauna,

while some areas of shoreline are in private hands and so

landings are restricted – these locations are often indicated

by signs. One other thing worth mentioning is the issue of

accidentally introducing invasive non-native species into

the lakes via your boat or equipment. A really informative

PDF lealet about how to avoid this, and access, is available

online at tinyurl.com/canoelakes

Rob Johnson MIC
A qualiied International 

Mountain Leader, Rob’s  

led groups all over the  

world via his company  

www.expeditionguide.com

Looking down Moel 

Siabod’s Daear Ddu ridge.
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montane.co.uk

ENGINEERED FOR ENDURANCE

HyperDRY™ is engineered to be the most effective water resistant 

down technology available. It will keep you drier and warmer for 80% 

longer than leading competitors, even in the harshest of conditions.  

Montane’s down clothing range is ethically sourced and certified 

using the Responsible Down Standard and lets you trace the origins 

of the down using TrackmyDown™.

Men’s and Women’s ultra lightweight alpine 

HyperDRY™ down jackets
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BUYING KIT? THIS IS YOUR GUIDE...

 Gear
HOT

NEW KIT
This month’s spanking 

new objects of  
outdoor desire

PATAGONIA  
SNAP-T FLEECE FROM £90
 

Hot because: The original Snap-T leece appeared in 1985. Shortly after

this, Trail’s art editor Louise bought one – and since then she’s rarely stopped

banging on about how much she loves it. Recognising that some things can’t

be improved on, Patagonia has recreated the Snap-T using a few modern

materials and subtle  tweaks to give this classic a new lease of life.

The collection inclu  d wool, down-insulated, wind-resistant,

quilted cotton, fu lightweight and hooded versions in

a kaleidoscope  themselves to date from the

Eighties). Not   d ol’ days, and some things are

better left i   and it looks set to collect

a whole n e is very happy.

We say emands.

www

HYDRO FLASK HYDRATION FLASKS FROM £23
 

Hot because: A hot drink on a cold hillside is a great morale-booster. A cold drink on a hot day is

equally pleasurable. A double-walled vacuum-insulated lask can provide both: hot beverages

are kept that way for up to 6 hours, while chilled luids are kept refreshingly cool for an

impressive 24 hours. There’s a range of sizes, varieties and colours, including a delightfully

titled 64oz Wide Mouth Growler speciically for beer, so getting one to suit your choice of

beverage, drinking style and preferred hues shouldn’t be an issue.

We say: Reliable receptacles from which to dispense temperature-appropriate hydration.

www.hydrolask.com

LUMINAID
PACKLITE 16 £24.99

Hot because: The downside of this

inlatable lamp is that it’s solar-charged,

which – in the UK at least – is a limiting

factor. However, if you’re able to get the

estimated 7 hours of sunlight required to

fully charge the LuminAID, you’ll have a

waterproof, loating lamp that will emit

up to 45 lumens of light and last for up

to 16 hours on a single charge. When not

inlated for maximum light difusion,

it folds up to the size of a smartphone.

We say: Simple, eicient, convenient.

Not essential, but it’ll make tent life easier.

www.eskimoagency.com



ALPKIT KEPLER
LONG SLEEVE £39
 

Hot because: The beneits of merino wool are well-known: 

it’s comfortable, fast-drying and odour-resistant. But it 

can also be pricier than alternatives, which makes the new 

Kepler range from Alpkit even more appealing. Using 100 

per cent premium New Zealand merino guaranteed to be 

from ethical sources, Alpkit’s direct-to-the-consumer model 

means you get all this at bargain prices. In addition to long-

sleeved tops for men and women, the Kepler range also 

includes men’s boxers and long johns plus a neckwarmer  
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MSR WINDBURNER 
1.8L £125
 

Hot because: Solo cooking systems are all well and good, 

but if you’re travelling in a pair or a trio, carrying two or 

three separate stoves plus gas is ineicient. This 1.8 litre 

version of MSR’s WindBurner has all the advantages of the 

standard 1 litre stove, but with a larger, more group-friendly 

capacity. Its ultra-eicient radiant burner with built-in heat 

exchanger ofers speedy boil times (2min 54sec for half a 

litre of water) and, thanks to its wind-resistant enclosed 

design, the ability to perform in weather conditions that 

would see other stoves splutter and fail. 

We say: A great backpacking stove for minimalist campers 

who travel with friends. 

www.msrgear.com
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TEST OF 
TH EST

TOP HILL KIT GOES HEAD TO HEAD

MIDSOLE STIFFNESS
Grab the boot by the toe and heel, bend the toe towards the heel, then

twist the toe while holding the heel still. The harder it is to bend the boot,

the better it will perform on snow and ice and be compatible with crampons.

A 4-season boot will be almost totally rigid, a 3-season boot will be very

bendy, and a 3-4 season boot will fall somewhere between these extremes.

ANKLE CUFF
The ankle cuf helps prevent mud

and grit from entering the boot.

It also protects the ankle against

being scraped on rocks. The

stifness in the ankle cuf

reduces the strain on the ankle

when traversing slopes and

scrambling by giving extra

support, which makes it less

tiring to wear on rockier

ground or on snow. But on

easier ground, smooth

paths and moorland,

ankle support is less

important. Some

walkers also prefer the

freedom and easier

ankle movement of

boots with lower or

softer ankle cufs.

TESTER PROFILE

Graham Thompson
Technical editor

Foot size UK11/Euro 46

Foot shape normal width, 

but bony
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The 3-4 season boot is the ultimate all-rounder: stif 

enough to take crampons on snow, yet �exible enough 

to be comfy on scree, rock and mountain paths.

3-4 SON BOOT

FIT
No boot is worth having if it 

does not it, and the inside 

of the boot should be around 

13-15mm longer than your 

foot, which you can gauge by 

putting the boot on without 

the laces tightened up and 

then placing your foreinger 

down the inside of the boot 

at the heel. Better outdoor 

stores will measure your feet.

The upper should be snug and

comfortable across the foot.
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OUTSOLE LUGS
Deep, widely spaced lugs will

bite into soft mud without

clogging while providing many 

years of wear before they are 

too shallow to give a good grip 

on soft ground. 

 Test of the best

VERDICT

VALUE

IN USE

COMFORT

FIT

FEATURES

BorealKovach
www.borealoutdoor.com

AKUSuperalpGTX
www.ardblairsports.com

A 2.6mm nubuck leather upper with minimal

stitching protects a Boreal Dry-Line waterproof

and breathable lining to keep your feet dry.

There is a full rubber rand enclosing the boot 

for even more protection and durability. 

The ankle cuf is higher than most, for more 

support. The outsole is a Vibram unit with 

widely spaced lugs that are nice and deep.  5/5

The sizes are 6-12 with no women’s option  

on the it. On me this feels slightly narrower 

and shorter than other boots, so you might 

want to try a half size up from your normal 

sizing. The it is quite precise, though, and 

this feels better for scrambling and climbing 

than some other models because of that.  

The heel area is particularly neat-itting.  4/5

This feels good on the foot in part as it 

weighs 1858g (pair, size 11), which is lighter 

than most 3-4 season boots. The boot also 

comfortably hugs the foot with no irm areas 

even for my bony feet. The higher ankle cuf is 

very supportive but again without discomfort. 

The sole is more lexible than other 3-4 season 

boots here, making this comier for walking, 

but less ideal for snow.  4/5

That comfort is great below the snowline, but 

it does have a softer upper and a more lexible 

sole unit than other 3-4 season boots, so its 

performance drops of when you use the edges 

or toe of the boot in snow or when climbing.

The sole is not quite as aggressive as the best,

which is not a major problem, but again it just

makes the boot slightly less ideal for snow. 4/5

A lower-priced boot, but it has a softer upper

and lex and so you are getting a less snow-

orientated performance for your money. 5/5

Ideal if you want a boot that can be

used with crampons occasionally

and you don’t need better

performance in snow.

The 2.6mm nubuck leather upper has minimal

stitching so it should keep water out and

be durable, but you also get a Gore-Tex

lining and a wide rubber rand for a belt-and-

braces approach. The ankle cuf is a good 

height, being higher than some other designs.

There is a Vibram sole unit underfoot that has

widely spaced lugs that are nice and deep.  5/5

This is one of the few options here that will it

both men and women, as it is available for men

in sizes 3-13 and women in sizes 3-8. The it 

is good but perhaps not quite as close, precise

and foot-hugging as some higher-priced 

options. The toe area is spacious but not as 

wide as some, but it’s not as narrow as others

either, so a good middle ground.  4/5

At 1974g (pair, size 11) this is lighter 

than some and it does not feel quite as 

cumbersome as some broader boots either. 

There is good padding and cushioning 

throughout and a little more lex in the toe 

than the stifest boots here, making it a bit 

comier on level ground, but not quite as 

comfortable as the best when using the toe 

edges on scrambles or snow.  4/5

That very slightly softer lex than the best 

boot makes the Superalp marginally less ideal

on snow. It does not feel quite as stable on 

foot placements as the best boot either. The 

sole lugs and heel breast are also very slightly

shallower than the best. Tiny details, though,

and really only what diferentiates the boots,

rather than being major problems. 4/5

For £200 this is one of the best 3-4 season

boots out there, and it’s very diicult to beat

at this price. 5/5

This is a boot that its men and women

and ofers winter hillwalkers

an excellent all-round

performance for the price.4.4/5 4.4/5

+
weight; price; leather & minimal stitching;

full rand; waterproof lining; aggressive sole +
price; leather & minimal stitching; rubber

rand; waterproof lining; women’s sizes

–
slightly softer lex which reduces 

performance on snow; no women’s sizes –
very slightly less supportive than  

some options

£200 / 1858g (pair, size 11) £200 / 1974g (pair, size 11) mm n

MAGAZINE

BEST
VALUE

CRAMPON 
COMPATIBILITY
Not all boots are designed to be used 

with crampons, due to the sole stifness 

and lexibility of the upper. Crampons 

are not generally recommended for 

3-season boots, but lexible crampons 

rated as C1 can be itted to 3-4 season 

boots while stifer crampons rated as  

C2 can be itted to 4-season boots.

DURABILITY
If you want your boots to 

last, look for uppers with 

minimal stitching and a 

rubber rand at the toe box. 

For maximum durability, 

look for a rubber rand that 

encloses the whole boot. 

Durable designs are most 

important for those heading 

regularly onto rockier ground, 

but less important if you walk 

less often in the hills or tend 

to stick to paths or moorland 

walks.
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ZamberlanViozPlusGTX
www.zamberlan.uk.com

Mammut MtTrailXTGTX
www.mammut.ch

Alt-BergMallerstang
www.altberg.co.uk

The upper is Hydrobloc waxed full-grain

leather with very little stitching so it is

durable and will keep the water out easily,

but you also get a Gore-Tex waterproof lining. 

Around the outside is a rubber rand for yet 

more durability. Underfoot you get a sole  

with deep, well-spaced lugs for grip in soft 

snow and on loose scree.  5/5

This boot only comes in a men’s version in 

sizes 41-48. The nearest women’s model is 

the £200 Cornetto in sizes 37-43. The it does 

feel snug with good space at the toes. The 

ankle cuf is about 1cm lower than some other 

boots and it’s softer too, making this area less 

supportive but more comfortable, although 

its forward lex is stifer. The precurved sole 

allows a natural walking action.  4/5

This boot feels good on, but it’s a bit more 

cumbersome than some other models (though 

there’s not much in it). There is slightly more 

toe room, which feels good, and the toe lex 

is just enough to make walking below the 

snow comfortable. The ankle cuf is not quite 

as comfy as some others in the forward lex 

position, but again not much in it.  4/5 

For general hillwalking on snow, scree and 

rough terrain this feels great. It is a little less 

delicate than some others when scrambling, 

however, so it’s not the best for those who 

want a more precise feel on the rock. The sole 

lugs are deep and well-spaced, and ideal for 

soft snow and other loose ground, while the 

stifness is good for snow and rock.  4/5

A very well-priced boot compared to other 

options here, and you are getting a Gore-Tex 

lining for your cash.  5/5

Great for mountain walking, but slightly 

less precise for scrambling  

than some others.

The Mt Trail XT GTX is a well-established 3-4

season boot and it’s now slightly stifer than in

the past to make it even better suited to snow.

The upper is leather with minimal stitching and 

a full rubber rand for further durability. A Gore-

Tex waterproof lining is provided. The ankle 

cuf is about 1cm lower than some models.  

The sole has deep, widely spaced lugs.  5/5

This boot is available in sizes 7-12 for men, 

with the nearest women’s option being the 

Merlon GTX at £220, which has more synthetic 

material and is sized 4-9. The Mt Trail XT GTX 

does not it quite as precisely as some others 

with slightly more space around the toes.  

The ankle cuf is lower than some others but 

it does not it quite as closely and does not lex 

quite as nicely as some.  4/5

At 1978g (pair, size 11) this is very light 

compared to others, although you don’t really 

notice the diference on the foot. It feels nice and 

comfortable with more space at the toes and a 

slightly irmer sensation in foot contact areas, 

although the diferences are tiny (and in testing 

only noticeable when wearing diferent boots  

on each foot), so there really is not much in it.  4/5

The lower weight of this boot gives it an edge 

when walking in the hills, but it is not quite as 

precise on rock when scrambling and the lex at 

the toe is not quite as smooth as others. However 

the diferences are tiny, and generally it feels 

ideal for use on snow and rock. This is stifer than 

it used to be but some others are very slightly 

stifer at the toe, which is useful in snow  4/5

This is a great price for a good all-round winter 

boot that includes Gore-Tex in the mix.  5/5

 

Unless you’re being really picky, there is 

little beneit in paying more as this is  

a great-value boot.

The 2.8mm one-piece leather upper has

almost no stitching so it is durable and very 

water-resistant, but you also get a Sympatex 

waterproof lining for even more protection. 

There’s no rand, but for most walkers this 

won’t be a problem. The ankle cuf is as high as 

the highest here, while the lugs are very deep 

and widely spaced with a huge heel breast.  5/5

There is no speciic women’s version, but as 

this boot comes in ive width ittings and 

sizes 5 to 12½ it is likely to it both men and 

women more easily than some others. The 

Mallerstang had a good general it on my foot 

but others feel a little more precise than this, 

though of course diferent width ittings will 

improve that it.  5/5

 

The ankle cuf is higher than some and 

slightly more restrictive in the forward lex 

position, so whether you like this or not will 

depend on how much forward support you 

want. For walking it is not quite so good, but 

it is great for climbing. The foot sits higher 

above the ground than others so it feels a 

little less stable.  4/5

That deep lug pattern and heel breast make 

this ideal for use on snow in terms of grip.  

It does not feel quite as precise as others 

when walking or scrambling, though, so it 

feels slightly more ‘clumpy’ than is ideal.  

The lex at the toe is quite soft, allowing a 

natural walking action – although a little 

more stifness would be good on snow.  4/5

This is very well-priced and it is hard to 

justify paying more for the small beneits  

you might gain.  5/5

A great boot for winter hillwalking in  

the British mountains. It would be hard 

to justify paying more.

+
leather, minimal stitching; full rand; great

price; waterproof lining; aggressive lugs +
price; leather, minimal stitching; rand;

aggressive outsole; waterproof lining +
5 width ittings; leather, minimal stitching; 

aggressive outsole; waterproof; great price 

–
slightly softer lex, which reduces 

performance on snow; no women’s sizes –
no women’s sizes; not quite the precise it,

comfort and performance of others –
 less precise feel; weight 

£210 / 2020g (pair, size 46) £210 / 1978g (pair, size 11) £210 / 2022g (pair, size 11) 

4.4/5 4.4/5 4.6/5

m m m
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MeindlAirRevolution4.1
www.meindl.co.uk

ScarpaSLActiv
www.scarpa.co.uk

LaSportivaTrangoAlpGTX 
www.lasportiva.com

This has a double tongue with the inner layer

being made of 3D perforated mesh for more

breathability on the top of the foot. Synthetic

layers and suede as well as a rubber rand and 

a Gore-Tex waterproof lining complete the 

upper. But it may lack some durability with 

all that stitching. The outside is a Vibram unit 

with very deep and widely spaced lugs.  4/5

The men’s version comes in sizes 6 to 12 with 

the women’s version in 3½ -9, meaning this 

has a wider range of sizes than most 3-4 

season boots. The it is foot-hugging with 

quite a spacious toe. The ankle cuf is as high 

as any and it its neatly too. This all means the 

Air Revolution 4.1 is a great-itting boot.  5/5

 

 

This is also a very comfortable boot, with  

that ankle cuf gently cushioning movement, 

the toe allowing plenty of room and the 

contact areas on the foot being soft. The 

outsole has a good lex to it, to make walking 

comfortable. The upper is slightly softer than 

some boots, though – although there is not 

much in it.  5/5

It’s not quite as stif as the best here, with just 

a little more lex in the sole and upper than is 

ideal for snow. That upper may not be quite 

as durable as full leather either. But you get 

less weight, more breathability and a more 

spacious toe. So it feels great for walking, but 

for more technical ground its boxy toe, lex 

and durability are potential drawbacks.  4/5

The weight and extra breathability are  

the big beneits here, but they come at a 

inancial cost.  4/5

A fairly light, highly breathable boot that 

is great for general walking, but others 

have performance beneits.

The SL Activ is the standard-bearer of the 3-4

season boot category. It boasts a full leather

upper with minimal stitching and a rubber rand

for even more durability. A V-Flex design at the 

ankle cuf allows better forward lex without 

reducing lateral support. The sole is stif with 

deep, well-spaced lugs. There’s no waterproof 

lining, but I don’t think the design needs one.  5/5

The SL Activ is only available in sizes 41-46  

for men, with the nearest women’s option 

being the very diferently styled suede leather 

R-Evo Pro at £225 in sizes 37-42. The SL Activ 

it is closely and very supportive, which feels 

great on my feet for this category of boot.  

Pity there is no women’s version of the all-

leather SL Activ though.  4/5

 

The 2196g weight does not feel as cumbersome 

as that of some other boots due to the precise 

it and gentle curve of the sole. This feels 

more comfortable than some lighter boots too, 

particularly when the ground is more uneven, 

and there is a surprisingly easy natural rolling 

action to the sole that makes even walking on 

hard level surfaces easier than expected.  5/5

Ideal on challenging ground, where the sole and 

upper stifness makes scrambling over scree and 

edging on snow safe, predictable and easy. There 

is some toe lex but you can still use the toes to 

scramble and edge in snow. The sole curvature 

makes long walks along tracks tolerable, while 

the minimal stitching and rand mean these will 

keep your feet dry even without Gore-Tex.   5/5

These boots are built to last and the price 

relects that – so they’re a great choice if you’ll 

use them regularly, but pricy if not.  4/5

A solid performance from the standard-

bearer for the 3-4 season category, but 

there’s no women’s version.

This is a very stif and robust boot yet it

weighs just 1914g per pair, which is light 

for its features. You get a very stif upper

with synthetic Flex Tec material and leather 

overlays. There is a huge rubber rand too. 

Gore-Tex provides waterproof and breathable 

protection. The sole is a stif Vibram unit  

with very deep and widely spaced lugs.  5/5

The men’s model is sized 41-48 and the 

women’s comes in 37-42, and on me this boot 

provides a closer and neater it than most.  

The ankle cuf is about 1cm higher than most 

boots and this area its closely. The toe box  

is more pointed than most others, and 

generally it felt narrower and more precise  

in terms of its it.  5/5

 

That close it and high ankle cuf are very 

comfy with no hard spots even for my bony 

feet. The ankle cuf lexes forward more easily 

than most, which allows a relatively easy 

walking action, although softer boots are even 

easier on the foot. The toe lexes just enough 

to make walking below the snow easier, but it 

doesn’t ofer the smoothest rolling action.  4/5

On rock and snow this has the edge over many 

boots here as its neat it, narrow proile and 

precise feel make it ideal for more delicate work 

while its deep lugs are great for keeping a grip. 

But when walking its higher ankle cuf, stifer 

sole and narrower proile make it a less natural 

it to the terrain. So a great all-rounder with a 

bias towards more technical ground.  5/5

This is a high price tag as you are not getting 

the one-piece leather upper that is generally 

a feature of costlier boots.  4/5

For a slightly more mountaineering bias 

this has the edge, but walkers  

may beneit from others.

+
weight; upper breathability; rubber rand;

aggressive outsole; waterproof lining +
minimal stitching on leather upper;

rubber rand; aggressive outsole; stifness +
rubber rand; aggressive outsole; stifness; 

waterproof lining

–
price; potentially less durable than full

leather upper; slightly less stif –
weight; price; no waterproof lining; no

women’s sizes; price if not a regular user –
price if you’re not a regular user 

£235 / 1866g (pair, size 11) £245 / 2196g (pair, size 46) £250 / 1914g (pair, size 46)

4.4/5 4.6/5 4.6/5

m mmn n

MAGAZINE

BEST IN 
TEST
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OUTSOLE
Well-spaced and deep

lugs can bite into

soft ground without

clogging. A deep

heel breast, the step

between the heel

and midfoot area of

the sole unit, is vital

for providing braking

power in descents.

3-SEASON BOOTS

ANKLE CUFF
To reduce weight and price,

the ankle cuf may be cut quite

low in some boots. However

this can be a false economy

as a lower cuf more easily

allows water, mud and debris

to enter the boot while also

providing less ankle support

– which means your foot

has to work harder on

uneven ground.

MIDSOLE FLEX
Grab the boot by the toe and heel, and bend them together to

test longitudinal stifness; then twist the sole to test lateral

stifness. A more lexible sole is better for comfort on level

ground, while a stifer sole is more comfortable on rockier

ground and also allows a more precise use of

small footholds when scrambling.

BEST
BUDGET

FOR 
YOUR

A pairof3-seasonbootsisallyouneedtoenjoythehills

belowthesnowline;butsomearemoresuitableforthe

hillsthanothers,soyouneedtochoosecarefully...

TESTER PROFILE

Graham Thompson
Technical editor

Foot size UK11/Euro 46

Foot shape normal width, but bony

TOE BOX
To protect the foot from stray

boulders, a stifened toe box

is important. You can test this

by pressing the top of the area

where your toes will be.

UPPER
A traditional leather upper made with 

minimal stitching will last for many 

years if cared for well, and it will 

probably outlast the grip on the sole. 

Conversely an upper that is made of 

synthetic fabric, mesh and thin strips of 

suede leather is unlikely to be as durable 

and often tends to be slow-drying.
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Regatta FrontierMid
www.regatta.com

Hi-Tec AltitudeV200iWP
www.hi-tec.com/uk

Anatom V2Vorlich/V2Lomond  
www.anatomfootwear.co.uk

This is very lightweight at 1218g (pair, size

11) but you still get some good features.

The upper is a mix of synthetic and suede

leather, with an Isotex waterproof and 

breathable lining. The ankle cuf is slightly 

higher than most low-priced boots, which is 

great. There is also good stifness in the toe, 

heel and sole unit. The lugs on the outside  

are well-spaced and deep.  4/5

This comes in men’s sizes of 6-12 and 

women’s sizes of 3-8 and it its quite closely, 

although it is not quite as glove-like and as 

precise as higher-priced options. But there is 

good space in the toes, and the tongue and 

ankle cuf fasten neatly around the foot. 

Very good at this price. 4/5

This is a lightweight boot that is also quite soft 

between the laces and toe box, but in other 

areas it has good stifness. The ankle cuf felt 

a little too irm compared to higher-priced 

boots that had softer padding, but generally 

this is pretty good. The sole is not as a stif as 

higher-priced boots so on really rocky ground 

your feet do tire a little more in these. 3/5

The outsole lugs are deep and well-spaced  

so grip on softer ground is good. The sole is 

also quite stif, so this is not bad on rockier 

ground either, although higher-priced boots 

with even stifer soles are better. The it is 

not quite as close as the best boots, so the 

Frontier Mid is less precise on rockier ground 

and durability may not be ideal compared to 

one-piece leather designs. 3/5

This is remarkable value for £85, as while 

some pricier boots are better, this is far better 

than many boots at this price or higher.  5/5

If you can’t pay more than £85 this is  

a superb option that can be 

used successfully on a 

variety of terrain.

This is a good boot for walking in colder

weather below the snow, as it has Thinsulate

insulation (men’s model only) for warmer

feet. The upper is full leather with minimal 

stitching so it is very durable, and the sole 

and upper are also very stif so it is a great 

choice for rocky or uneven ground. The sole 

has reasonably deep lugs but they are less 

aggressive than some.  5/5

The men’s sizes are 7-16 and the women’s 4-8. 

The boot feels a little short so you might want 

to try a half size up from normal. The ankle cuf 

on the men’s is higher than most, although the 

women’s is lower. The it is not as close as the 

other boots featured here, which is a drawback; 

but the size range is very good.  3/5

The men’s ankle cuf tends to dig in a little  

which is far from ideal. The women’s model 

may be better as it has a lower ankle cuf. The 

men’s version is insulated with Thinsulate, but 

this would make it too warm for me except 

when high in the mountains; yet the women’s  

version lacks this insulation, a feature that 

women may want!  3/5

This boot is very stif, but as the it is not close 

and the ankle cuf not particularly comfortable 

it feels quite ‘clumpy’ and does not roll nicely 

when walking. Neither does it have the inesse 

of other higher-priced stif boots. It does 

provide lots of support though and protects the 

foot well on uneven ground. The outsole lugs 

are not quite as aggressive as others, for use on 

softer ground.                                              3/5

This is very well-priced for what you are 

getting, but you need to make sure it is really 

what you want.  5/5

Good for walking in colder conditions  

on a budget, plus very durable and 

supportive but higher-priced 

boots ofer advantages. 

This is a heavier boot than many low-priced

options but it is nicely stifened in the sole and

upper, which lighter boots lack. You also get a

relatively robust upper of synthetic and suede, 

although a single-piece leather one would 

be even more durable. A Tri-aria waterproof 

lining is inside while the outsole has great lugs 

and a good heel breast.  4/5

 

The size range is 41-47 for the men’s V2 Vorlich 

and 36-42 for the women’s V2 Lomond. The it 

is a good general option, being neither overly 

narrow nor overly wide. The ankle cuf is 

slightly higher than some low-priced boots, so 

you get more support. It is perhaps not quite  

as precise as higher-priced boots though. 4/5

Basic comfort on the foot is reasonable, but 

as with most lower-priced boots if you pay 

more you get a little more softness around 

the ankle cuf. I also noticed the higher-priced 

boots have a smoother lex in the sole, so they 

provide a smoother and more comfortable 

rolling action. But still good for the price.  3/5

 

This is a very hill-orientated design with 

good stifness in the sole and upper to make 

walking over rocky ground reasonably 

comfortable and stable. You also get good grip, 

thanks to the deep lugs and heel breast on the 

sole. It is not quite so precise when scrambling 

and not quite as smooth a rolling action when 

walking, though, while a one-piece leather 

design would be more durable.  4/5

The price is very good for what you are getting 

as this is a proper hill boot rather than just a 

low-priced valley boot.  5/5

A great boot for hillwalkers who cannot 

spend more than £100, but  

if you pay more there  

are beneits.3.8/5 3.8/5 4.0/5

+
light; suede leather and synthetic; widely

spaced lugs on sole with good heel breast +
leather; minimal stitching; Thinsulate

(men’s only); very stif toe box; deep lugs +
synthetic materials and suede upper; very 

stif toe box; deep outsole lugs; stif sole

–
full-grain leather uppers with less stitching

may be more durable ; not the comiest –
men’s could be too warm; lugs not the

most aggressive; not the lightest –
upper may be less durable than one-piece 

leather with less stitching

£85 / 1218g (pair, size 11) £85/75 / 1554g (pair, size 11) £100 / 1348g (pair, size 46)

£75 TO £100

m nm n m n

MAGAZINE

APPROVED
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Hi-Tec VLiteHelvellynWP
www.hi-tec.com/uk

KeenTargheeMid
www.keenfootwear.com

Anatom Q2Hiking
www.anatomfootwear.co.uk

This is a very lightweight boot at just 1246g

(pair, size 11). But you still do get a leather

upper with minimal stitching for durability,

while a waterproof Dri-Tec membrane keeps 

your feet dry. The outsole is a Vibram unit 

with very deep and well-placed lugs. But the 

ankle cuf is lower than some, the sole is very 

bendy and the toe box isn’t as protective as 

higher-priced models.  4/5

This comes in men’s sizes 7-13 and women’s 

4-9, and it its like the proverbial glove, being 

close and precise. The softer upper and softer 

sole materials enable this it to some extent 

too, but either way it feels nice and nimble  

on the foot. However wider-footed people 

may feel the it is a bit too close.  5/5

This is a lightweight boot that is also  

quite soft in terms of its upper and lex, 

 so naturally it feels very comfortable.  

But as the upper and sole are soft that 

comfort drops away on rocky and rugged 

ground, and your feet really have to work 

pretty hard. It’s great on level paths and 

grassy moors, however.  3/5

Due to the softness of the upper and the lex, 

performance depends greatly on the terrain. 

Use this boot on soft grass and level, muddy 

paths and its Vibram sole with its deep, well-

spaced lugs work really well. But get this on 

rocky ground and scree or of the path, and 

the lack of stifness of the boot forces your 

feet to work really hard.  3/5

 

The price is superb for what you are getting 

and on easier ground this is superb value. 5/5

A very lightweight boot that is also 

comfortable and performs well on softer 

level ground, but it is not 

the best for rugged terrain.

The low weight of 1134g (pair, size 11) is

exceptional. For that you get an upper made of

mostly leather with synthetic material around

the tongue plus a Keen.Dry waterproof and 

breathable lining. The ankle cuf is very low 

and there is more stitching on the upper, so 

this may be less supportive and less durable 

than some. There is virtually no heel breast  

on the sole.  3/5

The men’s sizes are 6-13 and the women’s 

2½-8½. The it is typical of Keen, being quite 

broad and spacious at the forefoot and toe 

area. The ankle cuf is lower than most boots. 

This will probably it those with wider feet 

better than some of the narrower models here.  

 5/5

The low cuf and low weight make this very 

comfy straight away. The toe box is spacious 

too, so again great for comfort. As there is 

decent stifness is the toe box and sole that 

comfort is retained quite well on rocky ground, 

though the lower cuf does mean that on 

angled slopes of rock or earth your feet have to 

work pretty hard and so comfort reduces.  4/5

This is quite good on level, dry ground but on 

soft ground the lugs are quite wide, so they 

don't bite in that well; plus there is virtually  

no heel breast so braking power during 

descents is not great. Sole stifness is 

reasonable for rocky ground, but the lower 

ankle cuf ofers minimal protection and 

support. The upper may not be as durable as  

a one-piece leather design.  3/5

The price is good, but this lacks the higher cuf 

and features of other boots at this price.  4/5

If you want a lightweight boot for level 

ground this is a good option but it has 

drawbacks for rockier ground 

and more uneven terrain.

The upper is thicker and more durable than

most boots, thanks to the use of 2.4mm

full-grain leather. There is also good stifness

in the upper, and a waterproof breathable 

Tri-aria lining. The ankle cuf height is very 

slightly lower than the best boots. Underfoot 

is a Vibram sole unit with good lugs, but it is 

quite bendy from toe to heel.  4/5

 

For men the sizes are 41-47 but there is no 

women’s version of this boot. The £120 Q2 

Ultra Hiking in sizes 36-42 is the nearest 

equivalent but it has many diferent features. 

The Q2 Hiking’s it is not as neat and precise 

and foot-hugging as higher-priced boots,  

but it does have good toe wiggle room.  4/5

The ankle cuf is lower in this boot than 

higher-priced models; it is also stifer and less 

comfortable in this area, I found. There is quite 

a soft forward lex in the sole, which is not quite 

as comfortable as the more graduated lex in 

higher-priced boots. So overall it lacks some of 

the inesse of higher-priced models.  3/5

 

On the hill this boot provides a good grip 

thanks to the deep lugs of the Vibram sole, 

which includes a heel breast for downhill 

braking. The toe-to-heel lex is a slight 

drawback on rockier ground but there is 

good lateral stifness and the upper is great 

for rockier ground. The it is not so precise, 

however, so when scrambling it feels a bit 

cumbersome.  4/5

Very good value. Not as good as higher-priced 

boots but better than many at this price.  5/5

A great choice for general hillwalking on 

a budget, but it has small drawbacks 

compared to the better 

higher-priced boots. 

4.0/5 3.8/5 4.0/5

+
leather upper, minimal stitching: some toe

box stifening; very aggressive outsole +
light; nubuck upper, synthetic areas: stif

toe box with rand; widely spaced lugs +
2.5mm full-grain leather upper, minimal 

stitching: stif toe box; aggressive outsole

–
sole bendier than pricier boots; it less

precise and ankle cuf lower than best –
ankle cuf very low; less pronounced heel

breast; upper less durable than all-leather –
sole a little bendier than pricier boots; it 

less precise than the absolute best boots 

£110 / 1246g (pair, size 11) £115 / 1134g (pair, size 11) m nm n £120 / 1484g (pair, size 46) m
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AKU TributeIIGTX
www.ardblairsports.com

Berghaus FellmasterGTX
www.berghaus.com

Scarpa Nanga-PaGTX
www.scarpa.co.uk

There are two main advantages to this boot:

one is the weight of just 1390g (pair, size 11)

and the other is that the upper is made from

full-grain leather with minimal stitching,  

so it is more water-resistant and durable.  

You also get a Gore-Tex waterproof lining. 

The toe box is stifened but you don't get 

extra reinforcement and the upper is slightly 

soft compared to others.  4/5

This is available for men in sizes 3 -13 and 

for women in 3-8. The it is close and quite 

precise compared to other lower-priced 

boots. It is slightly lower in volume than 

some so suits more slender feet. Its ankle cuf 

height is similar to others and generally it 

feels neat, dexterous and responsive.  5/5

This is a very comfortable boot partly due 

to the weight and closer it, but also as 

the upper is a little softer than others. It 

also has good cushioning underfoot and 

around the ankle cuf so overall this is a very 

comfortable option that instantly feels great 

straight from the box.  5/5

 

On the hill the boot is very good with its lug 

pattern being slightly better for rockier ground 

than soft ground as the lugs are quite wide 

and closely spaced, so do not bite into soil as 

well as more studded designs. The full-grain 

leather upper will more durable than most 

other uppers, but it is not quite as supportive 

on rougher ground and there is no rand.  4/5

 

Price is same as in 2014 so has to be good value 

as most boots have increased in price.        4/5

Low weight and durable upper material 

are the beneits, but not the best grip on 

softer ground and not the 

most supportive upper.

The upper is made of 2.2-2.4mm Pittard

nubuck leather with hardly any stitching plus

a reasonably stif and supportive construction

to protect the foot. There is also a stif toe 

box and this has a good rubber rand for more 

durability while a Gore-Tex waterproof lining 

keeps feet dry. The outside has reasonably 

deep lugs that are well-spaced and there is a 

heel breast. Looks good.  5/5

Available for men in sizes 7-12 and women 

in sizes 4-8, the Fellmaster is a good general 

it with a spacious toe box. The ankle cuf is 

of average height and very supportive and 

close-itting. The lacing works well to ensure 

the boot hugged my foot in the ankle area, and 

this basically felt good.  5/5

The ankle cuf and ankle area are a little 

irm compared to higher-priced boots, and 

generally this was perhaps not as comfy 

straight from the box as the absolute best 

boots costing a lot more. Underfoot cushioning 

is good though and the sole has a good forward 

lex to making walking easier. For this price 

this boot ofers a good level of comfort.  4/5

These are great for general walking on moors 

and paths as they have a good soft sole lex, 

but there is also enough stifness to prevent 

rocky ground from being too uncomfortable. 

Grip on the sole is good (although some boots 

are even more aggressive) but again it’s good 

for this price band. The toe box and general 

support ofered by this boot are great for 

general walking.  4/5

A leather upper, rubber rand and good sole plus 

a supportive design mean this is top value.  5/5

A great boot for general hillwalking at 

this price; you’d have to pay a lot more  

to ind improvement over its 

minor drawbacks. 

The upper is made from Cordura with suede

leather overlays so this may not be quite as

durable as a single-piece leather upper, but it

is more stylish. There is a Gore-Tex waterproof 

lining and the toe box is irm and well-protected 

by a synthetic overlay. The big beneit of this 

boot is its sole, which is more aggressive and 

stifer than lower-priced options.  4/5

 

The men’s sizes are 41-48 and the women’s are 

37-42. The it ofers a little more volume on top 

of the foot than some, so it may suit those with 

chunkier feet better than those with slimmer 

feet. The ankle cuf is average height and feels 

good. The toe box is spacious. A volume adjuster 

may beneit thinner-footed people.  5/5

This is not quite as softly padded as 

higher-priced boots but it feels reasonably 

comfortable with no major pressure points. 

The ankle cuf feels quite good compared to 

some. The sole is stifer than many lower-

priced boots, but this still has a comfortable 

walking action.   

 5/5

The outsole is stifer than others, making this 

better on rocky ground; also the sole lugs are 

deeper than others and more widely spaced, 

and so grip on softer ground is far better than 

others too. The ankle cuf ofers great support 

and the toe box afords good protection, 

making this great on rougher ground. My 

only preference would be an upper with less 

stitching for more durability.  4/5

You get better performance on rocky ground 

here, which is why the price tag is higher.  4/5

A great boot for tackling mountains on  

a manageable budget, but lighter  

and lower-priced models are 

adequate for easier terrain. 

4.4/5 4.6/5 4.4/5

+
2mm full-grain leather upper with

minimal stitching: stif toe box; low weight +
nubuck upper, minimal stitching: rubber

rand; stif toe box; aggressive outsole +
reinforcement at toe; stif toe box;

very aggressive outsole lugs

–
no rand; softer upper; lugs not as aggressive

as some others; not the lowest price –
not the lowest-priced option nor the

lightest option –
pricy; not the lightest; upper may not be as

durable as those with less stitching

£140 / 1390g (pair, size 11) £140 / 1412g (pair, size 11) m nm n £150 / 1552g (pair, size 46) m n
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DIARY OF A 
BOOT FITTING
Despite modern advancements in outdoor gear, a pair of good boots 

remains the key component of a walker’s armoury. And when it comes 

to ensuring they’re correctly itted, it’s worth consulting an expert.
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHS BEN WEEKS

1VISUAL

INSPECTION
John starts by taking a look

at Tom’s feet to gauge their

shape. Are they narrow or

wide? What sort of arch

do they have? Does Tom

have the usual number of

toes? This enables John

to immediately rule out

certain models of boot and

start considering whether

Tom would beneit from

dedicated insoles.

2MEASURING
Tom’s feet are both measured (not unusually, one is marginally larger

than the other), and this information is used to narrow down a range

of sizes that might it him. Not all boots come up exactly the same – even

from the same manufacturer – so it’s worth trying variations in size.

Luckily, John has plenty for Tom to try.

3 SOCKS-ON 

SIZING
With socks on, boot insoles

are used to determine the

correct sizing by looking

at how much room there is

around Tom’s feet. It’s key to

try on boots while wearing

the sort of socks you will be

walking in – in most cases,

nice thick ones. Most boot

itters (including George

Fisher) have socks you can

borrow for this purpose.

4BOOTFITTING
With a range of boots and sizes to try, John assists Tom in putting on

and correctly lacing the boots to ensure they it correctly, checking room

at the toes, secure positioning of the heel, and the volume of the boot

over the foot. This also gives Tom an initial impression of the weight

and lexibility of the boot.

T
rail’s photographer Tom Bailey covers more miles 

on the hill than most (if not all) walking gentlemen. 

Hence, so do his boots – and more often than not 

they’re transporting a fair weight of kit over difficult 

terrain. Correctly fitting boots are essential. Finding himself 

in the Lake District in need of a new pair at short notice, he 

drops in to the George Fisher store in Keswick to chat with John 

Owens about his requirements. John is highly experienced in all 

things outdoor and has fitted thousands of pairs of boots and 

shoes during his time. Tom’s feet are in good hands...
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 Buyer’s guide

5 ON THE RAMP 

After walking around on the lat to check the it, Tom is shown to the test 

ramp – a little replica of outdoors, indoors – to try his feet on some uneven 

and sloping terrain. He also walks up and down the store’s stairs using 

diferent parts of the boot to test performance.

6 CHANGE AND REPEAT 

Tom is encouraged to try diferent boots in varying styles. Due to the 

load he typically carries, his preference tends to be for stifer, more 

supportive boots, but John insists he test-drives more lexible models  

and subtly diferent designs to make sure he is going to be 100 per cent 

happy with his inal choice. 

7 INSOLE SELECTION 

The shape of Tom’s feet means that John feels he would beneit from 

some corrective insoles. Once again, Tom is encouraged to try a couple 

of diferent pairs of boots with a few diferent insoles, until the perfect 

combination of boot and insole is discovered for Tom’s hard-walking feet.

8 HAPPY FEET 

Success! And with an expertly itted pair of Scarpa Manta Pro GTX boots  

to keep his feet comfortable and protected on the hill, that’s one less  

thing for Tom to complain about. That just leaves the weather, modern 

music, traic on the A1, and the under-appreciation of photographers. 

Guess you can’t have everything, hey?
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Adventure can mean trying something new or being 

prepared for the unknown. Here's what to take...

A STORMSHELTER
Whether you need a snack break or have

an emergency on the hill this is the perfect

kit to protect you from wild weather.

PICTURED: Vango 400 £32

B KARABINER
Be it for climbing or clipping gear to your

rucksack, a true ’krab’ is a useful bit of gear.

C ROPE/CORD
A rope - with basic skills – can be helpful on

descents, or for stringing up a tarp.

D KNIFE
Use it for preparing food, whittling etc.

The built-in whistle on this one makes it

great for attracting attention if you get lost.

PICTURED: Opinel No.8 Outdoor £26

E STOVE
Carrying a stove is always worth it,

as there’s little better than a hot drink

or a cooked meal on the hill.

PICTURED: MSR Windburner £125

F FIRSTAIDKIT
Being prepared with a simple kit will help

prevent pain and infection at a later date.

PICTURED: Lifesystems Pocket kit £11

G FLASK
Because a piping hot beverage is always

welcome on any sort of adventure!

PICTURED: Klean Kanteen Insulated £24

H GUIDEBOOKS
Be it a guide to taking the best pictures or to

new places, these will help inspire new ideas.

I FIRESTEEL
You wouldn’t want to carry your stove all

that way, only to ind you can't light it...

PICTURED: UST Sparkforce £8

J HANDWARMER
Forget frozen ingers with this gadget.

PICTURED: Zippo Handwarmer £21

K MINITOWEL
Excess moisture can mean misery, but a

pocket-sized towel will deal with dampness

(or dry you after an impromptu wild swim).

PICTURED: Lifeventure Trek £23

L DRYSHOWER
Nobody wants to be whify, so keep yourself

feeling fresh with a can of instant hygiene.

PICTURED: Muc-Of Dry Shower £3

M HEADTORCH
Every outdoors adventure demands that

you take a good headtorch with you.

PICTURED: Princeton Tec Sync £35

N WARMJACKET
Packing a lightweight insulated jacket will

keep chills at bay when you stop moving.

PICTURED: Keela Belay Pro £80

O SKILLSCARDS
Expand your skill set to add that extra level

of excitement or know-how to your trips.

PICTURED: UST Survival Cards £4

P GPSWATCH
All the technology you need for recording

and tracking your walk, on your wrist.

PICTURED: Garmin Fenix £300

Q WATERPURIFIER
When you’re away from civilisation and

are unsure how clean the water is, ensure

it’s safe to drink by using one of these. It

doesn't ilter viruses but it’s far better than

nowt. PICTURED: LifeStraw £22

R THERMALBLANKET
Use in place of a sleeping bag or for extra

insulation in the evenings and at night.

PICTURED: Therm-a-Rest Argo £75

S SLEEPINGBAG
If you pack a sleeping bag make sure it’s

suitable for the conditions you’ll encounter.

PICTURED: Alpkit SkyeHigh 600 £110

T BIVVYBAG
Kip anywhere with the lexibility of a bivvy

bag, or use it as a survival bag if things turn

really tough. This one weighs only 230g.

PICTURED: MSR E-Bivy (available from

January 2016) £100

U  CANOE & PADDLES
See the world from a diferent point of view 

– a lake or river for example! After all, 

adventure’s about trying new things, right?

PICTURED: Sevylor Adventure Plus £239 

KIT ME 
OUT FOR
ADVENTURE

C
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Digital Photo magazine 
brought to life on iPad 

The Digital Photo app is designed from the ground up to 
bring a complete photography experience to your Apple iPad 

and features embedded video lessons to help you learn 
essential techniques – fast!

Experience the beauty of
Planet Photo in all its glory on the
iPad’s high resolution screen

Learn core skills in Photoshop
and tap on the pic to watch video
lessons directly within the app

Swipe and tap your way
through the magazine with its
plethora of interactive features

Available now at www.greatmagazines.co.uk/dp
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First test

S
taying warm in the hills is relatively

easy; but avoiding overheating and

sweating is a tougher challenge. The

problem with a lot of insulation is that

it is not very breathable – so you stay warm,

but you also get sweaty. This is particularly

a problem when working hard in the hills,

and particularly when moving fast.

Silver Insulation Active is PrimaLoft’s latest

innovation, and it promises the highest level of

breathability within the PrimaLoft range while

maintaining high insulation. The insulation’s

construction allows excess heat and moisture

to escape, while each fibre is also processed in

a way that prevents migration through fabrics

– so you can use more breathable fabrics on

the inside and the outside of the insulation.

The Montane Fireball Verso is one of

the first products in the UK to incorporate

PrimaLoft Silver Insulation Active, and at just

£100 it is potentially an ideal product to have

on your back or in your pack all year round.

The jacket is a reversible pull-on design

with a focus on users looking for insulation

while doing ‘fast and light’ mountain activities

including mountain marathons. But like all

fast and light gear it’s also potentially ideal for

any hillwalker or backpacker who just doesn’t

want to carry loads of kit.

It weighs in at just 237g (size M) and packs

down into its single chest pocket to the size

of a 750ml water bottle, so it easily fits in the

pocket of a rucksack. The black outer is made

from Pertex Quantum to shed water and wind,

while the blue inner is a more air-permeable

Hypervent fabric for greater breathability.

Features are pretty limited, to maintain

breathability as well as reduce weight and

bulk. So there is no hood, just a collar

with a zipped neck. The hem and cuffs are

elasticated, but there are no drawcords at the

hem, although you do get thumb loops to lock

in heat. There is just one small chest pocket,

which will accommodate a GPS or compass.

It’s pretty close-fitting, so I wore it over

a base layer or two rather than anything

thicker. This snugness makes it better for fast

movement without it flapping around, and

ensures it traps air more easily. Movement in

the sleeves is superb, without a hint of the hem

of cuffs moving up, while the elasticated hem

and cuffs fit neatly enough to block draughts.

Insulation-wise it takes the edge off cold,

but for sitting around a tent, say, you’ll benefit

from warmer PrimaLoft/Montane products.

As something light you can throw on while

moving fast or for summer insulation when

hillwalking, though, this is a great option. T

Does the increased breathability of PrimaLoft Silver Insulation

Active make the Montane Fireball Verso a must-have jacket?

VITAL STATS

£100/237g (M)

Fabric outer Pertex Quantum

ripstop nylon

Fabric inner Hypervent nylon

Insulation PrimaLoft Silver

Insulation Active

Sizes S-XXL (unisex)

www.montane.com

www.primaloft.com

VERDICT

PrimaLoft Silver Insulation

Active provides more breathable

insulation and when incorporated

into the Montane Fireball Verso you

get a lightweight and comfortable

jacket that is great for throwing

on when moving fast and light.

Hillwalkers may beneit from

other jackets when moving slower

in winter, or if they just want

something for enjoying a brew on

the summit or around camp; but

this would be a good addition to

a milder-weather kit list.

Features 3/5

Fit 5/5

Comfort 5/5

In Use 5/5

Value 4/5

4.4/5

MONTANE 
FIREBALL VERSO
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For ‘fast and light’ hill action 

this packable Montane jacket 

is a great choice.



woodlandtrust.org.uk/rainforest

Find out more about our plans 
to protect this magical woodland. 

Watch our short fi lm at

r
in Snowdonia

www.whitbyandco.co.uk/opinel

shackle key

serrations for rope cutting

safety locking ring

highly resistant to 
humidity and extreme 

temperatures

110 db survival whistle
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WIN THIS KIT!

Competitions

OUTDOOR GEAR WORTH £428 UP FOR GRABS

OFOR THE CHANCE TO WIN ONE OF THESE PRIZES www.lfto.com/winthisgear

Merrell Capra  
Mid Gore-Tex
Worth £140  

See page 100 

5 signed copies of 
The Ghosts of K2 
Worth £20 each See page 16

3 copies of  
The Hebrides: 
50 walking and 
backpacking routes 
Worth £18.95 each

We’ve teamed 

up with 

Cicerone to  

give away

three copies of

Peter Edwards’

superb

guidebook The

Hebrides: 50

walking and

backpacking

routes. You can also receive an exclusive 

25% discount on buying the book until 

31 December by entering the code 

TRAIL at www.cicerone.co.uk

NEXT MONTH IN TRAIL...
TOWER RIDGE

Tackling the most 

notorious route on 

Britain’s highest 

mountain, in winter.

What could go wrong? 

IRELAND 

How to make the 

mightiest ridge you've 

never even seen yours 

– for far less hassle  

than you think. 

PLUS!

4-SEASON 
BOOTS ON TEST
FAIRFIELD 
HORSESHOE
WINTER 
INSPIRATION!

DON’T 
MISS 

THE JANUARY 
ISSUE OF TRAIL 
On sale Thursday 

3 December
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A survival 
pack from 
Whitby & Co  
Worth £131.80 

O�BioLite Nanogrid

O�Klean Kanteen 

Classic Vacuum 

Insulated

O�Ultimate Survival 

Technologies  

Survival Buddy

O�Ultimate Survival 

Technologies 

Waterproof 

Notebook
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 Show ’n’ tell

RUCKSACK?
IN YOURWHAT’S

Survival bag
The best way to use these

is to cut a hole in the closed 

end and wear it like a long 

poncho. That way rescuers 

can still get to you to treat 

lower-leg injuries.

Headtorch 
This lightweight, compact 

model lives in my pack with 

a spare set of batteries. For 

night rescues I’ll also carry 

a more powerful lamp.

Protective
glasses
The downdraught on the

new [Sikorsky] helicopters

is far more powerful than

the Sea Kings. These stop

your eyes getting blasted.

Radio and
protective
case
For staying in touch with

other team members on

the hill during a rescue.

Conidence
rope
About 15 metres,

although I think I bought

it in feet! Useful for

nervy rescuees.

Strobe
This attaches to my pack.

I’ve had it for ages, but

newer ones are smaller.

Gloves and liners
I get cold hands, so I always have

these with me. In winter I’ll carry

thicker gloves and a few spare

pairs – it’s not unusual to have

a casualty with no gloves.

Bivvy jacket
This is a really good piece

of kit. It’s light, compresses

small in my pack, and is

warm – really, really warm.

Mountain Leader
irst aid kit
This is a well-stocked irst aid

kit with all the essentials, plus

I've added a SAM Splint (it’s quite

bulky, so if we know a doctor’s

already on the hill I’ll leave it out).

TIM
BROOKS

Mountain Rescue

Tim has been a member of Wasdale 

Mountain Rescue Team for 18 years, 

covering the fells around Wasdale and 

Eskdale including Great Gable (pictured)

and England’s highest, Scafell Pike. 

Living, working and rescuing in  

the valley, Tim knows Wasdale  

better than most.

wmrt.org.uk
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Harness, 
helmet and 
protection
In dangerous or 

exposed positions  

we need to minimise 

our risk while we  

treat the casualty.

Waterproof 
jacket
We could be standing 

around for a while on 

the hill. As well as being 

waterproof it’s helpful if 

the jacket is warm, too.

Rucksack 
Just needs to have enough room 

for the kit and be tough enough 

to put up with lots of abuse. 

I’ll usually have a sling or two 

clipped to it within easy reach.
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USED AND ABUSED
OUR GEAR, TESTED FOR YOU

MID-TERM
REVIEW

LONG-
TERM

THRASH

VERDICT

VERDICT

VERDICT

Boot Bananas shoe deodorisers £13

Used by Ben Weeks, news and features writer

Used for 6 months

Nobody likes to admit to having stinky feet; but if you’ve 

been climbing sockless in tight rock shoes, or yomping over hillsides in your 

well-worn walking boots, or covering miles of trail in sweaty running shoes, 

chances are you do. A bath or shower can return your feet to their pre-activity 

freshness, but what about your footwear? Boot Bananas contain a combination 

of odour-banishing and pleasantly fragranced ingredients all wrapped up in a 

yellow cotton outer and shaped to slip easily into any shoe or boot. It should be 

obvious where the name comes from. I bought my irst pair when my climbing 

shoes began to make the inside of my wardrobe, then the other clothes in the 

wardrobe, and then the room that the wardrobe was in, smell like Limburger. 

Soon after the Bananas were put to use the smell disappeared. As their 

deodorising capability wears of, the Bananas begin to ‘ripen’ and turn brown. 

With occasional airing and drying out, it’s claimed that they should remain 

functional for 6-12 months, after which they’ll need to be replaced. My original 

pair are well on their way, so I’ve invested in another; although if my wife has 

her say, I’ll be buying a bunch for my walking boots too.

The solution to festering footwear is here.  

And it’s banana-shaped. www.bootbananas.com

Granger’s G-Wax £3 and  
Nikwax wire brush £2
 

Used by Tom Bailey,  

Trail photographer 

Used for 20 years 

 

I’ve always worn leather boots 

and have been using Granger’s 

natural beeswax for 20 years. I keep a tub in my car 

and use it religiously after every trip. I air-dry my 

boots for three or four days, then wax them on a 

Sunday so they’re ready for my next walking trip 

at the start of the week. I always do a proper job by 

stripping the laces out to make sure I get the wax 

right under the tongue, and it makes them feel  

like new every time. The Nikwax boot brush is a 

great little tool as well because it does in seconds 

what could otherwise take you an hour. The wire 

bristles have just the right level of irmness, so  

they get grime of without damaging the leather. 

Highly recommended!  

If you pay £200 for a pair of boots, 

they’re worth looking after. 

www.grangers.co.uk + www.nikwax.com

Merrell Capra Mid Gore-Tex £140

Used by Oli Reed, deputy editor

Used for 2 months

I’m not a fan of heavy, rigid 

walking boots. They usually ofer more stability 

and durability than lighter, lexible alternatives; 

but my feet just don’t get on with them. Outside 

of winter conditions, I prefer boots with plenty of 

freedom around my ankles that allow me to cover 

many miles without feeling weighed down. I’ve 

spent a long time looking for a high-ankle trainer 

with an aggressive sole and protection for my 

toes, plus a spongy footbed for shock absorption 

on rocky ground. And I think I may have found 

it! Tested on two particularly big and punishing 

Scottish mountain days this autumn (one rock   

scrambly, one pathless and boggy), they perfor  

superbly. Not too hot and sweaty with a good le

of waterproofness, they also ofered excellent

grip on tricky terrain such as wet grass and loo

scree. You’ll certainly get more protection from

more heavy-duty boot, and only time will tell h

durable they prove to be; but for fans of lightwe

footwear I can’t recommend them highly enough.

Light on my feet and fairly light

on my wallet. Thumbs up!

www.merrell.com

FIRST 
LOOK
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 Team Trail’s kit

VERDICT

VERDICT

Sheep wool  £free

Tested by Hannah James, 

editorial assistant

Used for a lifetime 

I have lost count of the number of boots that I’ve 

tried out with the aim of inding the perfect pair.  

So far, it hasn’t happened; but growing up a country 

girl, I know of a secret something that makes up  

for it: sheep wool. The lanolin in the wool creates 

the perfect oily barrier for your skin, and along  

with the extra cushioning of the wool itself  

you can kiss goodbye to those blisters! So, instead 

of paying £4 a pop on special blister plasters,  

stock up on wool when you see it out on the hill. 

(You’ll need to ind clean wool, though, as washing 

it removes the lanolin.)

Works wonders and is free.  

Can you beat that?   

Salewa Wildire S £125

Used by Jeremy Ashcroft, mountaineering editor

Used for 7 months

I enjoy the freedom of movement that approach 

shoes ofer, but generally because of the lower level of support and 

protection they give I only to use them in the summer. The Wildire Ss 

from Salewa have extended my thinking a bit on when I am happy to 

use approach shoes. Their construction incorporates a Gore-Tex liner, 

which is not unusual; but what makes the diference for me is the 

slightly stifer and robust construction. I ind they give an excellent 

level of support, increasing markedly my conidence over boulders 

and rough, uneven surfaces. I also really appreciate how they behave 

on small holds and for jamming in cracks etc when scrambling and 

climbing. They have a spot-style tread pattern, which in the past 

I’ve had my doubts about speciically on wet grass or mud – but the 

Wildire Ss also incorporate chevrons that so far have worked well  

for me. Clearly with shoes, it’s very easy to overtop and allow water 

and mud in; but if you are careful where you tread, and you are 

conident with low ankle support, they will provide good service 

beyond the limits of the drier months.

Season-stretching approach shoes. 

www.salewa.com

inov-8 X-Talon 212 £95

Used by Simon Ingram, editor

Used for one walk, quite a long time ago

I've only used these once – 

not because there's anything wrong with them 

but because there's something wrong with me. 

I’d been inspired by all these nutters running 

around the hills in shoes lighter than my 

slippers; so I got hold of a pair on the basis that 

if they can jump around the hills in these like 

they're being chased by an escaped tiger and not 

come to harm, I can certainly plod around at my 

kind of pace and feel the beneit. They say 1kg 

of your feet is equal to half a ton of your back 

or something (I've just looked it up; it‘s actually 

0.5kg of your feet equates to 2kg of your back) 

so I was looking forward to my irst walk in the 

 

X-Talons – so named for the studs on the grip. 

But moving straight from boots to lightweight 

running shoes takes conditioning, and I'm sorry 

to say the lexible midsole, the thin upper and 

very low ankle cuf of these shoes weren’t 

supportive enough for even a moderate hillwalk 

with a backpack. Given steely ankles, deer-like 

poise and toughened foot muscles (as you might 

expect from a fell runner) these would be super. 

But for the moment I'll have to work my way 

towards them. I'm getting there. Slowly.     

I'll be tough enough to wear 

these again soon(ish). 

www.inov-8.com
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Wild Ennerdale
A remote valley
being carefully
returned to Nature

The Shepherds Arms, Ennerdale Bridge
01946 861249 www.shepherdsarms.com

h e ideal base for exploring this secret corner of the Lakes.

A village hostelry in traditional style ofering a warm welcome, 
comfortable rooms, good, homemade local food, Cumbrian ales, 

and open i res.

Inclusive winter of er available from November.

www.cicerone.co.uk

Lake District guidebooks
30 low level and lake walks
30 high level and fell walks
PLUS 20 guides for walks, scrambles
and winter climbs in the Lake District

choose from over 350
award-winning guidebooks

ICERONE guides provide so much
more than just a route description...

To book please phone 015394 46624 or email bowness@hapimag.com
For more information on our facilities please visit www.burnsidepark.co.uk

BURNSIDE PARK

BOWNESS ONWINDERMERE

Has been providing top quality, luxury
self catering holidays in the Lake

District for more than twenty years
and prides itself on the quality of all

of its cottages and apartments.

We are situated just a short stroll
from the centre of Bowness on

Windermere and we offer both 1 and
2 bedroom apartments/cottages.

Offer:
Christmas – 23rd December,
4 nights from £555.

New year – 30th December,
3 nights from £595

Carolclimb

Mountain Skills courses

Navigation courses (NNAS)
Mountain Leader Training

Rock climbing

Carolclimb, Buckbarrow, Wasdale Head

Tel: 01946 726424

Email: carol@carolclimb.co.uk

Web: www.carolclimb.co.uk

Week, midweek and weekend breaks 

available. Ideally situated for both

Helvellyn and High Street ranges.

www.hartsop-fold.co.uk

bookings@hartsop-fold.co.uk  

Telephone: 07917 784977

Patterdale, Cumbria CA11 0NZ

Between Ullswater and Windermere. 

Scandinavian lodges on a unique,

small, secluded site, nestled in a quiet 

corner of the Lakes.
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017687 72335 www.mickledore.co.uk

UK Walking Holiday Specialists

Only 19%* of our guests
had a good holiday

(another 80%* say it was excellent) 

• Twenty superb planned routes

• Coasts, Mountains, Valleys, Riverbanks

• Hand-picked accommoda�on

• Bag carrying service

* Taken from a survey of over 1000 clients during 2012-2013

SPECIALIST OUTDOOR FABRICS &ACCESSORIES
%� Water resistant and

breathable fabrics

%� :LQG UHVLVWDQWPLFUR¿EUHV

%� 7HFKQLFDO�ÀHHFHV�DQG�

thermal fabrics 

%� PVC coated polyesters, 

clear window fabric

%� Extensive range of buckles,

webbing and clips etc.

%� Threads, patterns, water 

resistant zips

%� Repair products and seam seal tape 

Fast Mail Order Service :

www.pennineoutdoor.co.uk
Pennine Outdoor Ltd. Central Buildings, Main Street, Bentham, Lancaster LA2 7HE Tel: 015242 63377

Winter mountain trips and courses 2016

in Snowdonia and Scotland with

Alec Roberts MIC

Guidedmountain.co.uk           

07928819481 

alec@guidedmountain.co.uk 

www.elterwaterhostel.co.uk 015394 37245

This warm and friendly hostel,
perfectly situated at the
heart of the Langdales, is
ideal for all visitors to the Lake District, 
with excellent hiking and cycling from the 
doorstep and top climbing opportunities nearby.

Quote code TRA16 for 10% discount

s 'UIDED 7ALKING "REAKS IN THE ,AKE�$ISTRICT

s 9OGA AND 7ALKING "REAKS

s��4OURS�AND�4REKS�IN�THE�!LPS

www.mountainhikes.co.uk

Tel: 01539 736977

INSTRUCTOR

TRAINING COURSES

CLIMBING WALL AWARD

CLIMBING WALL LEADING AWARD

SINGLE PITCH AWARD

LOWLAND LEADER AWARD

HILL & MOORLAND LEADER AWARD

MOUNTAIN LEADER AWARD

OUTDOOR 1ST AID

MOUNTAINEERING CLIMBING SKILLS TRAINING

Tel: 07710 345322 OR SEE:

WWW.MOUNTAIN-ACTIVITIES.CO.UK

Alps for Beginners
With a fully-qualified highly-experienced 

mountain guide (IFMGA)

Summer programme 2016 Switzerland
2-9 July Alpine Journey (ecology) - Lauterbrunnen
9-16 July Introduction to Alpinism - Arolla
16-26 July Haute Route, Chamonix to Zermatt

Details, contact Rob Collister, 
1 Trecastell Terrace, Henryd, Conwy LL32 8EZ

Tel: 01492 582448 
e-mail: robcollister@outlook.com 

web-site: travel-quest.co.uk/pages/RobCollister

ACCOMMODATION ACTIVITY & WALKING HOLIDAY

ACTIVITY & WALKING HOLIDAY

CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT

COURSES

COURSES

www.livefortheoutdoors.com
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38 years of original mapping

www.harveymaps.co.uk

Tel: 01786 841202

Whether you are a
seasoned walker
or someone who
just loves the art of
maps, you will find
something for
everyone in our
:DONHUV· *LIWVKRS

Mazzles Map jigsaw puzzles. 6 titles available:

Skye Cuillin, Cairn Gorm, Ben Nevis & Glen Coe, Snowdon,

Peak District and Central Lake District. £15.95 - £19.99

Munro and Corbett Chart Record your completed Munros,

Corbetts, Grahams and Donalds. £7.95

Maps and guidebooks HARVEY maps and Cicerone

books, a large selection for all types of walking. see website

Christmas gift ideas from HARVEY maps

Let us take you 
on the paths less travelled…

WORLDWIDE TREKKING, CYCLING & MOUNTAINEERING

worldexpeditions.co.uk
0800 0744 135

Register online for a quote and receive a free

emergency wrist band to use with your policy.

I��e � �в��e

Snowgoose Mountain Centre & The Smiddy Bunkhouse, Station Road, Corpach,
Fort William PH33 7JH. Tel: 01397 772467 www.mountainguidesscotland.co.uk

O Introduction to Winter Skills OWinter Mountain Walking & Munros
OWinter Mountaineering & Mountain Navigation O Introduction to Snow & Ice

Climbing O Hire of Winter Mountain Gear - ice axes, crampons, boots etc.
www.mountainguidesscotland.co.uk

ACCOMMODATION FOR WALKERS & MOUNTAINEERS
V Family run hostel, bunkhouse & self catering apartments
V 2 drying rooms & lecture room V Bike & canoe storage available 
V Hire of open canoes, sea & river kayaks V Mountain bike hire

www.accommodation-fortwilliam.co.uk

WINTER COURSES & GUIDING

COURSES

SNOWDONIA

OVERSEAS TRAVEL

MAPS & GUIDES

INSURANCE

&Žƌ ŵŽƌĞ ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ ǀŝƐŝƚ
ǁǁǁ�ŝŶǀĞŶŝŽƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ�ĐŽ�ƵŬ

Žƌ ĐĂůů ϬϳϳϭϬ ϳ�ϱϳϳϳ

� DĞĞƚƐ E'� ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�

� dĂƵŐŚƚ ďǇ ŽƵƚĚŽŽƌ Θ ŵĞĚŝĐĂů�
ƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂůƐ�

� ZĞƐŝĚĞŶƟĂů ŽƉƟŽŶƐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ �ŚŝůƚĞƌŶƐ$
ĂŶ��KE��

Outdoor First Aid
Training

Gwern Gof Isaf Campsite 
www.gwerngofisaf.co.uk

01690 720276
 Camping  
 £5pppn 

 Bunkhouse  
 £12pppn 

 Showers,  
 toilets, washing  
 up room 

Quiet country cottage in Capel Curig.
Sleeps 7+ baby. Log burner, wifi , modcons

talywaunholidaycottage.co.uk
01690 720276

Tal Y Waun Holiday Cottage SnowdoniaTal Y Waun Holiday Cottage SnowdoniaTal Y Waun Holiday Cottage SnowdoniaTal Y Waun Holiday Cottage Snowdonia

www.waitbyschool.com

Walk hard, relax in style
Boutique 5* luxury in Cumbria’s Eden

Valley. Spa bath, sleeps 7, close to Lakes
& Yorkshire Dales, stunning scenery

CRANFORD HOUSE
Keswick

Comfortable, friendly guest house 
close to town centre. Ideal base 

for walkers and cyclists.
We also offer secure cycle storage 

and packed lunches.

Tel: 017687 71017
www.cranfordhouse.co.uk

OVERSEAS TRAVEL

LAKE DISTRICT KESWICK

FIRST AID TRAINING
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EXPEDITION KIT HIRE:
Specialists in the HIRE�ŽĨ��ǆƉĞĚŝƟ�ŽŶ�

Down Sleeping Bags, Jackets, Ice Axes, 
Mountaineering Boots B2/B3, Crampons, 
dĞŶƚƐ��^ŶŽǁ��ŽŽƚƐ��^Ŭŝ�tĞĂƌ��,ĂƚƐ��DŝƩ�Ɛ��

Gloves, Mats, Avalanche Safety, Rucksacks, 
�Ƶŋ��Ğ��ĂŐƐ�����ǇŽƵ�ŶĂŵĞ�ŝƚ�ǁĞ�ƉƌŽďĂďůǇ�ŚŝƌĞ�ŝƚ�

Brands:
Arcteryx

ZĂď
Mountain Equipment 

Mammut
Exped

Petzl
Bergans of Norway 

�Ăĸ��Ŷ
Black Diamond

Hestra
Woolpower

Norrona

KIT LIST DEALS Kilimanjaro, Northern Lights,
�ǀĞƌĞƐƚ �ĂƐĞĐĂŵƉ ����

Tel: 02920 810 472
ƐĂůĞƐΛĞǆƉĞĚŝƟ�ŽŶŬŝƚŚŝƌĞ�ĐŽ�ƵŬ
ǁǁǁ�ĞǆƉĞĚŝƟ�ŽŶŬŝƚŚŝƌĞ�ĐŽ�ƵŬ

KILIMANJARO Trekking and Safaris

Working with ZARA TANZANIA ADVENTURES - a leading Tanzanian

licensed operator with over 25 years of experience.

Email: ewp@ewpnet.com or Visit:www.ewpnet.com

EWP - Specialists in East Africa, Elbrus & Turkey

Fully supported treks - any route, year round.
English speaking guides
Combine with a safari or beach holiday

ANDRE STANLEY
Clinical DirectorandStateRegistered PODIATRIST
Andrew Stanley BSc (Hons) PodMMChSSRCh

Leg or foot problems?
Trail’s expert can help! He offers:
◆ Digital treadmill walking analysis (Settle only)

◆ Walking/posture correction
◆ Single visit treatments
◆ Custom made orthoses ‘while you wait’
◆ On-site workshop ensuring comfortable fit
◆ Orthotics tested in video gait laboratory (Settle only)

www.reboundclinic.co.uk
or for a brochure and appointments

01729 825900
Rebound Clinic, The Sidings, Settle,

N Yorks BD24 9RP
We are now at George Fisher in Keswick as well

The Mountain Logbook
www.mountainsense.co.uk

Æ

OVERSEAS TRAVEL

WALKING/SPORTS INJURIES

RETAILERSOVERSEAS TRAVEL

Small, friendly walking
holidays on the Turquoise

f Turkey

call + (44) (0) 7931 742450
ƐƵĞΛĐƌĞĂƟǀĞ�ŐĞƚĂǁĂǇƐ�ĐŽŵ
ǁǁǁ�ĐƌĞĂƟǀĞ$ŐĞƚĂǁĂǇƐ�ĐŽŵ

y �ǆƉůŽƌĞ Žī ƚŚĞ ďĞĂƚĞŶ ƚƌĂĐŬ ŽŶ�Ă�
ŐƵŝĚĞĚ ǁĂůŬŝŶŐ ŚŽůŝĚĂǇ ĂůŽŶŐ��ƚŚĞ�
ĂŶĐŝĞŶƚ ƉĂƚŚƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ >ǇĐŝĂŶ tĂǇ�

y &ƵůůǇ ŝŶĐůƵƐŝǀĞ� ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞĂďůĞ�
ŐƵŝĚĞƐ� ĚĞůŝĐŝŽƵƐ ĨŽŽĚ�

To advertise

Please call 

01733 363203

)DQF\ D VHDVRQ LQ WKH 'RORPLWHV�
KRVWLQJ DQ DOSLQH FKDOHW"�

&RXOG \RX FRRN GLQQHU SDUW\�VW\OH
IRU �� SHRSOH RQ D GDLO\ EDVLV"

&RXSOHV�ZHOFRPH��6XPPHU�	�:LQWHU�6HDVRQV�

ZZZ�FROOHWWV�FR�XN�ZRUN

OVERSEAS TRAVEL

STAFF WANTED

RETAILERS

CHRISTMAS GIFTS



THE MALLERSTANG BOOT
- 5 WIDTH FITTINGS -

www.altberg.co.uk

MALLERSTANG

A Classic Mountain Boot

In 1997 I made my first pair of 

Mallerstang boots using only one 

piece of leather to cover the whole 

of the foot, instep and tongue... 

there’s no stitching... it’s a classic 

construction.

It’s how they used to make mountain boots waterproof 

before the advent of waterproof membranes. But in the 

Mallerstang I’ve combined the old with the new, good 

quality leather, no stitching and a Sympatex membrane 

lining. It’s an iconic design. 

I still have that first pair I made and I’ve worn them during 

winters in Cumbria, Scotland, Morocco and Nepal.

MALLERSTANG - A Classic Mountain Boot

$/7%(5*
�

BOOTMAKERS   Es t .  1989

�������� 2 ���	��

Boot shown in photo: 
MALLERSTANG

Xtra Narrow
Narrow
Medium
Wide
Xtra Wide

����� ��	����
W0003a

Craigdon Mountain Sports (Aberdeen/Perth/ Inverurie/Inverness/Edinburgh) 

01467 629394 | Foothills Sheffield 01442 586228

George Fisher Keswick 01768 772178 | Outside Derbyshire 01433 651936

�*�&0** - Leamington Spa 01926 339388

Mountain Feet Marsden 01484 842144 | Rathbones Keswick 01768 772722

 �.�""*, ��/. **,��!%-/,!�Stafford 01785 240594

��/).*)��!%-/,! (Taunton/Exeter/Bristol) 01823 332987

Whalley Warm & Dry Lancashire 01254 822220

Altberg North Yorkshire 01748 826922 | Breaking Free Farnham 01252 724347

FIND THE BEST
PRINT AND DIGITAL

MAGAZINE PACKAGE DEALS

GREATMAGAZINES

DIGITAL.COM
SEARCH, SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

The best available  
technology can be  
environmentally  
friendly

Nikwax is the only 
aftercare supplier  
never to have used 
KDUPIXO�ƮXRURFDUERQV� 
or aerosols.
 
All our products are  
�����ZDWHUEDVHG�� 
QRQ�ƮDPPDEOH�DQG� 
do not use solvents.

www.nikwax.com/trail
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THE BEST HILLWALKS BY THE EXPERTS

utes

Welcome to Trail’s routes section: your

cut-out-and-keep guide to the best days in

the UK hills. Whether it’s an airy mountain

scramble, a classic Lakeland fellwalk or a

multi-day backpacking epic, you’ll ind it

here... written by experts, walked by you.

W re to wal
this month...

EDITED BY HANNAH JAMES (HANNAH.JAMES@LFTO.COM)

Leaving Hayfork Gully and heading

towards Bidein a’ Ghlas Thuill –

An Teallach, Route 6.

GARRY SMITH

WALK
HERE THIS  
WEEKEND! 

p119

Kirkstone
Horseshoe

5

Hopegill Head

Grasmere 
Common

Allt-fawr

Beinn Talaidh

An Teallach

Dunnerdale

Eastern giants

Map of the Month 
Rhinogs

3

Walks of a Lifetime
Buachaille Etive Mor

Ridge Guide
Sgurr nan Gillean

10 11

6

87 9

12

4

OTrail Routes use OS mapping and gradient profiles, and are available to download at www.lfto.com/routes
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If you have a GPS-enabled smart-phone you can install these Trail Routes on it via ViewRanger’s app for free for the next 30 days*,

using special route codes.1 Install the ViewRanger app for free from your phone’s app store.2Open the app and download your

free Trail Routes by going to Menu > Store > Search and enter the red route codes found on the following pages. 3Go walking!

December 2015

STRENUOUSNESS
How tired will this route make me?

The times quoted for Trail Routes are based on

estimates of 4km per hour, plus 30 min for every

300m of ascent, with another hour for rests every

8 hours. The blocks give you an at-a-glance guide:

● Quickie ●● Short day ●●● Full day

●●●● Very full day ●●●●● Endurance test

NAVIGATION
How tricky is this route to follow?

● Clear, well-marked paths in a valley or following

a linear feature like Hadrian’s Wall

●● Valley, moor or mountain paths that are normally

clear but low cloud could afect your ability to follow

●●● Almost pathless in valleys; less clear paths on

moors and mountains, but generally following clearly

deined hill shapes

●●●● Some paths but not clear, not well used or

some confusion possible

●●●●● Open moorland, mountain plateau or crag

without paths. Route confusion likely and close

attention to navigation needed at all times

TECHNICALITY – WALKS
How diicult will I ind it?

● Easy walking in gentle countryside

●● Unthreatening slopes with no exposure

●●● Typical Lakes fellwalk – rough, rocky ground,

bogs and steeper slopes

●●●● Steep, rough ground and scree. Some exposure

●●●●● Hands required for at least one move – airy

and steep throughout

TECHNICALITY –
SCRAMBLES/CLIMBS
● Grade 1 scramble ●● Grade 2 scramble

●●● Grade 3 scramble

●●●● Grade 3S scramble or Dif climb

●●●●● V Dif climb

(Look for extra winter warnings on red-graded routes)

Alwaystakeamaponthehill
We aim to provide the most accurate
information, but you must ALWAYS
use an Ordnance Survey or Harvey
map on the hill and double-check
any directions against it.

TRAIL ROUTES ARE AVAILABLE FROM VIEWRANGER

11 EXPERT-
WRITTEN

GUIDES TO
THE BEST

WALKS

Choose 
the best
route for

you...

IL’S ROUTE

ousness●●●●●

tion ●●●●●

icality ●●●●●

Wainwrights 1

Trail 100s 2

Gradientproile
We map every route for its
unique gradient proile, giving
you a pinpoint impression of
its progressive steepness
and the heights you’ll hit.

Hill-baggingstats
Walking the Wainwrights,
the Munros, the Corbetts
or the Welsh 3000ers?
These routes have
got you covered.

WhataretheTrail100?
They’re your tick-list of the
100 UK mountains you MUST
climb! Download the full list
from: bit.ly/trail100

BEFORE YOU GO...

!
If you’re likely to encounter snow  

or ice on your walk you need to  

take precautions. You MUST have 

ice axe, crampons and the skills to use 

them and navigate in winter, and  

you should check weather forecasts and 

avalanche forecasts (www.sais.gov.uk) 

before heading into the mountains. Visit 

Mountain Weather Information Service  

www.mwis.org.uk

(Sorry; Walks of a Lifetime is not available.) * On Android and Apple devices, from publication date. OS maps are available to purchase in-app.

Richard Down
If it's a knotty and wild 

bit of Cumbria you're 
after, just ask Rich.

Ronald Turnbull
Creator of a whopping 
27 guidebooks and 18 

unique coast-to-coasts.

Chiz Dakin
Award-winning writer, 
photographer and ilm-

maker. Avid traveller.

Peter Edwards
Scottish Isles expert,  

and author of 3 Cicerone 
guides to the region.

Dan Bailey
Author of Scotland's 

Mountain Ridges, and a 
big fan of huge routes.

Garry Smith
Teaches mountain skills 

throughout the UK. 
Loves Scotland in winter.

Jonathan Cook
Has hiked and climbed all 
over, but his passion for 

the Lakes remains strong.

Steve Goodier
Author of 7 walking 
guidebooks, Steve 
loves the UK hills.
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How can High Hartsop Dodd possibly be 99m lower than Hartsop Dodd? 

Ronald Turnbull investigates the confusing contours around Kirkstone Pass.

Kirkstone Horseshoe

H
artsop Dodd and 

High Hartsop 

Dodd. Both

are green and steep-

sided, pointy pillars

of the Kirkstone Pass.

But which is higher?

The investigation

starts in Hartsop 

village, past its 

weavers’ cottages with

their upstairs balconies

(good in summer when

roses are in lower;

good in winter when

the street’s no longer

cluttered up with holiday cottage cars).

Hartsop Dodd does seem pretty high, up

the green zigzags from Brothers Water.

But a soothing ridgeline leads to the 

second summit, Caudale Moor. It’s also 

The view south from Place Fell  

to Brothers Water and Hartsop.

known as Stoney Cove Pike. And John

Bell’s Banner. What’s with the map-

makers hereabouts? Too much liquid

lunch at the Kirkstone Pass Inn?

If so, they got sobered up by the steep 

climb to Red 

Screes. Because 

Middle Dodd is 

straight and 

sensible: it is 

indeed the middle 

inger of the 

pokey-up three. 

Little Hart Crag  

is a lot littler  

than Hart Crag 

(you got that one 

right, map guys).

But High 

Hartsop, when  

you get there, is 

not very high. Actually it isn’t there at all,  

just a lat bit on the way down the nice 

north-east ridge of Little Hart Crag. For  

a place that doesn’t exist, it’s got great 

views of the craggy back of Fairield.

16km/10 miles 7 hours

DECEMBER 2015
ROUTE 1 Lake District

At Hartsop Dodd cairn,  

looking to Stoney Cove Pike.

ROUTE STATS
Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation  ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●

Wainwrights 6 
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16km/10 miles 7 hours

DECEMBER 2015

M

Kendal

Ski

Ingleton

Bentham

Lancaster

t
Carlisle

Penrith

Windermere

Keswick

Distance 16km  

(10 miles)

Total ascent 1150m

Time 7 hours

Start/inish Cow

Bridge car park, 

opposite Hartsop on

A592 (NY402134)

Nearest town 

Windermere

Terrain grassy ridges

with paths; two very

steep ascents

Maps OS Explorer

(1:25,000) OL5 and

OL7 (need both); 

OS Landranger 

(1:50,000) 90; Harvey

Superwalker XTC 

(1:25,000) Lake  

District East

Accommodation

YHA Patterdale closed

Nov – mid-March; 

Sykeside campsite,

bunkhouse and tipis

at Brotherswater Inn

(closed Christmas 

Day) (017684) 82239

sykeside.co.uk

Public transport

bus 508 Penrith to

Patterdale continues

Spring-Autumn by

Hartsop and Kirkstone

to Windermere;  

www.cumbria.gov.uk;

0871 200 2233; 

www.traveline.info

Tourist info Ullswater

info centre (017684)

82414, www.ullswater.

co.uk limited winter

opening; Penrith 

(01768) 867466

Best pubs  

Brotherswater Inn,

Kirkstone Pass Inn

ROUTE 1Always take a 
map out with 

you on the hillLake District
1 NY402134 Follow

pavement of A592

across the valley loor

and take a lane ahead

into Hartsop. Keep ahead

through the village to the

car park at its end. At the

gate out of the car park,

bear right down to a track

bridge over Pasture Beck.

2 NY410130 A path

ahead up to the foot

of Hartsop Dodd’s north

ridge is non-access land.

So turn right, on a track

downstream. It bends

left away from the

stream and village, and

becomes a stony path out

to the A592 at the corner

of Brothers Water. Cross

to a kissing gate, for a

path running alongside

Brothers Water, then just

below the road, to the

Brotherswater Inn.

3 NY403118 Cross

the road above the

inn, for a waymarked

gate onto the open hill.

Head up-valley for 300m,

until just before an

incised stream. Here

turn steeply up the west

spur of Hartsop Dodd.

Higher up, zigzag green

paths give easier

passage up to the

summit of Hartsop Dodd.

4 NY411118 A path

runs south, to the

right of a falling wall,

along the joining ridge

and up the rounded

ridgeline to Stony Cove

Pike, with its sprawling

cairn. Head west over

wide moorland past a

shallow tarn, to the more

viewpointy cairn of

Caudale Moor. Head south

down the wide ridgeline,

soon with a path. This

bends right across a col

and along the ridgeline of

St Raven’s Edge. (There

has never been a St Raven

though some obliging

birds did feed Elijah in 

the Old Testament.  

I expect the prophet 

enjoyed his scraps of 

roadkill rabbit, dead 

sheep’s eyes etc.)

5 NY405081 

Just after 

St Raven’s 

summit, the 

path turns 

steeply 

down  

to the 

right, 

to 

the 

top 

corner of a 

ield enclosure 

and down  

to Kirkstone Pass 

Inn. Cross to the big car 

park across the road.

6 NY401080 Cross

the road? What am

I saying? Go into the inn,

and enjoy a hearty lunch.

Then cross the road.

From the north end of the

car park, a path crosses

bog to the base of Red

Screes. The very

well-built path zigzags

up the steep and rocky

slope. It arrives suddenly

on gentler plateau

ground, with a short rise

to Red Screes trig point.

7 NY396087 With

steep drops on your

right, head roughly north

down a well-marked

spur. Cross a col for the

slight rise to Middle Dodd.

Return across the col,

and contour out to the

right (south-west) on

traces of path. As the

slope you’re crossing

eases, slant downhill to

join the wall and path

down to Scandale Pass.

8 NY387095 Head on

up with wall, then

old fence, on your left.

Before reaching the col at

the fence top, fork right

on a smaller path to the

rocky top of Little Hart

Crag. A pathed ridgeline

runs down north-east,

levelling along the

non-summit High

Hartsop Dodd

(519m, uncairned).

9
NY393107 The path 

descends through a 

wall, and down a steep

spur, crossing a fence near

its foot. At the ridge foot

pass to right of a stone

ield barn, through two 

gates with a sign for 

Patterdale. The green 

track crosses open ield 

with large erratic 

boulders, to a tractor 

bridge over Dovedale 

Beck. Keep ahead to a 

small gate onto the track 

before Hartsop Hall. Take 

the track to left of the hall, 

which becomes a wide 

path alongside Brothers 

Water to Cow Bridge.

Hartsop  

village.
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Despite the rumours about the lovely rocky barrier on Hopegill Head,  

Chiz Dakin discovers it’s far easier than it looks (and the views are great too!).

Hopegill Head

W
hen is a scramble not a scramble?

The route up the northern ridge

of Hopegill Head is called a

scramble by many. Yet if it doesn’t require

an experienced walker with a head for

heights and feet who’s comfortable on

rocky ground to put their poles away, can it

really be called a scramble? I don’t think so;

but despite that it is a lovely enjoyable

section of rocky ground on a dry sunny day

and should only provide a small challenge

to those less sure on rocky terrain.

The views are fantastic too! To get the

best of these deinitely requires a head for

heights: the entirety of the rocky section

before the summit of Hopegill Head and

the onwards contouring path to Grisedale

provide vertiginous views down to 

Hobcarton Gill and of Hobcarton Crag.  

But don’t forget to look back along the 

Ladyside Pike ridgeline for views of Crifel 

Sunset over Buttermere  

from Grisedale Pike.

across the Solway Firth – it also helps ease

the way on the steeper sections at the

start and near the Ladyside summit.

Unlike many of the ‘honeypot’ routes  

in the Lakes, there are a couple of points 

where stiles do not exist. This route does 

not climb drystone walls, instead using 

points across low-to-moderate-height wire 

fences without barbed wire. (And if basing 

a walk loosely on this description, beware 

of rights of way marked on the map  

that lead to impassable drystone walls!)

11.6km/7¼ miles 4¼ hours

DECEMBER 2015
ROUTE 2 Lake District

It’s really not a scramble!  

On the lower section of the 

groove on Hopegill Head.

ROUTE STATS
Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation  ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●

Wainwrights 2 

Trail 100s 1 
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11.6km/7¼ miles 4¼ hours

DECEMBER 2015

Kendal

Inglet

Bent

Lancaster

ries

ewart
Carlisle

Penrith

Windermere

Kesw ck

Distance 11.6km 

(7¼ miles)

Total ascent 765m

Time 4¼ hours

Start/inish Forestry

Commission car park at

NY191245

Nearest town Keswick

Terrain access land

(not signed); open

grassy ridgelines, some

with steep drops; a

couple of wire fence

crossings; a slabby

rocky section to the

summit of Hopegill

Head (not really 

scrambling); forest

paths (sometimes

boggy) and tracks

Maps OS Landranger

(1:50,000) 89; OS 

Explorer (1:25,000)

OL4; Harvey Super-

walker (1:25,000) 

Lake District North

Accommodation

in Keswick try 

Bramblewood Guest

House (017687) 75918;

YHA Keswick, 0845 371

9746; C&CC campsite,

(017687) 72579

Public transport

trains to Penrith 

then direct bus X5 to

Braithwaite (then walk)

or change in Keswick

for X77 to Whinlatter/

Low Lorton

Guidebooks Lake

District Fellranger NW

by Mark Richards, 

pb Cicerone

Tourist info Keswick

TIC (017687) 72645

Best pub Wheatsheaf

Inn Low Lorton

ROUTE 2Always take a 
map out with 

you on the hillLake District
1 NY191245 From

the car park,

head west along the

Whinlatter Pass road.

Fork left onto a minor

road to Hopebeck and left

again roughly 500m later.

Continue up this lane

for about 650m. 

2 NY172250 Enter

access land via an

awkward gate and zigzag

your way up a steep ield.

Exiting is awkward too as

there is no obvious stile,

but a tumbledown

section of wall (wire

fence repair) at 

NY173246 provides a

viable crossing point

with no drystone wall

climbing. Follow the

ridgeline uphill.

3 NY176239 At a

wall across the

ridgeline, cross a wir

fence in the corner

where the wall has

been lattened to the

ground, and continue

along the ridgeline.

The uphill fence ends

by a gate and the way

ahead now steepens

the summit of Ladys

Pike. A short dip then

leads to stonier grou

before the main

entertainment of

Hopegill Head.

4 NY185223 A sm

pinnacle before

main ascent provides

some short but enjoy

mild scrambling, whi

then leads directly to

main slabs (main pat

avoids this to the righ

From here to the sum

the views eastwards

are vertiginous but

fantastic. Unless the

wind is strong (in wh

case obvious caution

urged), it’s worth getting

as close as you dare to

see the view down and

across to Grisedale Pike.

5 NY186222 The way

up the Hopegill

Head slabs is often called

a scramble, but it really

isn’t hard enough to

warrant such a label.

NB The ‘main’ (pinnacle-

avoiding) path leads you

 

p

short pull up stony

ground then leads to the

summit of Hopegill Head.

6 NY185221 Follow

the ridgeline east

above Hobcarton Crag

and over an intermediate

high point to Grisedale

Pike. To your right, views

open up across towards

the Buttermere peaks.

  

the path down a derelict

drystone wall (beware

iron rungs!) to an old

iron fence support.

Now follow a path 

towards Revelin Moss  

for approximately 150m, 

then go north-west 

across trackless ground 

for roughly 200m.  

A path reappears on  

the undulating grassy 

ridgeline towards 

Hobcarton End. See if you 

can ind the unexpected 

decorated Christmas  

tree lower down!

8 NY195237 Shortly 

before a cairn on 

Hobcarton End, the path 

bears abruptly east. This 

leads down into forestry, 

which can get very boggy 

in the irst 150m or so.  

A marked steepening of 

the trail heralds deeper 

    

     

1.7km along this

track back to the car park,

with just one right turn

after 1.3km (junction 33).

Looking to the slabby area of Hopegill Head  

from near the summit of Ladyside Pike.

1
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Routes that spill across two maps can be of-putting; but persevere to discover  

a wonderful felltop round, argues Richard Down.

Grasmere Common

I
t is a truth universally acknowledged 

that the fold in any map hides exactly 

what you need to know. Equally true

is the fact that a walk which spills across

maps and requires two polythene map

cases on the hill is easily discarded.  

But that could mean missing out on this

hilltop walk overlooking lakes, tarns, 

rocky ramparts and celebrated peaks.

The outing begins on Silver How,  

which has grandstand views of the 

tranquil Grasmere and Rydal Water  

on one side and of the deeply dramatic

Great Langdale valley on the other. 

Further round the knobbly outcrops  

that rear up through the greenery on this

many-headed fell, you get a backdoor

view of the famed Langdale Pikes.

The land underfoot becomes less 

interesting the higher you go, but the 

views stretch to the very northern fells  

 Stickle Tarn seen from above Silver How.

of Skiddaw and the southernmost peaks

of Coniston and its neighbours.

At this point you have to juggle maps

again in order to link up your descent  

on a lost ridgeline that tumbles back into 

the Easedale valley above Grasmere.

There is undoubtedly a nuisance factor 

involved in �ipping between maps; but if 

it yields a round that includes vistas of 

the top, middle and bottom of England’s 

most celebrated National Park, not  

to mention providing three distinct 

hillwalking experiences, it might just  

be worth the aggro.

16.5km/10¼ miles 5 hours

DECEMBER 2015
ROUTE 3 Lake District

Easedale Tarn and 

High Raise from 

Rydal Fell.

ROUTE STATS
Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation  ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●

Wainwrights 4 

Trail 100s 1 
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In association with

GET THIS ROUTE
ON YOUR PHONE!

16.5km/10¼ miles 5 hours

DECEMBER 2015

Kendal

S

Ingleton

Benth

Lancaster

ries

art
Carlisle

Penrith

Windermere

Keswick

Distance 16.5km  

(10¼ miles)

Total ascent 810m

Time 5 hours in 

potentially icy 

conditions

Start/inish Grasmere

village, NY337076

Nearest town 

Ambleside

Terrain road leading to

track and then grassy

paths; some broad,

stony paths and some

marshy land over High

Raise and towards Tarn

Crag; small crags and

narrowing ridgeline

Maps Landranger

(1:50,000) 90; OS 

Explorer (1:25,000)

OL7 and OL6; Harvey

Mountain Map 

(1:40,000) Lake District

Accommodation

www.visitcumbria.

com/amb/grasmere/

for a list of hotels, B&Bs,

self catering, glamping

and camping, or  

www.golakes.co.uk

Public transport

nearest station is 

Windermere (about 7

miles away) National

Rail Enquiries 08457

484950; 555 bus  

Kendal - Keswick  

www.traveline.org.uk

0871 200 2233

Tourist info Ambleside

Tourist Information

Centre (015394) 32582

Guidebook The Central

Fells  by A Wainwright,

pb Frances Lincoln

ROUTE 3Always take a 
map out with 

you on the hillLake District

1 NY337076

Grasmere is a busy

spot and parking is a bit

pot luck. Use Grasmere

village centre at the

Easedale Road junction

as your start point.

Head up Easedale

Road then take the

path left before 

the Glenthorne 

guest house. 

Unpaved roads 

give way to 

tracks and paths 

as you climb out  

of the valley.

2 NY325073  

It is easy to 

miss a path leading left 

along the lank of Silver 

How. Bear left towards 

the summit of Silver How.

3 NY324066 From 

the knobbly top

of Silver How head

north-west with views

overlooking Great

Langdale, Bowfell and

the Langdale Pikes.

There is a tangle of paths

among dozens of small

crags on this bumpy,

grass-topped ridgeline.

Weave your way ever

upwards until you reach

Sergeant Man.

4 NY286089 At

Sergeant Man take

a deep breath for a plod to

High Raise over squelchy

ground.

5 NY280095

Enjoy the views

at High Raise summit

then make for White

Stones due north, then

on down to the saddle

at Greenup Edge.

6 NY285105 Take

the wide, stony

path that drops down

quickly to the right.

7 NY295102 This

wide, inviting path

leads back to Grasmere

village but at this point

ignore it. Turn right

and regain some of the

height you have lost,

following a broken

metal fence.

8 NY293098 Leave

the fenceline

before a set of crags

and bear left. Weave

through small crags

on intermittent paths

downhill until the land

plateaus briely before 

converging into a

pleasing ridgeline at  

Tarn Crag. The path  

here is narrow and  

does disappear from 

short stretches. Head 

down to a clear-cut path 

and turn left.

9 NY318093 Rejoin 

the Easedale track 

you left earlier which 

draws you back 

down into 

Grasmere. In cold 

conditions this drystone 

-wall -bound track can 

become an ice rink. 

Walking poles with  

metal tips can help.

Grasmere from 

Silver How.
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If you fancy some real Snowdonian wilderness country, join Steve Goodier 

on a trek over some of the region’s more remote summits.

Allt-fawr

T
o the north of

the slate mining

town of Blaenau

Ffestiniog lies some very

attractive wilderness

country with a series

of remote 2,000+ft 

summits that are rarely

visited but provide some

satisfying high-level

walking in remote 

terrain with great views

in all directions. 

The Crimea Pass 

(Bwlch y Gorddinan to

give it its proper title)

above Blaenau makes

a useful starting point

for this walk. The car

parking area used to be the site of the

Crimea Inn that has sadly long gone.

Striding out between the start and point 2, 

with Allt-fawr looming grandly ahead.

From here at around 376m, a challenging

round may be undertaken over Allt-fawr,

Moel Druman and the 

three isolated tops of 

Ysgafell Wen. The 

return down the hidden 

and wild valley of the 

Afon Lledr is boggy, 

often trackless and  

very rough, and 

involves a river crossing 

that would be diicult 

after heavy rain.

The terrain 

throughout this  

walk would be very 

confusing in mist. 

Besides, it is such a 

pleasant region it 

would be a shame  

to see it on anything 

but a day of clear weather and 

(hopefully!) blue skies. 

12.9km/8 miles 5 hours

DECEMBER 2015
ROUTE 4 Snowdonia

Snowdon seen from  

the Allt-fawr ridge.

ROUTE STATS
Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation  ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●
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GET THIS ROUTE
ON YOUR PHONE!

12.9km/8 miles 5 hours

DECEMBER 2015

Betws y-Coed

Hay-o

Llangollen

Barmouth

Rhyl
Conway

erystwyth

Bodelwydd

Liv

Distance 12.9km 

(8 miles)

Total ascent 582m

Time 5 hours

Start/inish parking

area of A470 at 

SH701489

Nearest town  

Blaenau Ffestiniog

Terrain tracks, paths,

trackless sections; steep,

rough ascents/descents;

wet/boggy descent in

Afon Lledr Valley; river

crossing, dangerous in

spate; route-inding

very diicult in mist

Maps OS Explorer

(1:25,000) OL17 and

OL18; OS Landranger

(1:50,000) 115; Harvey

British Mountain  

Map (1:40,000) 

Snowdonia North

Accommodation

Swallow Falls Hotel

Complex, Betws-y-Coed:

hotel, Youth Hostel

and campsite (01690)

710796; Elen’s Castle

Hotel, Dolwyddelan

(01690) 750207

Public transport trains

and buses Llandudno

- Blaenau Ffestiniog

www.arrivatrainswales.

co.uk/conwyvalley

www.arrivabus.co.uk

Guidebooks The 

Mountains of England

and Wales Volume 1 –

Wales by J & A Nuttall,

pb Cicerone Press 

Tourist info Snowdonia

National Park Visitor 

Centre (01690) 710426

Best pub Ty Gwyn 

Hotel, Betws -y-Coed

ROUTE 4Always take a 
map out with 

you on the hillSnowdonia
1 SH701489 Walk 

south up the A470, 

taking a footpath, right, 

over a stile/gate. Follow 

the track, leaving it 

left at a boulder as 

the track bends 

right. Follow  

the path over  

a grassy bank,

curving left into

a valley. Continue

towards broken 

ground. As the path 

cuts right stay ahead 

(fainter path) rising 

towards a small outcrop 

ahead. After a section  

by marsh grass cut right 

up a grass gully between 

outcrops. Cut left above 

on trackless ground,

continuing to go right at

a fence. Go ahead rising

then descending by the

fence, left, to cross a stile.

Go half left curving right

by a telegraph post.

Pass under an outcrop,

continuing over a col and

climbing the left edge

of the ridge beyond.

Follow the rising ridge to

descend to a col. Beyond

this, rise, crossing a

narrower stretch of ridge.

Climb a winding path up

the slopes of Allt-fawr

to the summit.

2 SH681474 

Continue west,

cutting half right before

old posts following a path

down through rocks.

Continue to go right by a

fence, going right at a fork

lower down. Curve left

around the small lake

to follow a rocky rib.

Continue to cut half right

at low outcrops after a

tarn, right. Climb to the

summit of Moel Druman.

3 SH671476 Head

west, descending

by the fence. Before a

fence curve right then

left around a tarn. Rejoin

the fence, going ahead

past a gate. Continue

over a wide col. Rise by

the fence, curving left

into a gully. Cut half left

with the fence. At a col

scramble right through

rocks to the summit

of Ysgafell Wen.

4 SH667481 Cut half

right (northerly) to

curve left, rising back

to the fence. Continue

ahead through an old

gate. Go right then half

left, avoiding bogs. Curve

back towards the fence,

crossing a tarn outlet to

stay left at a fork. Follow

the path, curving right

then left, and head right

around the rocks of

Ysgafell Wen central

summit, climbing

through them to the top.

Go right down a gully,

curving left to descend

to a fence/col. Cut left

over it, curving left to

continue to the north

top of Ysgafell Wen.

5 SH663487 Retrace

steps back over the

col, staying by the fence

to climb a rocky gully, and

use the fence as a guide

back to a stile near the old

gate. Cross the stile to

trackless ground at the

head of Afon Lledr valley.

Head north-east down

boggy/wet ground, using

the line of the forming

river as a guide towards a

gap/gully below. Faint

paths help in places but

the going is marshy/

rough. Further down

use the right bank of the

river for drier 

walking. Eventually 

curve into a narrowing  

of the valley, continuing 

to enter the gully.

6 SH670491 

Descend the gully, 

using traces of paths 

past two sheepfolds. 

Descend to a ruined 

building/mine workings.

7 SH675493 Keep 

the river left, 

descending to a wide/lat 

area of the valley using  

a vague path. As this 

bends right, leave it to 

stay with the river. Cross 

an old wall, staying 

ahead to a river junction. 

Cross the river in front of 

you carefully. Head for a 

fence going left by it.  

Cut right at a corner, 

continuing to cross the 

fence right at a wooden 

barrier. Walk to the 

ruined farm.

8 SH685496 Climb 

slopes half left, 

picking up a path. Follow 

it over a low wall above. 

Take the track right, 

crossing a stile/gate. 

Follow the track curving 

left at quarry workings. 

Cross two stiles/gates, 

continuing to the A470 

again via a stile. Go left  

to return to the car park.

The view from the 

slopes of Allt-fawr.

1

2

3
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View with a room: Beinn Talaidh is Mull’s isolated mountain outpost with 

commanding views and its very own bothy, recommends Peter Edwards.

Beinn Talaidh

D
ominating the head of Glen Forsa, 

761m Beinn Talaidh’s sweeping 

lines and elegant proile make it

arguably the most distinctive of Mull’s

mountains after Ben More. Beinn Talaidh

(pronounced ‘tala’) once enjoyed ‘Corbett’

status (a Scottish mountain over 2,500ft)

till re-surveying demoted it to a ‘Graham’

at 2,496ft. It is steep-sided and isolated

from its neighbours by very low bealachs,

while its situation at the heart of Mull’s

mountainous east gives Beinn Talaidh

excellent 360° views. The ascent via 

Glen Forsa is a longer approach than the

direct ascent from the A849 to the south,

but it makes for a more enjoyable walk

all round. Perched at the foot of Beinn

Talaidh’s north ridge, Tomsleibhe bothy

has such a splendid position that it’s 

almost rude to pass up the opportunity  

to overnight here!

Climbing the track towards 

Tomsleibhe and Beinn Talaidh.

The turning for Glen Forsa is of the

A849, 2km east of Salen on a section

where the two carriageways separate.  

A small sign indicates ‘Glen Forsa Estate 

only’; but there is a place and invitation to 

park a short way along the lane by a house 

called Pennygown. Access further up the 

glen is on foot or by bicycle only. Glen Forsa 

is used for livestock grazing – something 

for walkers with dogs to be aware of.

17.8km/11 miles 6 hours

DECEMBER 2015
ROUTE 5 Isle of Mull

Descending the north-west ridge of Beinn Talaidh 

with Beinn na Duatharach across the glen.

ROUTE STATS
Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation  ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●
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17.8km/11 miles 6 hou

DECEMBER 2015

Glas

Fort William

Oban

Mallaig

Inverie

ULL

Inve

JURA

AY

Distance 17.8km 

(11 miles)

Total ascent 748m

Time 6 hours

Start/inish parking

area at the foot of Glen

Forsa (NM596426)

Nearest town Salen

Terrain good metalled

track through Glen

Forsa; after Tomsleibhe

bothy route crosses

rough, pathless moor;

Beinn Talaidh’s lower

reaches are very steep

and grassy, but the

gradient eases, giving

way to scree higher up

Maps OS Explorer

(1:25,000) 375

Accommodation

Tomsleibhe MBA bothy;

Craignure Bunkhouse

(01680) 812043; 

campsite: Sheiling

Holidays, Craignure

(01680) 812496

Public transport

Bus 95 and 495 from

Craignure or Salen

Guidebook The

Hebrides by P Edwards,

pb Cicerone Press

Tourist info

The Pier, Craignure

(01680) 812377

Best pub Craignure

Inn, Craignure

(01680) 812305

ROUTE 5Always take a 
map out with 

you on the hillIsle of Mull
1 NM595427

Go through a

gate and continue

along the gravel tra

with the River Fors

and a large forestry

plantation to the le

Beinn Talaidh and i

subsidiary summit

Beinn Bheag (wee h

dominating the vie

ahead. The track pa

Killbeg cottage and

ruins of a chapel an

burial ground, then

through another ga

the past as many as

families lived in the

but most were evic

from their homes to

way for blackface s

during the Clearanc

Once the forestry

plantation is left be

the middle reaches

glen open out for a w

before the track mo

closer to the river a

more forestry

plantations. Cross a

wooden bridge ove

tributary then keep

at a fork on the mai

track, staying to th

south of the river.

2 NM616377 F

on the track sw

farmsteads in

the glen. One of these

was Bentalla Cottage,

500m further along the

path from the memorial,

which is now Tomsleibhe

bothy – maintained by

volunteers from the

excellent Mountain

Bothies Association, and

a ine base from which to

tackle the mountain.

3 NM618372 Beyond 

the bothy the path 

becomes fainter and very 

boggy; after a few 

tres it drops 

crosses the 

  burn at the 

  ann Lèan 

 g out 

 ead south 

  foot of the 

 y ridge of 

 h and go 

  gate in a 

 More boggy 

  ssed before 

 gins in 

  going 

  drier though 

 s very steep 

 gher up the 

 dge – at 

 500m – the 

ent eases 

 eforts are 

warded by 

e views back 

own Glen 

orsa with 

Loch Ba over 

to the west 

and Ben 

More rising 

above the 

surrounding 

peaks. 

NM621356 The 

inal climb crosses 

stony ground before the 

grassy summit plateau is 

reached. There is a trig 

point and a large cairn 

just beyond – the latter 

marking the highest 

point – and there are 

grand views to be 

enjoyed, weather 

permitting. The best 

route of return is to 

retrace your steps and 

enjoy the long walk-out 

through Glen Forsa.

Climbing the north-west ridge

of Beinn Talaidh with

Glen Forsa below.

Tomsleibhe 

bothy.

1

2

3

4

The memorial near 

Tomsleibhe bothy.

4
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Fancy an ascent of one of Scotland’s great winter gullies en route to 

An Teallach’s highest peak? Garry Smith reckons the view’s a cracker!

An Teallach

L
ooking west from 

the summit of 

Bidein a’ Ghlas

Thuill, it is blindingly

obvious why this view is

universally considered

one of the inest winter

panoramas in Scotland.

It is a view that says

everything there is to

say about the mountains

of the north-west. A

view that is recognised

worldwide, thanks to the

classic winter image by

the photographer Colin

Prior and more recently by the

contemporary interpretation of the same

vista by the landscape painter Jamie

Hageman. If you are not familiar with  

their work, an online search will throw up 

On the summit blocks of  

Bidein a’ Ghlas Thuill.

results that have been the catalyst for

many a trip to the winter Highlands.

If approached by the ‘normal path’ from

Dundonnell, An Teallach’s highest peak can 

be a  reasonably straightforward objective 

during  

the winter months. 

However, if snow and 

weather conditions are 

favourable, and you 

have the requisite 

winter skills, a route to 

the summit via Hayfork 

Gully creates one of the 

best ‘one axe’ mountain 

excursion in Scotland’s 

north-west. It’s an 

amazing route that 

takes you into the heart 

of the mountain as well 

as to the summit… but 

just to reiterate, this is a journey that 

requires a degree of winter experience and 

a good appreciation of the circumstances 

in which avalanche conditions can arise  

in the Scottish mountains.

10.3km/6½ miles 5-9 hours

DECEMBER 2015
ROUTE 6 North Highlands

Showered by spindrift 

on the steeper section 

of Hayfork Gully.

ROUTE STATS
Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation  ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●

Winter climb Grade1 

Munros 1 

Trail 100s 1 
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10.3km/6½ miles 5-9 hours

DECEMBER 2015

Inver

Mallaig

Inverie

Shiel Bridge

llapoo

Portree

ISLE OF SKYE

WIS

Inv

RIS

Distance 10.3km 

(6½ miles)

Total ascent 1090m

Time 5-9 hours 

depending on snow

conditions

Start/inish small

bridge on A832 

near Dundonnell 

(NH112858)

Nearest town Ullapool

Terrain Grade I winter

terrain and exposed

ridges; complex 

navigation in poor

visibility

Maps OS Landranger

(1:50,000) 19; OS 

Explorer (1:25,000) 435;

Harvey Superwalker

(1:25,000) An Teallach

and Fisherield

Accommodation

numerous B&Bs and

hotels in Ullapool;

unfortunately, local

hostels are closed 

during the main  

winter months

Public transport the

winter timetable isn’t

favourable… you’ll need

your own transport

Guidebooks Scottish

Winter Climbs, pb 

SMC (although more

information is given in

this route description)

Tourist info Ullapool

tourist information

centre (01854) 612486

www.visitscotland.com

ROUTE 6Always take a 
map out with 

you on the hillNorth Highlands
1 NH112858 Start at

a small bridge on the

A832, 400m north of the

turn of to Badralloch.

The most recent OS map

shows a path starting at

this point. Unfortunately,

the initial stage of this

path has become diicult

to follow due to an

impenetrable

rhododendron thicket and

problems crossing the

burn. Instead, enter the

rhododendrons on the

right (north) side of the

burn. Immediately after

crossing a small side

branch of the burn, head

right (north) until a tall

deer fence comes into

view. Follow the deer

fence for approximately

150m then head west,

beneath or over a

pine-covered knoll, to

eventually meet up with

the original footpath,

as marked on the map.

Follow the path for 20

minutes, to where it

splits (just before

a big waterfall).

2 NH104853 Take

the right fork west

along the northern side

of the stream coming

from Glas Tholl. The path

climbs slowly, over a

distance of 2km, towards

Glas Tholl, eventually

petering out as it reaches

the lat corrie loor.

3 NH074846 The

layout of the corrie

is best surveyed from the

far western end of its lat

loor. From here the

complexities of its south

bounding clifs can best

be seen and Hayfork Gully

most easily identiied.

Scanning from left to

right, across the south

side of the corrie, a row of

narrow, parallel snow

gullies are visible, known

as ‘the Prongs’. Next is a

large, formidable buttress

split by an obvious deep

gully, called ‘the Alley’.

Moving right by about

175m, and with an 

entrance much higher

up the snow apron, is

‘Hayfork Gully’. Further

right again, beyond a

large lat-faced buttress,

is the narrow entrance to

‘North Gully’. Beyond this

the clifs curve right to

form an impenetrable

steep wall that bounds

the western end of the

corrie. From the vantage

point on the corrie loor,

strike south-west up an

easy approach slope to

reach the

unremarkable

entrance to

Hayfork Gully.

4 NH072843 Move

up the gully, which

is wide and easy at irst.

After a narrowing the

magniicence of the rock

architecture begins to

reveal itself, with the

perfectly linear left wall

towering above the bed

of the gully. At four-ifths

height there is a brief

steepening. In soft snow

it would present no

problems for anyone who

is steady on their feet.

However, the gradient

is of suicient angle

that in icy or hard snow

conditions it can make

the going feel quite

tenuous. It would be

a long way to fall

from this

point.

Midway up

the steepening the

gully divides. Take the

right-hand fork, which

leads to a straight-

forward and spectacular

exit into a notch on the

summit ridge.

5 NH070842 From

the notch, sidle

across the south-east

lank of an intervening

small top. From the small

bealach beyond, ascend

directly to the summit of

Bidein a’ Ghlas Thuill.

6 NH069844 Head

down the narrow

north ridge. Where it

steepens, carefully

scramble down ledges

on the left (west) lank

to reach the plateau at  

the head of Glas Tholl.

7 NH069849 The 

descent into Glas 

Tholl can 

often 

be 

barred 

by a 

cornice 

(overhanging snow 

shelf), which can extend 

around the whole 

western lip of the corrie 

(regardless of wind 

direction). If problematic, 

the cornice is best 

outlanked by down-

climbing close to the 

edge of the corrie’s 

western clifs (ie starting 

from the far right, and 

descending obliquely 

right, when looking  

into the corrie). 

8 NH078847 From 

the corrie loor, 

retrace the approach 

route, paying particular 

attention when reaching 

the rhododendrons, 

especially if it’s dark!

At the entrance to 

Hayfork Gully.

1
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Breathtaking views

up the Eskdale Valley.

DECEMBER 2015 Lake District

E
xploring one of the least frequented and greenest parts of

south-west Lakeland, often on open fells and pathless

terrain, this exhilarating three-day walk starts in the

pretty market town of Broughton in Furness and links the

Duddon Valley with Eskdale, which Alfred Wainwright described

as “the inest of all valleys". On the route the hidden gems of Great

Stickle and Stickle Pike ofer amazing panoramic views of the

Duddon Valley all the way to the sea. Eskdale is reached on day 1,

while on day 3 you tread the ancient trade route of Walna Scar

road. Sandwiched between these two walks is a day of exploring

several unfrequented tarns lying north of the Eskdale Valley.

TRANSPORT

Train to Foxield (Broughton is

under 2 miles away by road)

08457 484950

Bus service 6 & 7 to Broughton-

in-Furness tinyurl.com/

broughtonbus

PUBS/GRUB

Woolpack Inn Eskdale

(019467) 23230

Brook House Inn Boot

(019467) 23288

Blacksmith Arms Broughton

Mills (01229) 716824

Old Kings Head Broughton in

Furness (01229) 716 293

ACCOMMODATION

Square Cafe B&B

(01229) 716388

Blackcock Inn Broughton in

Furness (01229) 716529

Woolpack Inn (019467) 23230

Eskdale Youth Hostel

0845 371 9317

www.yha.org.uk/hostel/eskdale

Fisherground Campsite

07580 125952, www.isher

groundcampsite.co.uk

Eskdale Campsite (was called 

Hollins Farm) (019467) 23253

www.hollinsfarmcampsite.co.uk

PRACTICALITIES

Plenty of amenities in Broughton 

in Furness including bank

and several shops. Nearest

supermarket is Booths in

Ulverston. Post oice in Ulpha. 

Newield Inn in Seathwaite

has tea room and toilets.

LOCAL INFO

Broughton in Furness

(01229) 716115, www.lake

district information.com

Eskdale www.eskdale.info

Dunnerdale Fells
DAYS
IN THE

Putting his nav skills to the test, Jonathan Cook tackles a 

three-day circuit exploring some lesser-known Lakes delights.

3

Route 7 (Day 1)
Broughton
to Eskdale

Route 8 (Day 2)
Eskdale tarns

Route 9 (Day 3)
Eskdale to 
Broughton

Dunnerdale
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DAY 1 19.5km/12 miles 7 hours

DECEMBER 2015

Distance 19.5km

(12 miles)

Total ascent 800m

Time 7 hours

Start Broughton 

in Furness Square

(SD212875); inish

Woolpack Inn, Eskdale,

(NY191009) – you can

park here for the day for

£10 and later use the

money on refreshments

Terrain tracks and

paths; pathless grassy/

boggy moorland

Maps OS Explorer

(1:25,000) OL6; 

OS Landranger 

(1:50,000) 90; Harvey

Superwalker XT25

(1:25,000) Lake  

District West

ROUTE 7Always take a 
map out with 

you on the hillLake District

2 SD209904

Pickthall Ground

marks the start of the

ascent. Follow a grassy

track initially beside the

wall with Great Stickle

rising ahead. The path

to its summit is clear

although there is a

deceptive amount of

ascent in the climb to the

trig point. The view is

wide, with the Duddon

Estuary dominating to

the south to the higher

fells further up the

Duddon Valley. Descend

Great Stickle (which

despite its name is lower

than Stickle Pike) to the

west to ind a distinct

path passing a series of

delightful tarns and head

northwards towards

Stickle Pike and its larger

tarn. Ascend the steep

pike to the cairn located

on a little summit by a

good well-deined path

past Stickle Tarn to take

in views of the River

Duddon, Dunnerdale

and across to Ulpha Fell.

Retrace your steps to

descend Stickle Pike and

continue northwards,

leaving Stickle Tarn

behind you, to connect to

the ‘Kiln Bank Cross’ road

and path westwards to

Ulpha Bridge. Resist the

temptation to turn west

and proceed downhill to

follow a sign on the left

marked ‘Stepping Stones

¼ mile’. This route crosses

an excellent lower-level

bridleway again leading

to Ulpha Bridge should

the stepping-stones  

be impassable.

3 SD208939 Cross

the River Duddon

by the stepping-stones

south of High Hurst and

follow the path up to the

1 SD212875 Leave

Broughton Square

by the main road next to

the aptly named Square

Café. Soon pick up a path

on the right shortly

after a door and stone

archway, and pass

through the gate leading

across open pasture

known as West Park. Pass

through the parkland

with the small pond on

the left-hand side and

continue northwards,

crossing the Coniston

Road (A593), where a

series of faint footpaths

take you towards Hagg

and Hartley Ground.

Here bear left over the

road bridge to cross the

River Lickle and follow

the road steeply up to

Pickthall Ground.

road. Turn right here and

head towards The Low

and a layby on the left.

(In high water take the

previously mentioned

bridleway downstream to

Ulpha Bridge and return

to the layby.) A path here

takes you up through the

wood past some disused

quarry workings to

Brighouse before joining

the Birker Fell Road, also

known as the Ulpha Pass,

above Crosbythwaite

Bridge opposite an

obvious enclosure.

A right turn here up

the road towards Brown

Rigg for about a mile

brings you to a waymark

post on the right.

4 SD182963 The

waymark post

points north to

Birkerthwaite and

Stanley Force. Head

north but then cut east

across open fell/moor,

passing Rough Crag and

Great Worm Crag to White

How with its excellent

views to the coast and

the Duddon Estuary.

From the summit cairn

head north across

the broad ridge via

Wormshell How to

Green Crag.

5 SD200982 From

the summit a small

path zigzags down north,

following

grassy

terraces.

Cross a grassy

col, passing a

small boundary

stone before

another gentle

grassy incline leads

onto Crook Crag with

the panoramic vista

of the Scafell massif

and Bowfell.

6 SD200987 Care 

should be taken 

when descending Crook 

Crag as the obvious path 

quickly disappears. A

north-westerly approach 

across open fell and

occasional boggy ground 

keeping east of Low

Birker Tarn eventually 

inds an excellent path 

that leads down to

Low Birker farm and 

the path to Doctors 

Bridge and the

road to The

Woolpack Inn.

Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●

Wainwrights 1 

Broughton in Furness to Eskdale

Craggy outcrops of Crook Crag

and Green Crag.
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GET THIS ROUTE  
ON YOUR PHONE!

DAY 2 18km/11 miles 6 hours

Distance 18km

(11 miles)

Total ascent 500m

Time 6 hours

Start/inish 

Woolpack Inn, Eskdale

(NY191009): you can

park here for the day for

£10 and later use the

money on refreshments

Terrain tracks and

paths, pathless grassy/

boggy moorland

Maps OS Explorer 

(1:25,000) OL6; 

OS Landranger 

(1:50,000) 90; Harvey 

Superwalker XT25  

 (1:25,000) Lake  

District West

1 NY191009 Leave

the car park at the

Woolpack Inn and take the

footpath marked ‘Wasdale

Head and Brackenclose’

between the inn and the

West Lakes Adventure

Centre. Climb a small slope

behind the centre and

pass through a gate. The

path rises, gently hugging

the stone wall to the left,

and passing through

thick bracken in summer

months. The path is soon

joined by another from

the left near the remains

of an old stone peat hut.

Continue to bear right,

following the grass track

across the plateau until

Eel Tarn comes into view.

On a clear day views of

Red Pike, Yewbarrow

and Pillar will be visible

through the gap at the

end of the tarn.

2 NY187020

Continue to the

Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●

Eskdale tarns

DECEMBER 2015
ROUTE 8 Lake District

northern end of the tarn,

cross the outlow and go

right onto the faintest of

green paths circling back

towards the southern end

of the tarn. This boggy

path occasionally fades;

but by then heading

north-east from the

southern end of the tarn

and keeping to the higher

ground the elusive and

hidden Stony Tarn

eventually comes into

view in a large depression

on your right. The lack of

a clear path means this

pretty tarn is seldom

visited and in poor

visibility requires careful

navigational skills.

3 NY199025 Retrace

your steps to the

northern end of Eel Tarn

and continue onwards

across the grassy hillside

through bracken until you

reach the prominent cairn

on the summit of Great

Barrow, which ofers

splendid panoramic views

of the surrounding tops.

Care should be taken

descending the steep fell

side to the main path,

easily identiiable below

and adjacent to Whillan

Beck and some small farm

buildings. Follow the now

well-deined path down

Gill Bank, passing though

a small farmyard, where

a signpost indicates

you’ll reach Boot in ¼ mile. 

Take the narrow path 

with its series of gates  

and stiles, pass Eskdale 

(previously known as 

Hollins Farm) Campsite, 

and continue to arrive at a 

small road in front of the 

15th century Eskdale Mill.

Follow the road to the left,

down into the picturesque

hamlet of Boot.

4 NY176011 Cross

the small bridge

and pass through the

gate and take the path

to the right. Follow

this well-deined path

until you reach some

abandoned stone

buildings before turning

left and following what

at times is a wet but

clearly marked path.

From the large cairn on

the plateau of the hill,

Blea Tarn – the biggest of

the day – soon comes into

view before the path

heads down traversing

the eastern shore.

5 NY164008 Shortly

after crossing the

outlow take the almost

unidentiiable path

leading to the right. Care

should be taken as this

can easily be missed and

if you see the small Siney

and Blind Tarns to your

right you have gone too

far! The path passes both

tarns before bearing left

and heading over wet

moorland. It is easy to

lose contact with the

path here; if in doubt

head for the tree line

and stone wall to the

right before the path

becomes more visible.

6 NY147008 After

crossing a stile

towards the end of

Miterdale woodland,

take a 90 degree left

turn and descend the

leafy footpath with

Fisherground Campsite

below. After passing

through a gate and

joining a well-deined

bridle path again turn left

passing over wooden

walkways to enter

woodland and cross the

Ravenglass and Eskdale

railway tracks.

Another gate sees you

enter the campsite.

7 NY153000 Cross 

the main road and  

go directly towards 

Milkingstead across the 

ield to cross the River Esk 

by a small suspension 

bridge and turn left onto 

the Esk Trail bridleway. 

Enjoy this picturesque 

track, which follows the 

River Esk through the 

wooded Dalegarth Hall, 

passing by Ghyll Force  

and the pretty ford and 

stepping-stones in front 

of St Catherine's church  

to arrive at Low Birker 

where a permissive 

footpath joins a small  

road to Doctor's Bridge. 

The Woolpack Inn should 

now be visible a short 

distance along the road 

from over the bridge.

Looking back from  

Great Barrow to Harter Fell.

1
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GET THIS ROUTE
ON YOUR PHONE!

DAY 3 22.4km/14 miles 9 hours

DECEMBER 2015

Distance 22.4km

(14 miles)

Total ascent 1050m

Time 9 hours

Start Woolpack Inn,

Eskdale (NY191009);

inish Broughton 

in Furness Square

(SD212875)

Terrain some well-

marked bridleways,

tracks and paths; 

pathless grassy/ 

boggy moorland

Maps OS Explorer

(1:25,000) OL6; 

OS Landranger 

(1:50,000) 90; Harvey

Superwalker XT25

(1:25,000) Lake  

District West

ROUTE 9Always take a 
map out with 

you on the hillLake District

path; but keeping Kepple

Crag on your right you

soon arrive at a well-

marked fence and wooden

stile where the path

crosses the river and

joins the main path at

the foot of Harter Fell.

2 SD207998

Continue on the

well-marked path,

hugging the wooden wire

fence . Soon Hardknott

Forest comes into view

and is entered via a gate.

Descend the boggy path

through woodland before

bearing to the right

next to a sign marked

‘Hardknott Forest’.

You soon cross a small

beck and a wooden sign

marked ‘Eskdale’. The

plantation now opens

up and it is a pleasant

meadow walk down to

a forestry road. Cross

straight over through

the gate with the beck

now widening and head

downhill to the stone

dwellings directly ahead.

3 SD223981 As

you approach the

dwellings go through the

gate and footbridge to the

left before picking up the

road and turning left

immediately. A wooden

marker post indicates the

path to the left of the

beck. This stretch, though

wet underfoot at times,

follows the river down

through woodland to the

delightful Fickles Stones

on the upper reaches of

the River Duddon. Cross

the stones, taking the

path to the left ,which

soon leads up to the road

at High Tongue. Cross

the road by two wooden

footpath signs, to take the

one to the right and follow

1 NY191009 Leave

the inn car park and

retrace your steps from

day 1 to Doctor’s Bridge.

Cross the bridge, taking

the bridle path marked

‘Penny Hill Farm’. Take

the path through the gate

marked 'alternative route

avoiding main farmyard'

before passing through

another gate and joining

the same bridle path after

the farm. Here the path

splits in two; bear right

and zigzag up the slope

before arriving at another

gate. From here follow

the well-deined path up

until you see a wooden

signpost marked ‘Harter

Fell’ pointing left towards

the western slopes of

Harter Fell. Follow this

path up before crossing

latter, wetter moorland.

It can feel like there is no

the small

path down.

Pay close

attention to

the map as you

pick your way

through a boggy area

and cross Tarn Beck,

the objective being the

farmhouses ahead. Cross

the ield to reach the small

road at Long Ho where the

start of Walna Scar Road

(frequented by of-road

vehicles and mountain

bikers) is identiiable by

a wooden sign marked

‘Coniston 4.5 miles’. Head

up along the Walna Scar

Road with excellent

views back west to Harter

Fell and the lower slopes.

4 SD258964 At the

top of the pass leave

the well-trodden byway

to begin crossing Walna

Scar via a small grassy

path, keeping White 

Maiden to your left and 

some disused quarries on 

the right before arriving 

at the rocky rib that 

denotes White Pike 

summit. Descend the 

rocky rib to the right, 

aiming for a well 

-deined path below 

White Pike to your left. 

At the path continue 

south towards the 

obvious plantation 

and bear west 

across open ground, 

climbing across the 

Yaud Mire until you 

reach the summit and 

well marked trig point of

Caw, which ofers superb

views up the Duddon

Valley to the

Scafells and

west to

Stickle

Pike.

Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●

Wainwrights 1 

Eskdale to Broughton in Furness
5 SD230944 Descend 

from Caw to the 

south-west to connect 

with the path at the 

bottom of Brown Haw and 

head towards Jackson 

Ground and onwards to 

Carter Ground, keeping  

to the right. At Carter 

Ground take the path to 

the left, passing through 

some farm buildings, 

and follow the path 

to cross the 

River 

Lickle by 

Lind End 

bridge 

before 

reaching  

Lind End.

6 SD231910 

From Lind 

End turn right 

onto the road into 

Broughton Mills 

and follow the road 

through to Lane End 

where you take the 

right fork in the road to 

Hartley Ground to retrace 

your steps from day 1 

back to Broughton 

through Hagg and West 

Park, arriving back to the 

Square Café for a very 

well-earned cup of tea!
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Garbh Choire and Beinn a’ Bhuird from Ben Avon.

Below: looking over to A’ Chioch from Beinn

a’ Bhuird’s Cnap a’ Chleirich top.

DECEMBER 2015 Cairngorms

B
en Avon and Beinn a’ Bhuird are Cairngorm giants, each

a vast plateau sprawling into mind-boggling emptiness.

Underfoot it’s like a bowling green; but there’s drama here

too, from scores of surreal granite tors to austere cli�y corries

hidden in secret folds. Drop west from here to the saddle of the

Moine Bhealaidh and you’ve reached one of the least trodden

places in the Cairngorms, the very deinition of a wild camp spot.

Next day bag lonely Beinn a’ Chaorainn, then head through the

grandeur of Coire Etchachan to the rock-studded hulk of Beinn

Mheadhoin. Finally comes the stony dome of Derry Cairngorm,

then home via the pretty pines of the lower glens. A true classic.

TRANSPORT

Stagecoach Bluebird bus 201

from Aberdeen to Braemar.

From there you have to walk,

hitch or cycle to Linn of Quoich!

www.travelinescotland.com

0871 200 2233

PUBS / GRUB

Bar at the Braemar Lodge

Hotel, Braemar (01339) 741627

The Old Bakery Restaurant

and Cofee House, Braemar

(01339) 741415

The Bothy (café), Braemar

(01339) 741242

ACCOMMODATION

Braemar Youth Hostel

(01339) 741659

Habitat@Ballater bunkhouse

(01339) 753752

Braemar Caravan & Camping

Site (01339) 741373

PRACTICALITIES

Fuel, cash, outdoor gear and 

limited groceries available in 

Braemar. For more shops, pubs, 

cafes, takeaway food and other 

facilities head west down the 

A93 to Ballater, or south over 

Glen Shee to Blairgowrie.

LOCAL INFO

Visitscotland Information

Centre, Braemar (01339) 741600

Eastern giants
DAYS
IN THE

Take on a classic backpacking adventure through some of 

Scotland’s wildest mountain terrain, suggests Dan Bailey.

2

Route 10 (Day 1)
Linn of Quoich to  
Moine Bhealaidh

Route 11 (Day 2)
Moine Bhealaidh 
to Linn of Quoich

Cairngorms
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Route code TRL0779

In association with

GET THIS ROUTE
ON YOUR PHONE!

DAY 1  23.7km/14¾ miles 10 hours

DECEMBER 2015

Distance 23.7km

(14¾ miles)

Total ascent 1356m

Time 10 hours

Start car park at Linn

of Quoich (NO117909);

inish wild camp on

the Moine Bhealaidh

(NJ070005)

Terrain a long stretch

on easy forest tracks,

then a woodland path

in upper Glen Quoich;

pathless rough ground

over Creag an Dail Mhor

onto Carn Eas, then

easy on Ben Avon’s

summit plateau. Both

sides of The Sneck

are steep and rocky

but Beinn a’ Bhuird’s

summit plateau is

gentle going. Note:

Quoich Water may be

hard to cross in lood.

Maps OS Landranger

(1:50,000) 36 & 43;

OS Explorer (1:25,000)

403 & 404; Harvey

British Mountain

Map (1:40,000)  

The Cairngorms

Guidebook Great 

Mountain Days in 

Scotland by Dan Bailey,

pb Cicerone

ROUTE 10Always take a 
map out with 

you on the hillCairngorms

the river, climbing

briely through

trees to a vehicle

track. Follow this

through scattered

Scots pines for

roughly 5.5km into

upper Glen Quoich.

2 NO092951 Where

the track dips to

meet the river you’ve a

choice: either stay on the

south bank on a rough

boggy path, or carefully

ford the river to join a

much easier trail on the

north bank. The second

may not be safe if the

water level is high. Both

routes run upstream

through a thriving wood

of native pines, rejoining

after about 2km. Now out

of the trees and into open

moorland, follow the

zigzag trail uphill to meet

a path running south-

north. Take this north

for roughly 1km.

3 NO117968 Turn

right of the path to

climb untracked heathery

terrain onto the minor

summit of Carn Eag Dhubh

(point 784m; unnamed on

some maps). Stay with the

high ground up the broad

ridge to the rocky top of

Creag an Dail Mor, then

descend briely north-

north-west into a col.

Zigzag up steep grass

slopes to reach Ben Avon’s

summit plateau at a small

spring. Though you could

make a beeline straight

for the top, it’s worth irst

bearing left to the high

point of Carn Eas for the

amazing view it afords of

Beinn a’ Bhuird’s craggy

eastern corries.

4 NO122992 Head

north across the

plateau, with the view

1 NO117909 From

the car park at the

end of the public road

cross a bridge over the

Quoich Water, then turn

left on a path beside

the river, passing one

boarded-up cottage

to reach a second by

a roaring cataract in a

ravine, the Linn of Quoich.

Stay on the east side of

continuing to unfold to 

your left. The vast scale of 

these high plains will soon 

become apparent; in fact 

Ben Avon and Beinn a’ 

Bhuird between them 

have more land above 

1000m than any other 

hills in Scotland. It’s 

easy striding on 

close-cropped turf 

and gravel, and 

you’ll soon hit 

the edge of 

the Garbh 

Choire, the 

cavernous 

hollow 

shared by  

the two hills 

that’s famous 

both for its 

clifs and its 

stunning 

remoteness. 

Turn right over a 

broad minor summit, 

then climb to Leabaidh 

an Daimh Bhuidhe, the 

striking granite tor that 

forms the summit of  

Ben Avon. The top is 

reached by an easy 

scramble; entertaining

harder variations are

also available.

5 NJ132019 Retrace 

your steps along the 

rim of the Garbh Choire, 

then descend a steep 

eroded path eastwards 

into The Sneck, the col 

that joins Ben Avon to 

Beinn a’ Bhuird – often a 

wind tunnel. Climb the 

similarly steep and stony 

western side of the col 

onto Beinn a’ 

Bhuird’s grassy 

summit plateau and make

your way onto the little

rocky knoll of Cnap a’

Chleirich. Stride on over

the tabletop, heading

roughly west-south-west

past the edge of the

dramatic Coire nan Clach

to reach the cairn marking

the incremental rise of

North Top, Beinn a’

Bhuird’s high point.

Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●

Munros 2 

Ben Avon

6 NJ092006 Descend 

almost due west to  

a broad grassy shoulder, 

with the vast emptiness 

of the Moine Bhealaidh 

spread out below, as wild  

a spot as you’ll ind in the 

Cairngorms. Pick your 

way down 

through a 

steep 

boulder ield to reach 

gentler ground. It’s 

probably time to start 

thinking camp sites. If the 

weather is too ify for the 

wide open slopes continue 

downhill to around the 

870m contour, where 

scenic sheltered spots can 

be found among hollows 

and tiny lochans.
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In association with

GET THIS ROUTE
ON YOUR PHONE!

DAY 2 29km/18 miles 10½ hours

Distance 29km

(18 miles)

Total ascent 1123m

Time 10½ hours

Start wild camp on

the Moine Bhealaidh

(NJ070005); inish

car park at Linn of

Quoich (NO117909)

Terrain the Moine

Bhealaidh is hard to

navigate, but easy

ground; ascent of Beinn

a’ Chaorainn is path-

free, while its descent

on a clear path includes

a steep eroded section;

from head of Glen Derry

to Hutchison Hut is

rough and pathless,

then clear paths; Beinn

Mheadhoin’s summit

tor is a short Grade

1 scramble; Derry 

Cairngorm and Little

Cairngorm are rocky;

inish on tracks, tarmac

Maps OS Landranger

(1:50,000) 36 & 43;

OS Explorer (1:25,000)

403 & 404; Harvey

British Mountain  

Map (1:40,000)  

The Cairngorms

1 NJ070005 The

Moine Bhealaidh

looks boggy, but its

northern rim is well-

drained gravel heath.

Descend to the low point

of this huge saddle at the

head of the Allt Cumh na

Coinnich (alternative

camp) then bear right on a

long climb towards Beinn

a’ Chaorainn’s eastern

top. Contour below this

top to a col on the skyline,

Strenuousness ●●●●●

Navigation ●●●●●

Technicality  ●●●●●

Munros 3

Beinn Mheadhoin

DECEMBER 2015
ROUTE 11 Cairngorms

where a scattering of

pools ofer yet more

camping inspiration. Here

head west-south-west up

the broad spur leading to

Beinn a’ Chaorainn’s

stony summit.

2 NJ045013 Join the

well-worn baggers’

path down the south-

west lank to the grassy

shoulder overlooking the

glen of the Lairig an

Laoigh, a fault that

cuts through the 

Cairngorms. 

From  

 

here 

there’s an 

inspiring 

view of the 

craggy head 

-wall of Coire 

Etchachan with 

the hulk of Ben 

Macdui swelling 

beyond. Steep eroded

trails descend to the Lairig

just south of its high point.

The easiest way onto

Beinn Mheadhoin is irst

to contour the rough

ground under the

southern face of Stob

Coire Etchachan – paths

are imaginary – then cross

the Derry Burn to reach

the Hutchison Hut, a small

but superbly placed bothy.

3 NO022998 Follow  

a path west-north-

west up the head of Coire 

Etchachan, climbing 

beneath impressive clifs 

to the outlow of Loch 

Etchachan at the 

subsidiary lochan at its

east end. Set in a rugged

hollow, with its shoreline

higher than some Munros,

the main loch is the

highest body of water of

signiicant size in Britain.

It’s a uniquely arctic-

feeling 

place 

– especially if 

you dare a dip! A 

scree path now winds 

up the steep south-west 

lank of Beinn Mheadhoin. 

Up on its tabletop summit 

pass a series of minor tops

and granite tors to reach

the big tor that forms the

mountain’s high point.

Climb it via a short

scramble up the 

north-east side.

4 NJ024017 Return

to Loch Etchachan,

then take the obvious

path south-west, climbing

towards Ben Macdui. It’s

possible to visit Macdui’s

summit, but with so far

still to walk most people

will opt not to.

Instead after

climbing the trail for about

800m distance, turn of

left and head south to the

shallow col between the

minor top of Creagan a’

Choire Etchachan and

the clifs of Coire Sputan

Dearg. Continue in

roughly the same line

over easy ground to the

lower col below Derry

Cairngorm. A rough, stony

climb of about 1km brings

you to the rock-strewn

dome of the summit, a

grand viewpoint on the

hills you walked

earlier in the day.

5 NO017980 The  

trail continues 

south-south-east down 

the summit ridge to the 

stony top of Little 

Cairngorm (1040m; not 

named on all maps).  

A short rock-strewn 

descent then leads to 

easier ground, a broad 

ridge gradually declining 

to a col above Coire na 

Saobhaidh. To the south 

now is the little top of Carn 

Crom. Start up towards 

the peak, then bear left on 

an unexpectedly exciting 

traverse path above the 

crags of the corrie. Back  

on more straightforward 

terrain, the path then 

makes a long descent 

south-east into the pine 

woods of Glen Derry.

6 NO040935 Cross  

a new footbridge 

over the Derry Burn, 

then pass the old Derry 

Lodge to follow the 

vehicle track down Glen 

Lui towards the car park 

at Linn of Dee. After 

roughly 3km the main 

route crosses Lui Water, 

but instead stay on the 

east bank. A track climbs 

and then contours 

through the delightful 

pine woods of Doire 

Bhraghad for about 2km  

to reach the minor road 

midway between Linn of 

Dee and Linn of Quoich.  

A inal 4km on tarmac  

gets you home.

1

2

3

4

5

6

DAY 2
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Cairngorms

Looking over to A’ Chioch  

from Beinn a’ Bhuird’s Cnap  

a’ Chleirich top (day one).

Ben Macdui and the crags  

of Coire Sputan Dearg from  

Derry Cairngorm (day two).

Derry Cairngorm (right) from a camp 

high on the Moine Bhealaidh.
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 Here, you’ve 
reached one of the 

least trodden places 
in the Cairngorms.

The Hutchison Memorial Hut – a tiny 

bothy in a stunning location. 
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WALKS 
OF A 

LIFETIME
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14km/8¾ miles 6½ hours

Central Highlands

Drink in unbelievable views of Rannoch Moor and

unlock Buachaille Etive Mor’s hidden secret with this

high mountain traverse, courtesy of Jeremy Ashcroft.

Buachaille Etive Mor

Buachaille Etive Mor towers above  

the beautiful falls of the River Etive. 

© IAN SWEET / ALAMY STOCK PHOTO
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T
he towering sentinel of Buachaille

Etive Mor casts its resolute presence

out across the entire expanse of 

Rannoch Moor. The synergy between 

mountain and moor is complete; a form  

of wilderness yin and yang, one without  

the other would seem inconceivable.  

The ever-changing light of sun and storm 

illuminate each element of the two in a 

mesmeric visual feast. There are a select

number of mountains dotted around the globe

that are graced with a similar independent 

skyline and a complementing foreground;  

but for most, these mountains are out of 

reach. Tucked away among rough and  

remote country, they are the preserve of 

mountaineers. Buachaille Etive Mor is 

di�erent: its majestic form is there for all to 

see, courtesy of the old military road and its

present-day replacement – the A82. Viewed

from buses, trucks and a multitude of cars,  

its majestic form strains the necks and casts  

a spell over all who pass beneath it, etching  

a permanent image on collective memoirs. 

Rightly so has it become a much-loved and 

cherished icon of Highland Scotland.

The great north- and east-facing crags  

that overshadow the moor and the road are, 

however, only part of the story. Hidden from 

view behind them lies a long ridge that runs  

in a south-easterly direction. It is bounded to 

the south side by the deep cut of Glen Etive, 

and to the north by the formidable trench  

of the Lairig Gartain. The crest undulates  

and provides a magniicent ridge-walk. It is 

accessed via a path through Coire na Tulaich, 

which bypasses the precipitous crags of the 

main face and leads to the irst and highest 

summit of Stob Dearg. The adventure from 

here crosses the whole of the ridge and  

gives an exhilarating mixture of expansive 

views and sensationally positioned paths.  

A quick backtrack from the inal summit gets 

you to the head of Coire Altruim for a steady 

descent and return via Lairig Gartain.
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HIGH POINTS

Stob Dearg 1022m/3,353ft

Stob na Doire 1011m/3,317ft

Stob na Broige 956m/3,136ft

Stob Coire Altruim 941m/3,087ft

Blackrock Cottage huddling below 

Buachaille Etive Mor.

Sadly Buachaille Etive Mor catches its 

fair share of weather so you can never 

guarantee a view from its summit even 

when nearby peaks are clear. 
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1 NN220563 The car park at the start of the

route is small; if it’s full there is another one

1km west along the A82. From the Altnafeadh

car park carefully cross the A82 and take the path

south to cross the River Coupall by the footbridge.

Follow the path on the other side past the two

climbing huts (Lagangarbh and Black Rock

Cottage) and up to the mouth of Coire na Tulaich.

2 NN218549 Under summer conditions the

path up through Coire na Tulaich is rough

with sections over scree and rock, but manageable

for most walkers. Under snow and ice it is a

very diferent proposition and needs careful

consideration. There are two main issues. Firstly

it is prone to avalanche, so you should irst have

checked the avalanche forecast before you set

of; and even then it would be prudent to check

conditions locally as you progress to satisfy

yourself that it safe to proceed. The second issue

is the headwall slope below the col: it steepens

considerably when banked out with snow and

frequently becomes very icy. You need to be

conident moving on steep snow and ice to

negotiate under these conditions.

3 NN216541 Topping out at the col at the head

of Coire na Tulaich is a revealing experience.

For the irst time you get to see the magniicence

of Buachaille Etive Mor’s hidden crest. It extends

away in a twisting roller coaster that just cries out

to be walked. First however there is the small

matter of gaining Stob Dearg (irst Munro). To do

this, turn east and follow the narrow rocky crest

to gain the highest point marked by meagre cairn

towards the end of the summit crest. There are

few views as expansive as those from the top of

Stob Dearg: the whole of Rannoch Moor is laid out

in one direction and then in the other there is

the hugely impressive view across Glen Coe.

4 NN222542 Return to the col at the head 

of Coire na Tulaich and then head west  

to make the short ascent to the minor top  

at spot height 902m. Here a path can be  

seen heading south-west along the main 

crest; follow it pleasantly to gain  

the summit of Stob na Doire.

14km/8¾ miles 6½ hours

 The synergy  
between mountain  

and moor is complete. 

❯

METRES

ABOVE SEA

LEVEL

1400
1200
1000

800
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Altnafeadh Altnafeadh

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

GRADIENT
PROFILE Coire na Tulaich Stob Dearg Stob na Doire Lairig GartainStob na Bròighe

2 543 6 71

Buachaille Etive Mor as seen across Glen Coe 

from high on Beinn a' Chrulaiste.
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Distance 14km

(8¾ miles)

Total ascent 1250m

Time 6½ hours

Start/inish car park  

on A82 at NN220563

Nearest town Glencoe

Terrain rough moor, 

steep craggy corrie,

scree, exposed col,

rocky crest and summit, 

undulating ridge, grassy 

corrie, river crossing, 

steep-sided glen

Maps OS Landranger 

(1:50,000) 41; OS

Explorer (1:25,000) 384; 

British Mountain Maps 

(1:40,000) Ben Nevis 

and Glencoe

Accommodation

SYHA Glencoe (01855) 

811219, www.syha.org.

uk; Clachaig Inn (01855) 

811252, www.clachaig.

com; Kings House

Hotel (01855) 851259 

www.kingshousehotel.

co.uk. Glencoe Camping 

and Caravan Club

Site (01855) 811397

www.campingand-

caravanclub.co.uk

Public transport

trains and buses to

Fort William or Bridge 

of Orchy then buses

to Glencoe: Traveline 

(buses) 0871 200 2233; 

National Rail Enquiries 

08457 484950

Guidebooks The High 

Mountains of Britain

and Ireland by Irvine

Butterield, pb Baton 

Wicks; The Central

Highlands by Peter

Hodgkiss pb SMC; The 

Munros by D Bennet &  

R Anderson, pb SMC

Strenuousness●●●●●

Navigation ●●●●●

Technicality ●●●●●

Munros 2

Trail 100s 1
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5 NN207532 There are two

paths leading away from the

summit of Stob na Doire and it’s

important to descend the correct

one; it leads south-west down a

ridge to reach the narrow col that

separates head of Coire Altruim

from the head of Coire na Doire.

Continue south-west across the

irst col and then climb to a second

col at a slightly higher level. Take

note of this col as on the return you

will need to turn of left and make

the descent via the path on the

north side that clearly drops down

into Coire Altruim. From the second

col climb the crest path to reach

the summit of Stob Coire Altruim.

From here a narrow crest leads

easily to the inal summit (and

second Munro) Stob na Broige.

6 NN190525 Reaching the

summit of Stob na Broige is

another revealing experience,

but this time the best views

are to the south-west along

the narrow deile of Glen

Etive towards the

sparking waters of

Loch Etive. Once

you have

inished on

top, return along the ridge to the

higher of the two cols passed earlier.

7 NN200529 From the col take 

the path north through Coire 

Altruim to a crossing of the River 

Coupall. If the river is high you 

may need to go upstream to 

ind a safe crossing point. The 

path on the north side of the 

river is followed north-

west down the Lairig 

Gartain all the way to 

the A82. Turn right 

and follow the 

road north-east 

back to the 

start. 
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Stob na Doire and Stob Dearg  

on Buachaille Etive Mor.
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 The crest  
undulates  

and provides a  
magnificent ridge-walk 
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This epic route will be

right on the upper limit

of comfort zones for

many hillwalkers.

Starting with a long

walk-in from Sligachan

then a rocky ascent

up Sgurr nan Gillean’s immense eastern

lank, the second you crest the south-east

ridge your heart will start to lutter. The

entire Black Cuillin range spreads out

before you, and the terrain is demanding.

The ridge begins with some enjoyable

Isle of Skye

Sgurr nan GilleanSE ridge

scrambling on large blocks, before a few

committing moves up a narrow chimney

lead to an incredibly narrow and exposed

arête. The summit is only a few nervous

footsteps away here – but if you aren’t

rock-solid with heights it will feel like

miles. And, to cap it all o�, you have to

return the same way! An experienced

walking buddy, and possibly a rope and

helmet, will help ease the nerves – and

your reward is one of Britain’s inest

(and tiniest) mountain summits.

Oli Reed, deputy editor

“The easiest way up the

mountain, but not to be u .

Route-inding can be a problem in poor 

visibility, and the crucial section is high up 

near the summit. This was the line followed 

by Professor James Forbes and Duncan 

MacIntyre when they made the irst  

ascent of the peak in 1836.”

The Scottish Mountaineering Club,  

Skye Scrambles

“The South East Ridge has a number of 

evident ways onto it, but the higher you 

climb the harder does the going become, 

sooner or later calling into play one’s sense 

of what is comfortable and what is not. It is 

stressed that no one should be tempted here 

to extend the limits of their experience.”

Terry Marsh, The Isle of Skye:

a walker’s guide

“Although mostly a rough walk this involves 

a grade 3 exposed scramble just below the 

summit, making Sgurr nan Gillean one of the 

hardest Cuillin Munros to climb. The southeast 

ridge is sometimes called the tourist route,  

but that doesn’t mean it’s easy.”

Chris Townsend,

THEY SAY.WE SAY...

YOU SAY...

Scrambling on the lower section of

Sgurr nan Gillean’s south-east ridge,

with the adjoining peak of Sgurr

Beag shrouded in cloud behind.

For me Sgurr nan Gillean is the most 

aesthetically pleasing mountain in the UK, 

whichever angle you view it from. A stunner! 

I’ve been up it six times so far and always via 

the south-east ridge ’Tourist Route’. I quite 

fancy the west ridge as well, but it’s graded 

Moderate and I don’t carry ropes.

Anthony Bonsen

Pinnacle Ridge (on the northern lank of 

the mountain) is a grand adventure – airy 

ridges, grippy slabs, downclimbs, an abseil 

and a small summit with a great viewpoint. 

Descending down the ’Tourist Route’ SE ridge 

makes a great outing, and a pint of Pinnacle 

in the Sligachan tops it of nicely.

John Walker

The most nervous I’ve been on a mountain

scramble. The ridge narrows so much at

the top that I had to shule along it on my

backside. Don’t go up there is it’s windy!

Steve Lally

Sgurr nan Gillean, with all it

a real feeling of adventure – and I ind this a

very interesting ridge indeed. Anyone new

to the area needs to prepare for long days! 

Michael Kent
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A daring route that allows brave walkers to sneak onto Skye’s Cuillin Ri .

RIDGE 
GUIDE



Sgurr nan Gillean SE ridge

Pinnacle Ridge

West Ridge

Co e nan Allt Geala &
Sligachan

Sgurr Beag
Lota Corrie
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RIDGE INFO

Region Isle of Skye

Mountain Sgurr

nan Gillean

Location NG473251

Maps OS Explorer

(1:25,000) 411; Harvey

Superwalker (1:25,000)

XT25 Skye The Cuillin

Technicality Grade 3

scramble
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High on the SE ridge as the terrain begins to steepen.

As height is gained a slightly easier line is followed on the left side

of the crest to a chimney. Easier ground above the chimney is

reached by bridging up it then breaking out right. Ignore the ledge

on the left; instead gain the corner and climb it to the right using

the lakes for holds. Slabs above lead to a zigzag to the right and a

further right traverse to regain the crest.

The lower section of the crest is littered 

with big blocks and rough, exposed 

sections of volcanic breccia.

An exposed step leads onto a very

exposed section of the crest; make a

tricky step up and cross the slabs

beyond (distinct red colour). A further

exposed narrowing then leads direct

to the summit.

The way up onto the crest through 

Coire nan Allt Geala involves some 

easy scrambling and rough 

boulder ields. Once on the crest 

the scrambling is committing –  

and you should not attempt any 

section you are not conident 

returning down as the way of the 

summit is by the same route.
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THE MAP

This is an extract from the BMC and Harvey-created British Mountain Map: Snowdonia South (1:40,000).  

Lightweight and weatherproof, it is available from www.harveymaps.co.uk and www.thebmc.co.uk/shop for £15.
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Rugged, rough, and ready for your boots: this prime patch of Snowdonian

highland can surprise with how wild its modest summits can feel...

The Rhinogs 

SnowdoniaMAP 
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OTRAIL'S JANUARY ISSUE HITS THE SHOPS ON 3 DECEMBER. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH!

First ascent

Mountain moments

WHEN November 2004 

WHERE Moelwyn Bach, north Wales

PHOTOGRAPHER Tom Bailey

TRAIL ISSUE April 2005, Do a First Ascent in Britain

25
    1990

2015

years

All routes on all UK mountains have been 

ascended, named, stamped onto history, 

right? Wrong: they haven’t – not even close. 

Actual summits may be an unlikely prize, but 

there are ribs and buttresses of rock on some 

of our most popular hills that have never felt 

the scratch of a boot or the tickle of a hand.  

As for the rest, the tendency of humans to 

stick to paths and well-travelled lines means 

the possibility to become a bona ide irst 

ascender of your own little bit of history is 

almost boundless. Trail writer Will Cockrell 

found this out in 2004, when – in the 

company of scrambling guru Jon Sparks –  

he researched, found and climbed  this  

virgin Grade 1/2 ridge on the eastern  

lank of Moelwyn Bach.
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Gear: a short history

H
ello everyone – thanks for 

joining us to celebrate the 

many milestones, innovations 

and events that have shaped 

the history of outdoor walking gear. 

From the tweed jackets and paraffin 

stoves used on those legendary British 

Everest expeditions of the 1920s to 

the futuristic technologies and fabrics 

we see on the fells today, the kit we 

use to explore the great outdoors has 

transformed beyond all recognition.

I’ve been working for Trail, or  

Trail Walker as it was known then, 

since its first issue in July 1990 and  

the level of change in the appearance 

and performance of outdoor gear  

in that time has been astonishing. 

What a difference 25 years makes! 

Gear is now lighter and generally 

better designed… or is it? The easiest 

way to compare the changes I’ve seen 

is to look back at how my own gear 

choices have evolved.

Back in 1990, I wore either a pair of 

trail shoes – such as a pair of studded 

Walsh PB fell running shoes – a pair of 

Brasher Hillmaster boots or a pair of 

Zamberlan Alpinlite leather 3-4 season 

boots. The magazine would get letters 

of complaint if I accidentally took a 

photograph of myself on the Lakeland 

fells in a pair of running shoes, yet 

today anyone wearing traditional 

walking boots is viewed as being  

over-equipped by some observers!  

It’s funny how perceptions shift.

The biggest difference I’ve noticed 

over the past quarter of a century is 

people’s choice of footwear. There’s 

now a whole category of low-ankle 

footwear known as approach shoes, 

multi-activity shoes, cross trainers, 

trail running shoes and much more.  

In some cases today’s models are better 

than the ones we used in 1990, but 

primarily the big difference is that 

there is now far more choice. In terms 

of winter footwear I wore a pair of 

pink plastic Koflach boots in the Alps 

and in Scotland – and they weighed 

a ton! These days winter boots are so 

much lighter, while maintaining that 

all-important stiffness and support 

needed for use on snow and ice. 

They’ve come a long way.

On the hills I used either a bumbag 

or locally made fell running rucksack 

to carry my gear – often something like 

a Karrimor Hot Earth 40, a Karrimor 

Alpiniste 45 or a Karrimor Jaguar 65 

rucksack. The Karrimor sacks didn’t 

wear out and were perfect, although 

today they’re a little more comfortable 

thanks to increased airflow across the 

back. Modern rucksacks tend to be 

lighter than those classic Karrimor 

predecessors, but I don’t think  

they’re any more durable.

5
YEARS OF CHANGE
Graham Thompson has been Trail's walking gear guru 

since 1990 and he’s witnessed over two decades of huge 

transformation. But have things changed for the better? 

This image: due to smaller tents 
and waterproofs we now often 
use lighter rucksacks, but  
the humble Sigg water bottle 
remains a classic piece of kit.

Left: GT in Greenland 
with one of Vaude's �rst 
seam-sealed rucksacks, 
plus the obligatory black  
Ronhill Tracksters  
and a huge Camera  
Care Systems camera 
case he still uses today.
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In terms of staying dry in the 

early 90s, I wore Berghaus Gore-Tex 

waterproof jackets – either a Lightning 

for backpacking or Trango Extrem 

for mountaineering. Hardly any early 

jackets had hoods with wired peaks, 

but the Berghaus models were great. 

Gore-Tex material is now lighter and 

more breathable, and at last there are 

more hoods that allow you to see when

turning your head! One downside

of modern jackets, though, is that 

they tend to be shorter, so you need 

overtrousers to keep your thighs dry.

For fans of retro gear, the trousers 

I sported in my early Trail years 

were Ronhill Tracksters. I used to 

drool over all the great trousers that 

were available in the outdoor stores

of Chamonix, but these days they’re

everywhere and come in a vast array

of designs. For insulation I most often

wore a Karrimor Alpiniste jacket made

from Polartec fleece, while the Lowe

Alpine mountain cap had also just

become available – and is still a firm

favourite of mine.

For camping, I regularly slept in

a Saunders Spacepacker tent that

weighed just 1.9kg, while for comfort  

I kipped on a yellow foam Karrimat. 

These days most of us choose inflatable 

mats, which ironically are often 

heavier than the basic mats of the 90s! 

Is today’s gear superior to that of 

1990? Possibly not, but what we do 

have now is vast amounts of choice.

Whether you’re out for a stroll in the

Dales or backpacking across Scotland,

you’ll find thousands of pieces of kit

to suit every activity and budget. Our

choices of outdoor kit, much like the

great British mountain destinations

we use them in, are endless.

See you on the hill.

Gear is 
now lighter and 
better designed 
...or is it? 

Back in the 90s black and white 
images were the norm, but colours 

were often brighter while jackets 
were built to tackle the worst of 

weather. This shot shows a typical 
Trail day on Crib Goch in horrid 

weather, where a wired peak  
hood really comes into its own.

The glory days of 1990s kit 
– when shorts were short 
and purple was cool!

Modern sleeping 
mats are comfy and 

easy to inlate, but 
often weigh more 

than the foam mats 
that were popular  

in the 80s and 90s.
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1855 The windproof and waterproof 

rubberised silk jacket, weighing 148 

grams and able to be folded into a 

cigar case, makes its debut after 20 

years of development. The jacket 

takes its name from the process of 

‘rubberising’ silk – the Macintosh 

process – and established Manchester 

as the world centre of waterproof 

manufacturing. 

1861 Blacks of Greenock is founded 

in Scotland. Though primarily a 

sail-makers, the company was forced 

to diversify with the advent of steam 

power, and soon their tents dominated 

the market. While now primarily 

known as a retailer, they 

continue to make tents 

under their traditional 

name to this day. 

 

1862 Mountaineer 

Edward Whymper first 

uses a tent he designed 

specifically for 

mountain-

eering 

expeditions. 

Supported by 

alpenstock 

axes and 

featuring – in 

later incarnations – 

Macintosh fabric, this 

4-person, 8kg tent was still being sold 

100 years later. 

1862 Romantic poet Thomas De 

Quincey, in one of many adventurous 

al fresco wanderings, describes an 

invention that was likely one of the  

first purpose-built solo tents: ‘a canvas 

tent manufactured by myself, and not 

larger than an ordinary umbrella: but 

to pitch this securely I found difficult; 

and on windy nights it became  

a troublesome companion.’ 

1863 Bristol Quaker and 

mountaineer Francis Tuckett tests  

his prototype of a ‘sleeping bag’.

1877 The oilskin is invented in 

Sweden, and with it the first true 

‘rainwear’ company begins, named 

after the inventor and founder:  

Captain Juell Helly Hansen. 

1878 Scottish Francophile Robert 

Stevenson, newly rechristened ‘Louis’, 

decamps for a twelve-day adventure  

in the French Cevennes mountains. 

With him he has a self-made ‘sausage... 

green waterproof cart-cloth without 

and blue sheep’s fur within.’ It’s 

probably the first bivvy bag. After  

his first night, he comments on  

‘how easy and pleasant it had been, 

even in this tempestuous weather.’   

1892 The first soot-free kerosene 

stove is designed and made by Frans  

W Lindqvist in Sweden. The stove  

is named Primus.

1908 The design of a new 10-point 

crampon is passed from a British-

German railway engineer named  

Oscar Eckenstein to an Italian 

blacksmith named Henry Grivel.  

This new invention reduces the need 

for step-cutting, and ice axes that  

were previously 6ft long alpenstocks 

and required both hands suddenly 

become abruptly shorter and suitable 

for one-handed use.  

1919 Following World War One the 

outdoors movement is dominated by 

ex-military apparel. Tweed jackets, 

plus fours, gaiters, wool balaclavas 

– most of it army surplus gear – and 

‘fellpoles’ are standard kit for those 

who walk for recreation, by this  

point still a small movement. 

Zips before there was Velcro! Crampons before the 

zips! And did you know that the family who created 

Scarpa also created Guinness? Read on for the  

occasionally surprising story of outdoor kit to date...

Eckenstein 10- 
point crampons.

OUTDOOR GEAR:

  

Thomas De 
Quincey: 
an early 
gear guru? ©
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1924
The much-publicised British 

Everest expedition of this 

year – which resulted in the 

deaths of George Mallory 

and Andrew Irvine 

– reflected state-of-

the-art theory for 

high mountain 

equipment married 

to traditionally 

tested stalwarts. 

Silk undergarments, 

woollen sweaters, 

‘gabardine’ waxed cotton 

wind-jacket, leather flying 

helmet and lightweight leather 

boots with v-shaped nails were 

among Mallory’s clothes. 

A gear enthusiast, 

Irvine was also 

experimenting  

with a quirky  

device known  

as a ‘lightning 

fastener’ – later 

ubiquitous as the zip 

– to avoid button-fiddling 

with cold hands. 

Mallory (left) 
and Irvine. 
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Gear: the story so far

1930 S.C.A.R.P.A. –

an acronym for Società

Calzaturieri Asolani

Riuniti Pedemontana

Anonima (Association of

Footwear Manufacturers

from the mountain area

of Asolo) – is founded in

Italy. Despite traditional

Italian values and craft, the

founder is Anglo-Irish businessman

Rupert Edward Cecil Lee Guinness.

He would go on to establish

the Guinness Book of World

Records in 1955. His ancestors

also devised a dark alcoholic

drink of note...

1937 The so-called ‘slide

fastener’ finally catches on in

the fashion circles of Paris, nearly

50 years after the initial patent

was received. The ‘battle of the fly’

ensues, where the pros and cons of

potentially painful closure

systems are debated. Esquire

magazine cautiously calls

the victor ‘the newest

tailoring idea for men’,

and the fact there is a

‘zip’ on just about

everything these

days meant it was

a good one.

1941 After a day of hunting in the

French Jura mountains, George de

Mestral inspects the mechanism by

which the hooks of burrs attached

themselves to the looped wool in his

pants and his dog’s coat. Soon after, he

invents Velcro – named after velours

(velvet) and crochet (hooks).

1944 The British Mountaineering

Council (BMC) is founded.

1945 Post-war, military surplus gear

is again back in favour for recreational

outdoor use. Now available is

ex-War Department kit including

lightweight nylon waterproofs, tents,

and grippy, lightweight Vibram-

soled boots which perform well in

winter. With better kit post-war,

mountaineering makes great advances.

1946 Karrimor forms in Lancashire.

The first products are cycle bags.

1948 Leki formed

in Germany.

Henry Grivel’s son Laurent makes the 

decision to add two extra points to the  

front of the crampon. This augmentation  

is credited as being critical to the first  

ascent of the Eiger’s north face in 1938. 

1929
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Vibram soles found 
their �rst calling  

in the military.
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1953 A British expedition led by 
John Hunt puts New Zealander 
Edmund Hillary and Nepali Tenzing 
Norgay on the summit of Everest. 

Among their gear: Primus stoves
(below), 'Grenfell’ suits (right), the
advanced Northamptonshire-made
SATRA boots and Kendal Mint Cake.

1958 In response to three English 
climbers being killed when their 
wooden-shafted axes break, 
mountaineer and outdoor safety 
pioneer Hamish MacInnes invents 
the first all-metal ice axe. 

1960 Fjällräven is founded in 
Örnsköldsvik, Sweden. Its name 
– contrary to intuition – means 
‘Arctic fox’. See page 14.   

1961 Helly Hansen launches 
pile, designed to retain warmth 
when wet. Condensation is 
still a big problem – cotton 
and wool underclothes 
with jerseys, breeches, 
Ventile cotton anoraks 

and PU-coated cagoules are still
standard for most walkers.

1961 Mountain Equipment is formed
in Manchester. Then a down specialist, 
its gear has been used on every British 
first ascent of an 8000m peak since. 

1964 The first 
front-pointed crampons 
are imported to Britain 

by Italian company Salewa. 

1966 Andrew Mitchell acquires 
tentmaker James McIlwraith of  

Govan and re-orders the name of the 
town to create the company name 
Vango. In 1967 the first Vango Force 
Ten tents are launched. See page 16. 

1966 Berghaus launches in 
Newcastle. The name is intended to 
reflect exotic-sounding alpine regions, 
and is German for ‘mountain house’. 

 The outdoor industry 
continues to innovate,  
and kit is as exciting  
as ever. 
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Gear: the story so far

1967 Lowe Alpine is founded by 

three American climbing brothers. 

Their first pack revolutionises rucksack 

design, featuring an internal frame and 

compression straps. See page 18. 

1967 AKU is founded in a workshop 

in Montebelluna, Italy. See page 22.

1968 The Greenland Jacket (right) 

is launched by Fjällräven. Based on 

an original made from tent fabric 

for a mountaineering expedition to 

Greenland, the durable design is the 

first to use waxable G-1000 fabric.

1969 Bob Gore, while working 

with cable insulator polymer 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 

accidentally yanks a string of it hard 

and finds that instead of breaking, 

it expands, creating billions of tiny 

pores. This happy accident eventually 

revolutionises the outdoor industry.

1970 The Cairngorm tragedy,  

when five children and their teacher 

perish  

in winter 

conditions 

while hunting 

for a shelter, 

causes a re-

think of mountain 

safety attitudes. 

1974 Sprayway 

is founded in 

Manchester.  

See page 12.

1975 Helly Hansen launches 

Lifa, polypropylene performance 

underwear, which solves the problem 

of sweat saturation by moving sweat 

away from the skin.  

1976 After 7 years of refinement and 

testing, Gore-Tex fabric is launched 

by Bob Gore as the first breathable, 

waterproof fabric. See page 10.

1977 Berghaus is the first European 

brand to feature Gore-Tex in its 

jackets, followed shortly after by 

Mountain Equipment. The Mountain 

Equipment Cascade 

is described as  

‘not cheap’  

at £38.50.  

1977 Hollow-fibre 

synthetic fill introduced 

into sleeping bags to 

make an affordable 

alternative to down. 

1979 Paul Howcroft 

brings a range of 

light, fast-drying 

polycotton 

clothing to the 

market with 

Rohan clothing. 

Polycotton 

swiftly 

becomes 

Lowe Alpine's 
Exped:  

the �rst 
internal- 

frame  
rucksack.

Climbing Ben Nevis in 2015 kit: 
traditionally inspired, with 
modern execution.
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the go-to product for outdoor gear  

over heavy traditional clothes. 

1979 Polar Fleece launched by 

Malden Mills, later Polartec. It is  

a light, fully synthetic alternative to 

wool. The company later becomes a 

leading developer of synthetic weather-

resistant fabrics such as PowerStretch, 

WindPro and Power Shield. 

1980 Karrimor KSB boot launched 

– the first dedicated boot made from 

lightweight fabrics. It isn’t initially  

a success, but changes the game  

for outdoor footwear and when  

re-launched in 

1990 sells well.

  

1981 Regatta 

founded in 

Manchester.

1983 Primaloft 

founded in New 

York to make insul-

ation for US military kit. See page 20.

1984 Australian Tim McCartney- 

Snape becomes the first to walk from 

sea-level to the summit of Everest. In 

1990 he would found Sea to Summit. 

1984 Páramo founded by Nick 

Brown, named after an area in the 

Andes where early gear was tested. 

1990 Trail magazine launched. 

1999 Waterproof and breathable 

eVent fabric launched, the first 

membrane to rival Gore-Tex. The 

fabric’s USP is added breathability. 

2000 Brasher launches the  

Supalite boot, proving leather boots 

can be as light as their  

fabric competitors.

2001 Gore-Tex Paclite 

launches a trend for light, 

technical gear.

2001 Primus develops the 

OmniFuel stove, designed 

to run on anything that burns. 

2004 Jetboil is launched, 

revolutionising modular stove systems. 

2011 Terra Nova debuts the radical 

Laser Ultra 1. The lightest 2-skin tent 

available at 576g, it costs £650.  

2011 Polartec NeoShell launched,  

a fully waterproof/breathable fabric 

with high levels of air permeability. 

2012 Hydrophobic down begins to 

appear in Berghaus and Rab clothing. 

2013 Polartec launches Alpha, a 

low-bulk, highly breathable insulation.

2014 British brands Berghaus and 

Brasher merge.

2015
Outdoor industry continues to 

innovate: gear is getting ever-

lighter, designs more refined 

and manufacturers increasingly 

environmentally aware. The 

latest innovation in footwear is 

Gore Surround, a lighter, more 

breathable membrane which 

works with side venting in the 

shoe to reduce condensation 

and enable a lighter boot. 

The reduction of potentially 

harmful PFCs (perfluorinated 

compounds or chemicals) in 

waterproof 

gear and 

treatments,  

and the ethical sourcing 

of materials and labour are 

areas manufacturers are rising 

to address. Minimalist camping 

systems, multi-activity clothing 

and physiologically inspired 

carrying systems lead change in 

some areas, whereas traditional 

workmanship and styling also 

remains popular. And outdoor 

kit is as exciting as ever! 

Terra Nova’s  
Laser Ultra 1: 

 amazingly, 
nearly half a 

decade old.
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THE HISTORY OF 
GORE-TEX

Advertising feature

They’ve set the waterproof standard for longer than most of us can remember, but where  

did it all start for GORE-TEX and what made them the standard-bearers they are today?

P
rior to the invention of GORE-TEX fabric, waterproof 

garments were often heavy and uncomfortable, with 

wearers as likely to get wet from perspiration as from 

the elements. Gore’s revolutionary patented membrane 

technology forever changed the standard of performance 

outerwear, resulting in fabrics that form an impenetrable 

barrier against wind and water while also maintaining 

breathability. This is the GORE-TEX story...

1958

1964

 

Bob Gore tests PTFE by stretching it as
rapidly as possible. Instead of breaking,
he discovers the expanded PTFE is strong,
porous and versatile. The watershed 
discovery expands Gore product oferings,
opening the door to GORE-TEX fabrics
and other expanded PTFE products.

s irst sale
fabric to
catalogue,
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FROM BASEMENT TO BIG-TIME

On 1 January Wilbert L.     
(’Vieve’) Gore launch     
in the basement of the    
Delaware. Bill leaves h
giant DuPont to pursu
the untapped potenti
polytetra�uoroethyle

The Gore  
Fabrics Division 
launches its 
improved, 
second- 
generation  
GORE-TEX fabric.

1976
The very irst GORE-TEX 

rainwear goes on sale. 1998
Commercial introduction  

of GORE-TEX PacLite fabric.

2015
New 3-layer Gore C-Knit 

technology in action.
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40 YEARS OF
SPRAYWAY

Advertising feature

Founded in Manchester and 

tested in the Himalayas, 

Sprayway is a much-loved 

British brand that’s been  

kitting out hillwalkers  

for four decades.

F
rom humble beginnings in a 

Chorlton garage to kitting out 

Arctic explorers and National 

Park rangers, Sprayway has 

been keeping the British public warm, 

dry and comfortable since 1974. Inspired 

by the notoriously soggy Manchester 

climate, founders John Hunt and Simon 

Wright began by manufacturing coated 

waterproof jackets that eventually found 

their way to the top of the world. Over 40 

years later Sprayway continues to pioneer 

innovative fabrics and cutting-edge 

outdoor clothing for all walks of life.

1974

198
2

Sprayway’s irst
Gore-Tex jacket
is launched; the
Snipe jacket.

The Torridon jacket
is released in tough
Taslan Gore-Tex
material, and lasts 
almost 20 years in  
the Sprayway range.

Sprayway
launches its
irst Polartec
leeces, the
Epic and Echo.

Gore Windsto
and down
products are
introduced.  nge

 its
 ersary.

 
  

   
 

 

198
7

198
9

1992

1995

1996

1998

1999

2015

2001

2008

A BRITISH ICON THROUGH THE AGES

Sprayway is founded 
by John Hunt and 
Simon Wright, who 
create a range of 
waterproof jackets 
made from 4oz  
PU coated nylon.

Launch of the 
Sprayway ‘For 
Women’ range.

Ultralight 
ripstop Gore-Tex 
fabric is used 
in Sprayway 
clothing for  
the irst time.

Sprayway ambassador 
Alison Hargreaves becomes 
the irst woman to summit 
Everest unsupported and 
without supplementary 
oxygen, but is tragically 
killed on K2 in August.
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FJÄLLRÄVEN
AT NATURE’S SERVICE 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS

Advertising feature

Fusing modern technology with vintage design, Fjällräven’s tents, sleeping 

bags, rucksacks and clothing are adored by outdoor lovers worldwide.

1
9

6
0

1
9

6
4

The irst
condensation-
free tent – the
Termo – is created
by Fjällräven.

Fjällräven’s irst jacket – the
Greenland – is developed in
conjunction with Scandinavian
alpinists. It’s made from durable
G-1000 fabric, and followed two
years later by Greenland trousers.

The irst Fjällräven
Polar event takes
place – a dogsled
competition north
of the Arctic Circle.

The Kajka rucksack
is upgraded with
a birch frame,
decreasing its
carbon emissions
by 90 per cent.

The annual
110km Fjällräven
Classic trek
through Swedish
Lapland is held
for the irst time.

Fjällräven unveils
its Eco-Shell fabric
– a sustainable,
waterproof and
breathable hard
shell material.

The award-winning
Keb trousers, also
made from G-1000
fabric, are released.
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Åke Nordin founds
Fjällräven in a basement
in Örnsköldsvik,after
designing a
revolutionary
aluminium
backpack
frame.

The popular 
Akka tent is 
introduced, 
and is still part 
of Fjällräven’s 
range today. 

The HAP (High 
Alpine Polar) 
sleeping bag 
is released.

The innovative 
Kånken backpack 
is created to 
prevent back 
problems among 
schoolchildren.

F
jällräven’s driving force is simple: to develop products that make  

it easier for people to enjoy the outdoors. Founded over 50 years 

ago, today Fjällräven’s products are sold all around the world –  

with products such as the Greenland jacket, Vidda trousers and 

Kånken backpack becoming all-time classics. As well as making durable  

and functional kit, Fjällräven is always looking for new ways to reduce its  

environmental impact. From its innovative fluorocarbon-free Eco-

Shell range to its sustainable Solution Dyed fabrics and 

industry-leading Down Promise, the company 

strives to protect the nature  

that provides its inspiration.

FROM GREENLAND TO ECO-SHELL – FIVE DECADES OF INNOVATION
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CELEBRATING 
50 YEARS 
OF VANGO

Advertising feature

From the suburbs of Glasgow to the top 

of the world, Vango has been kitting out 

explorers, mountaineers and outdoor 

lovers for half a century.  

Vango is founded in
western Scotland. Its
name is an anagram of the
Govan district of Glasgow 
where the production 
facility was based.

The Vango Force Ten 
Classic tent is launched, 
with the irst use of an 
integrated lysheet  
and ‘A’ pole.

Development of the 
mummy-shaped sleeping 
bag – a irst for the UK 
outdoor market.

Family tents are introduced 
to the Vango range for the 
irst time.

The Tension Band  
System (TBS) is launched, 
which creates a tough 
triangular frame to 
stabilise tunnel tents  
in bad weather.

Vango develops Pro-Tex –  
a lightweight, strong and 
breathable waterproof 
fabric that keeps tents cool 
in hot weather, and also 
warm in cold weather.

First developed for the 
Vango Spirit tent, the 
Gothic Arch pole structure 
increases stability and 
assists water/snow run-
o�. Still a feature of the 
Vango range today.       

Vango starts working with 
the Duke of Edinburgh’s 
Award scheme, producing 
recommended kit for 
Bronze, Silver and  
Gold expeditions.

Vango pioneers the 
AirBeam range of inlatable 
tents, allowing rapid 
inlation without the  
use of poles.

The Solis range of trekking 
tents is launched, designed 
in conjunction with Vango’s 
distributors for warm-
weather trekking.

In 2016 Vango will 
celebrate 50 years  
in the outdoors!

1966

1967

198
4

198
9

1993

1996

2004

2008

2011

2015

2016

THE VANGO STORY

V
ango was founded in western Scotland in 1966, and 

for the past 50 years the company has pushed itself 

and its kit to the limits. By continuously investing 

time in innovation and development, Vango has 

produced a seemingly endless supply of quality outdoor 

kit used by everyone from festival-goers to Arctic 

explorers. Having been involved in historic expeditions 

such as the first British ascent of 

Everest in 1975, Vango remains 

committed to supporting 

anyone who chooses to face 

the toughest challenges in 

the world’s most extreme 

environments.  



c r e at i n g p i o n e e r i n g  p r o d u c t s  s i n c e

b e f o r e m a n  s t e p p e d  o n  t h e  m o o n

m o o n l a n d i n g ,  J u ly  2 0 ,  1 9 6 9

s i n c e  1 9 6 6

LOOKING OUT FROM MISTRAL 300, 2015



LOWE ALPINE
PIONEERS OF MODERN 
MOUNTAIN PACKS

Advertising feature

Having created the world’s irst internal-framed

backpack almost 50 years ago, Lowe Alpine is still

setting the standard in rucksack design today.

L
owe Alpine was founded in 1967 by three brothers from Utah,

USA, who were all fanatical climbers and mountaineers. Their first

creation – The Expedition Pack – was developed in a Colorado

workshed and went on to revolutionise backpack technology.

With Lowe Alpine now approaching its 50th anniversary, we look back

at what makes its packs so well loved by legions of loyal fans across the world.

TheExpeditionPack,
complete with the irst ever
stablising straps, internal
frame, side compression
system and sternum strap.
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Lowe Alpine becomes
the irst company to use
plastic buckles, massively
reducing pack weight
and making fast and light
alpine climbing a reality.
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REVOLUTIONISING RUCKSACKS FOR HALF A CENTURY
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Lowe Alpine’s
updatedAirZone
back system will be
released in 2016.

2016
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IT’S THE IDEAL MIX OF 
RESOLUTE DESIGN AND 
FLAWLESS FUNCTIONALITY 
THAT MAKES THE ALPINE 
ATTACK 35:45 THE RIGHT 
CHOICE FOR MOMENTS 
LIKE THIS



DISCOVER COMFORT AT PRIMALOFT.COM
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Advertising feature

PRIMALOFT
WARMTH, COMFORT AND
FREEDOM SINCE 1988
Ofering the perfect mix of insulation and comfort, PrimaLoft 

has been enhancing outdoor activities for more than 25 years.

W
ith its synthetic insulations that match the thermal performance of 

goose down – including performance fleece and yarns that keep the 

wearer dry even when wet – PrimaLoft gives you the power to forget 

the forecast and enjoy outdoor adventures in any conditions. Having 

been originally developed for the US Army to use in harsh conditions such as 

heavy downpours and bitter cold, for over a quarter of a century PrimaLoft has 

consistently delivered in the development of comfort solutions and innovations 

that defy limitations.

198
3 The US Army asks

PrimaLoft’s founders
to develop a synthetic
insulation with
performance comparable 
to down, that will also keep 
troops warm when wet.

198
6

A patent for synthetic 
down is approved, and  
the US Army starts using 
the water-resistant 
microibre insulation 
known as PrimaLoft Gold.

198
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1993

2000s

2014

2015

PrimaLoft Gold is 
added to home 
furnishings  
such as duvets  
and pillows.

PrimaLoft Eco insulation 
is launched, made from 
recycled bottles.

PrimaLoft 
Microiber is added 
to fabrics such as 
leece and yarn, for use in 
various outdoor products 
including base layers.

PrimaLoft Gold Insulation 
Down Blend is launched, 
made of 30% synthetic 
PrimaLoft ibres and 
70% engineered water-
resistant goose down. 

Launch of PrimaLoft 
Silver Insulation Active, 
the company’s most 
breathable insulation, that 
regulates comfort levels by 
allowing excess heat and 
moisture to escape. 

PrimaLoft is also 
conirmed as the 

largest global supplier 
of environmentally 
sound bluesign- 
approved 
insulations, which 
are featured in 
products from top 
brands such as 

Montane, Rab and 
Berghaus.

PrimaLoft Gold is launched 
to a wider consumer 
audience. 

COMFORT 
SOLUTIONS FOR 
THREE DECADES

Montane’s new Fireball Verso 
jacket, featuring PrimaLoft 

Silver Insulation Active.
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Advertising feature

AKU
TRADITIONAL 
ITALIAN 
WORKMANSHIP 
SINCE 1967
Combining modern technology with Italian 

prestige, AKU boots are designed for people 

that live, work and play in the great outdoors. 

A
KU is an Italian bootmaker that’s 

grown from a small workshop 

into a global brand, with more 

than 40 years’ experience  

in the design and production of high- 

quality outdoor footwear. From rugged 

mountaineering boots to lightweight 

trekking shoes, each model is designed 

and constructed with a genuine love for 

manufacturing built on the prestigious 

tradition of Italian workmanship.  

AKU prides itself on producing  

respectful, ethical products, built  

to withstand the test of time.

1967 Italian boot company
Dinsport Foundation is
created by Galliano Bordin,
with a strong focus on
hunting and forest boots.

Dinsport becomes one 
of the irst brands to use 
Gore-Tex membranes in  
its footwear.

Dinsport launches the 
lightweight, waterproof 
Slope GTX hiking boot.

Air 8000 fabric is  
created to increase 
breathability of 
footwear. Tests 
conirm it o�ers
11.5 times greater
breathability.

The Dinsport  
name is dropped, and
the AKU brand is born.

AKU opens a new factory
in Romania, and today 
all of the company’s 
boots continue to be 
manufactured in Europe.

AKU’s new 
Internal 
Midsole 
System allows
the sole to capture the
foot’s anatomy, and the old 
black logo is updated.

The comfortable and 
stable Transalpina GTX 
boot is released, going on 
to become a worldwide 
best-seller and winning 
many ‘best in test’ awards.

The 30th 
anniversary 
of the Slope 
GTX boot is
celebrated with
a special edition
‘colour’ range tha
takes inspiration from
1980s designs.

AKU continues to reduce  
its environmental impact  
by using locally sourced 
raw materials with  
100% traceability in  
all of its products. 
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LEKI  
FROM SKI SLOPES  
TO MOUNTAIN TRAILS

Advertising feature

Founded by a frustrated skier who recognised the need 

for more advanced equipment, Leki has dominated  

the trekking pole market for over 40 years.

L
eki was the first brand 

to recognise the vital 

importance of poles 

to mountaineering, 

developing the world’s first 

trekking pole in 1974 that 

was used by legendary Italian 

climber Reinhold Messner. Over 

the following four decades Leki 

continually developed and 

remastered its poles, adding 

groundbreaking features 

such as anti-shock 

systems and swing 

optimisers. Today Leki 

remains at the forefront 

of trekking technology, 

with its poles used 

extensively on the 

world’s highest and  

most challenging peaks. 

1948

1970

Aluminium and
composites are
introduced to ski
poles for the irst
time, thanks to Karl’s
past experience in
aircraft construction.

Anti-shock
system
introduced
to Leki
poles.

Leki Nordic
Walking
poles are
released for
the irst time.

The strong
external Speed
Lock system is
developed, and
folding Micro poles
enter the range
for the irst time.

TÜV testing for trekking
poles is introduced, and
Leki’s are the only poles
to meet European and
Japanese standards.

Speed Lock 2
is released –
20% lighter,
25% stronger
and 30%
smaller than its
predecessor.

Klaus Lenhart’s
son Markus
becomes the third
generation of
Lenharts to work
at the company.

1974
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LEKI THROUGH THE AGES: 67 YEARS OF INNOVATION

Leki Lenhart GmbH
is founded by Karl
Leinhart, a keen skier
aiming to develop
more advanced
equipment. He begins
by making new grips
and baskets for poles.

The irst click 
in, click out 
mechanism – 
known as the 
Trigger System 
– is developed for 
straps and gloves.

Klaus Lenhart takes 
over management 
from his father and 
integrates a ‘positive 
angle correction zone’ 
to optimise swing 
action and reduce 
wrist stress.

Turbo disc 
introduced 
to Leki poles, 
allowing 
straps to be 
adjusted or 
locked.





PÁRAMO
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
WITH ETHICAL 
VALUES

Advertising feature

Páramo clothing has delivered optimal  

comfort and cutting-edge hillwalking  

fabrics for almost three decades.

P
áramo was

established in 1989,

with a mission to

improve people’s

outdoor experience by

developing clothing with

superior performance levels.

During the last 27 years,

Páramo has led the way

in ethical manufacture,

sustainability and a

commitment to reduce

environmental impact

within the outdoors.
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THE PÁRAMO STORY

Founder Nick 
Brown observ  
the way mam  
stay dry as the  
fur pumps wat  
away faster
than it can be 
pushed in.

Development 
of Páramo 
range 
continues  
to include  
the iconic  
Alta Jacket. 

All fabri
compon
sourced
o�ciall   
any haz  
PFC tre

More than 150 women are 
employed at the Páramo 
factory, which includes 
a kindergarten and 
education facilities,  
making 4,000 garments 
every month. The new  
Alta III jacket is launched. 

2012

2014

2015

The Páramo
Recycling
Scheme is
launched, 
reducing landill 
and rewarding 
Páramo users. 

Production starts in 
Colombia, working 
with The Miquelina 
Foundation that 
helps vulnerable 
women learn a trade. 

 egins 
 ith 

  Land 
  fset all 

 arbon 
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1997 
Alta Jacket, 

1100g

2015 

Alta III Jacket, 

805g

Rewarding mountain views demand steep

climbs – and generate perspiration. Páramo’s

NEW Alta III Jacket uses uniquely directional

Nikwax Analogy fabric to remove moisture more

effectively, so you can take in the view without 

feeling clammy and chilled. 

Like its top-selling predecessors, the Alta III shrugs off the 

wildest weather. It provides ventilation options so you can 

control your temperature without taking layers on and off. 

The Alta III achieves this in a streamlined design which 

HWPEVKQPU�ƃCYNGUUN[�QP�VJG�JKNN�

Engineered for challenging mountain treks, the Alta III name 

isn’t just given, it’s earned – just like your mountain view!

Extend your comfort zone, visit: www.paramo.co.uk/alta 

NEW Alta III 
Superb views,
no sweat!

W Men’s & Ladies’ 

a III Jackets £280

untain walking jacket 
 intelligent ventilation 
cksack-friendly and 

gned for maps or GPS



BRIDGEDALE
100 YEARS OF COMFORT

Advertising feature

Originally designed for WW1 

troops, John Black launched  

sock production at his Northern  

Ireland factory in 1914. These  

high-quality socks soon built  

a reputation for performance,  

comfort and durability.   

T
his same factory, with its 

years of knitting excellence, 

has manufactured Bridgedale 

socks since the early 1980s, 

keeping walkers' feet warm, dry and 

comfortable mile after mile. Originally 

launched in only three colours, there 

are now more than 75 styles of sock in 

the Bridgedale range, plus a selection 

of hats and gloves aimed at everyone 

from dog walkers and runners to  

skiers and mountaineers.

John Black produces socks
for WW1 troops, under the
original name of Blaxnit.

The irst socks are sold
under the Bridgedale brand.

Bridgedale develops its
irst Women’s Fit socks.

Sir Ranulph Fiennes runs 7
marathons on 7 continents  
in 7 days in Bridgedale socks. 

Bridgedale joins the DofE
recommended kit list.

Bridgedale begins
sponsoring all Lake District
Mountain Rescue Teams.

The irst Trekker sock is
developed – still a popular
part of the Bridgedale range.

A CENTURY OF 
HAPPY FEET

Introduction of hat and 
glove ranges, plus the 
launch of CuPED and 
Compression technologies.

More than 10,000 pairs
of Bridgedale socks are
now worn by UK Mountain
Rescue Teams.
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  my Bridgedales…
I am astounded by their longevity, 
2175 miles along the Appalachian trail
and still going strong. Other brands
last barely a fraction of the miles.
  Tom Gale
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REGATTA
QUALITY, AFFORDABLE 
OUTDOOR GEAR SINCE 1981

Advertising feature

Founded over three decades ago by just 12 people, 

Regatta has transformed from a small business  

into a worldwide outdoor adventure brand.

R
egatta’s adventure began in 1981. In an outdoor world 

dominated by intrepid explorers, they simply wanted to 

open their front door and have fun – and they wanted 

everyone else to join them. With a mission to get people 

out into the fresh air without worrying about the cost, Regatta 

has inspired everyone from rambers, amblers, bikers and hikers 

to campers, dog walkers and daily commuters to start their own 

adventure for over three decades. And they’re still doing it today. 

The journey begins,
as Regatta starts
trading under its
original name Risol.

The Regatta Great 
Outdoors brand is 
launched with a team  
of just 12 people.

The Stormbreak jacket 
receives ‘Best Buy Award’ 
from Which? magazine.

Cricket legend Sir Ian Botham 
stars in a new Regatta 
marketingcampaign.

Regatta’s patented 
waterproof and  
breathable technology, 
isotex, is launched.

Regatta 
footwear goes 

on sale for the 
irst time.

The Regatta Foundation 
is launched, enabling 
disadvantaged children 
to enjoy the great 
outdoors.

Regatta proudly
sponsors ITV’s
Countrywise
programme.

The iconic
Calderdale
waterproof
and breathable jacket
is launched.

Regatta.com becomes 
a selling site, allowing 
customers to shop
directly online.

Regatta rebrands with  
a modern new logo.

Radio 1 DJ Gemma Cairney 
launches the new Festival 
Favesrange,andonce again 
Regatta sponsors the Kendal 
Calling music festival.
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www.regatta.com/point-214

CROSS PENINE 

WATERPROOF SHELL

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

STRATEGIC STRETCH 
FABRIC PANELS

TECHNICAL HOOD
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WHALLEY WARM & DRY 
THE FAMILY BOOT-FITTERS

Advertising feature

Based in Lancashire’s Ribble Valley, Whalley Warm & Dry is a family-run footwear and 

clothing specialist that’s been kitting out hillwalkers since the turn of the century. 

M
ulti-award-winning boot-fitting business Whalley 

Warm & Dry has come a long way since its 

humble beginnings 15 years ago. By continually 

investing in footwear and insoles, along with 

the latest innovative technology and specialised training, the 

company helps people enjoy walking without worrying about 

their feet, with its specialist boot-fitting service and custom 

insoles attracting customers from across the UK. While the 

shop has grown over the years, some things haven’t changed 

– customers are still at the heart of everything they do.
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FITTING YOUR BOOTS FOR 15 YEARS

Jon Smith founds 
Whalley Warm 
& Dry (WW&D) 
in Lancashire’s
Ribble Valley.

 Following further 
training from 
leading podiatrists 
WW&D introduces 
Podoscope, which 
analyses foot arch 
height and pressure 
distribution.    

ANALYSIS
Podoscope technology 

analyses foot arch height 

and pressure distribution.

FITTING
Length, width and volume 

measurements help identify 

the best boot for your needs. 

INSOLES
Custom-made insoles 

tailored 100% to your foot 

contours – ready in 1 hour!



In Celebration
of their 15th
Birthday

King Street, Whalley,

Lancashire BB7 9SN

E: liz@whalleyoutdoor.co.uk 

T: 01254 822220

www.whalleyoutdoor.co.uk

Open: Tues-Sat 10am-5pm,

Sun 1pm-5pm. Closed Mon.

B
espoke walking footwear specialists Whalley 

Warm & Dry and custom made insole expert The

Foot & Insole Specialist are offering a very special

prize for one lucky reader and their walking 

partner.

Two detailed 90-minute consultations will identify the

perfect boots for you and your partner, the support and 

comfort will then be personalised to the contours of your feet

with the addition of custom made insoles, hand built using

state-of-the-art thermo-moulding technology.

At the end of the consultation, you and your partner will

each walk out of the shop with a pair of high-quality walking

boots and custom made insoles.

The total package is worth up to £800 – and what better

way to enjoy your new boots than to take a walk in the 

beautiful Ribble Valley?

HOW TO ENTER
To enter, go to www.whalleyoutdor.co.uk or

www.footandinsolespecialist.co.uk. Terms and conditions 

apply. For details, visit www.whalleyoutdoor.co.uk. 

�2 pairs of top-end walking boots

from a leading brand

�2 pairs of custom-made

insoles

PRIZE
VALUE UPTO

£800

H E R E ’ S  W H AT  Y O U  C A N  W I N

www.footandinsolespecialist.co.uk

FIFTEEN
YEARS

ESTABLISHED 2000
+ + + + + + +



if you are only going to own
one Fjällräven product, it has
to be a Greenland Jacket. Our
original outdoor jacket, the 
Greenland Jacket has remai-
ned unchanged since 1968 and 
continues to impress users with 
its combination of ruggedness, 
functionality and simplicity. 
 Constructed from our du-
rable and adaptable g-1000 fa-
bric, the jacket was introduced 

following the Scandinavian
expedition to Greenland in 1966.
After long discussions with
the members of the expedi-
tion about their clothing, Åke 
Nordin, Fjällräven’s founder, 
decided to manufacture a jacket 
and trousers for the outdoors.
Launched two years later,
the Greenland Jacket instantly
proved popular and has since
become an outdoor icon.

Today, our Greenland series ha  
grown to include a wide r
of clothing and equipm
in-keeping with th
jacket’s function
design. 

THE GREENLAND JACKE T

THE JACKET THAT STARTED IT  ALL

www.� allraven.co.uk


